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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the origina 
and three copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled γὰ 
“INFORMATION CONCERNING, PAMPHLET, ENTITLED.- 10-COLONTALISM “ἢ 
ΑΝ, Ὁ. δι. IMPERIALISM, ' AUTHORED BY ΠΕΝΗΥΤΙΝΒΤΟΝ, AT VICE” “7 :-- 

Ὁ ΟΟΝΜΌΝΊΒΤ ῬΆΗΤΥ, USA, AND TO“BE ISSUED ΒΥ THE OE f ΘΝ 
WORLD MARXIST REVIEW.'" One copy of this letterhead memorandum 
is also being enclosed for the New York Office. 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 3/16/64 by CG 5824-S* to 
SA RICHARD W. HANSEN, y 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum 
was developed during discussion with NORMAN FREED, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada representative to the "World Marxist 
Review,” official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, while that 
individual was in New York City 3/10-13/64. During the 
period of this visit, FREED held three meetings with CG 5824-5* 
on 3/10, 11 and 13/64, with GUS HALL, General Secretary, ἘΡ, 
USA, participating in the meeting of "3/11/64. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been . 

classified " " sine coh. sets forth information furnished 
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by CG 5824-S*, a most highly placed, sensitive source, who 
is furnishing information on the highest level concerning 
the international communist movement, the disclosure of 
which could tend to identify this source and thus adversely 
aifect the nationai defense interest. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 

as having been made at Washington, D.C. 

w~ Qe 



In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C, 
File No. 

MECLASSTPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVER From: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ct 
DRTE Of-O1L-20 = 

Φ q 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

ik 

“a iS 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

March 18, 1964 

“Sepa 

INFORMATION CONCERNING PAMPHLET 
ENTITLED "NEO-COLONIALISM AND U.S. 
IMPERTALISM," AUTHORED BY HENRY 
‘WINSTON, A VICE CHAIRMAN, COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA, AND TO BE ISSUED BY THE 
"WORLD MARXIST REVIEW" 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during mid-March, 1964, advised as follows: 

The “World Marxist Review," official theoretical 
organ of the international communist movement, which head- 
quarters at Prague, Czechoslovakia, is about ready to print 
and issue a pamphlet entitled "Neo-Colonialism and U.S. 
Imperialism." This pamphlet will carry the name of Henry 
Winston, a Vice Chairman, Communist Party, USA, as its 
author and will be initially published in English and then 
translated into the three other major languages - Russian, 
French and Spanish. 

While Henry Winston is listed as the atithor of this 
pamphiet and the utilization of his name was considered 
essential in order to give the subject authority, the actual 
research work which went into the preparation and the physical 
work of preparing this document was done mostly by staff 
members of the "World Marxist Review." Winston, however, is 
fully aware of the contents of this pamphlet and did spend 
time going over the material with staff members of the "World 
Marxist Review" while he was in Prague, Czechoslovakia, during 
December, 1963, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ATRTEL REGISTERED 
᾿ (Priority) 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
three copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled 

PECOMMUNIST PARTY Ὁ ITAIN," One copy of this letter- 
head memorandum 1s also being enclosed for the New York 
Office, 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 3/14/64 by CG 5824-S* to 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE, f 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum 

was developed during discussion with NORMAN FREED, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada representative to the "World Marxist 
Review," official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, while that 
individual was in New York City 3/10~-13/64, 
period of this visit, FREED held three meetings with CG 5824-5* 
on 3/10, 11 and 13/64, with GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, 
USA, participating in the meeting of 3/11/64, 
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concerning the international communist movement, the dis- 
closure of which could tend to identixy this source and thus 
adversely affect the national defense interest. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 

as having been made at Washington, D.C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Wash ing ton ᾽ D.C, 

File No. March 18, 1964 

“Sree 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF GREAT BRITAIN 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during mid-March, 1964, advised as follows: 

Norman Freed, Communist Party (CP) of Canada 
representative to the "World Marxist Review," official 
theoretical organ of the international communist movement, 
which headquarters at Prague, Czechoslovakia, while en route 
to Canada for a vacation stopped over in Great Britain, 
During this stopover, he had met with John Gollan, General 
Secretary, CP of Great Britain. According to Freed, the 
essence of Gollan’s remarks at this time was as follows. 

The CP of Great Britain desires to be left alone 
and does not want to become involved in any way in the 
current ideological dispute between the CP of the Soviet 
Union and the CP of China. The CP of Great Britain is proud 
of the fact that this Party has not been diverted by the 
Sino-Soviet dispute and is happy that at its last convention 
this matter had not been taken up. Since the CP of Great 
Britain wants no part in this dispute and it, therefore, 
does not support at this time any conference or meeting of 
Communist and Workers Parties to discuss this problem. 

In a recent meeting with Palmiro Togliatti, head 
of the CP of Italy, that individual also voiced opposition 
to a conference of Communist and Workers Parties. Togliatti 
feels that any such conference in 1964 would cause an 
irrevocable split in the socialist camp, He is also worried 
about the results such a conference would have on the internal 
situation within the Italian CP, It is for this reason then 
that Togliatti is currently raising within the Italian CP 
the slogan "Unity but diversity and autonomy." Togliatti 
favors only periodic consultive meetings of the world communist 
movement. 

This document contains neither recommendations 

nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 

[BI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 

aoe not to. be distributed outside your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100.--428091) 3 ) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

tt RYO" 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

and three copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled "STATUS 
OF COMMUNIST PARTIES ALIGNED WITH THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
CHINA,” One copy of this letterhead memorandum is also being 
enclosed for the New York Office. 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 3/14/64 by CG 5824-S* to 
SAS WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W,. HANSEN, 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum . 
was developed during discussion with NORMAN FREED, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada representative to the "World Marxist 
Review," official theoretical organ of the international , 
communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, while that 
individual was in New York City 3/10-13/64, During the 
period of this visit, FREED held three meetings with CG 5824-5S* 
on 3/10, 11 and 13/64, with GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, 
USA, participating in the meeting of 3/11/64. 

The enclo letterhead memorandum has been 
classified CoCo" Since it sets forth information 
furnished by CG 5824-S*, a most highly placed sensitive 
source, who is εν νων on the highest level 
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concerning the international communist movement, the dis- 

closure of which could tend to identify this source and 

thus adversely affect the national defense interest. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is shown as 

having been made at Washington, D.C. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. March 18, 1964 

eeigger 

STATUS OF COMMUNIST PARTIES 
ALIGNED WITH THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CHINA 

Δ source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during mid-March, 1964, advised as follows. 

Based upon contacts with a number of leading 
representatives of Communist Parties from the European 
socialist countries and on a recent trip to Indonesia which 
had taken him through India and Ceylon where he had also met 
with Leading Party people, Norman Freed, Communist Party (CP) 
of Canada representative to the "World Marxist Review," 
official theoretical organ of the international communist 
movement, which headquarters in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
provided the following observations, 

In their current ideological dispute with the CP 
of the Soviet Union, the CP of China could probably gather 
a maximum of ten parties, other than splinter groups from 
existing Communist Parties, that would come out and openly 
support their viewpoint. As a result, this would be the 
maximum number of parties that would be expected to line 
up behind the CP of China should the CP of the Soviet Union 
request and schedule an international conference of Communist 
and Workers Parties in an effort to resolve existing dif- 
ferences. The parties which at this time would reportedly 
support the CP of China are as follows: Albanian Party of 
Labor; Korean Party of Labor; the Communist Party of Japan; 
the Communist Party of Malaya; the Communist Party of New 
Zealand; the Communist Party of Indonesia; the Communist 
Party of Burma - this party, however is split, but the 
Majority of the membership as well as the party's leadership 
Side with the CP of China; the Communist Party of Ceylon - 



STATUS OF COMMUNIST PARTIES Ε 
ALIGNED WITH THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CHINA 

this party is also split with the majority of the leadership, 
though perhaps not the majority of the overall membership, 
being in the Chinese camp; the Workers Party of Viet Nam - 
this party is a subject of immense pressures from the CP of 
China and is caught in the middle. Because of geographical 
location, it depends upon the CP of China for all or most 
of its aid, It carries strong fears regarding invasion from 
South Viet Nam and, therefore, it feels that it cannot desert 
the CP of China if it expects protection and aid from the 
Peopies Republic of China, While HO Chi-minh, head of the 
party and leader of the country, personally does not favor a 
Split within the worid communist movement, the majority of 
his party's leadership are with the Chinese and will follow 
the CP of China, 

While the CP of India still does not give majority 
support to the CP of China, the strength of the pro-Chinese 
element within that party has been increasing on a steady 
basis over the past few months, 

This document contains neither reconmendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pg Γαι: 
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A FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) L 
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ws Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
- and 5 copies of a Lletiérhead memorandum captioned, "Visit of 
ply Ghirst Name Tn} yiCiliaki, Italian Representative to the 
mae world Federation of Trade Utiions, Prague, to United States, 
onze June, 1964," One copy of this letterhead memorandum is also 
oe enclosed for the New York Office. 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 3/16/64 to SA 
RICHARD ἢ, HANSEN. 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was developed by CG 5824-5* as a result of 
a series of discussions held with NORMAN FREED, CP of Canada 
representative to the "Vorld Marxist Review," during the 
course of that individual's visit to New York City 3/10-13/64. 
CG 5824-S* held separate meetings with FREED on 3/10 and 13/64 
and a joint meeting with FREED and GUS BALL on 3/11/64. 

On 3/12/64 in private discussion with GUS HALL, he 
noted that IRVING POTASH would be the Party representative 
designated to make arrangements to either contact CILIAKI 
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merorandun has Leon cla The enclosed letterhend menora esi-~ 
ried "Rees" since it Gets Lorth information furnished 
Ly CG@ θέτε, « most highly plisced ce seers SOUrC? UNO Ls 
furnishing inforustion on tho bashes’ 1 evel concerning the 
gnternationel conmimnist moverent, the cisclosure of ΤῈ ΡῈ 
could tend to identify this source? end adversely nifect the 
national dexenee interests. 

The enclosed leit eyhead menorandum has heen shown 
aS heving heen made at “ashineton, BD. C., in order to Furtn3y 
woteet the identity of “this BOUree, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Po RT Oa 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Vashington, D. Ὁ, 
File No. 

March 17, 1964 

re 

VISIT OF (FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) CILIAKI, 
ITALIAN REPRESENTATIVE TO THE WORLD 
FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS, PRAGUE, TO 
UNITED STATES, JUNE, 1964 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in mid-March, 1964, advised as follows: 

In June, 1964, (first name unknown) Ciliaki, an 
Tialian citizen assigned to the World Federation of Trade 
Unions (WFTU) (a characterization of which appears in the 

Appendix hereto), which headquarters at Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
is scheduled to come to the United States to attend labor 
meetings being held at the United Nations in New York City. 
While Ciliaki works with the communists in the WFTU, he, 
himself, is not a member of the Communist Party (CP). 
During this visit to the United States by Ciliaki, the WFTU 
has requested that he be contacted by a representative 
of the CP, USA and that arrangements be made which will 
enable him to meet with trade union representatives in the 
United States representing both the right and the left in the 
trade union movement. 

assificat 



APPENDIX 

VISIT OF (FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) CILIAKI, Tear 
ITALIAN REPRESENTATIVE TO THE WORLD 
FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS, PRAGUE, TO 
UNITED STATES, JUNE, 1964 

WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 

1. Cited as “part of a solar system of international 
Communist-front organizations which have been established 
in recent years * * *" "American supporters include the 
left-wing unions within the Congress of Industrial 
Organizations." 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, House Report 
1953 on the Congress of American Women, April 26, 
1950, originally released October 23, 1949, p. 1.) 

2, Cited as "Communist-dominated.” 
(Internal Security Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee, Handbook for Americans, 8. Doc. 117, April 
23, 1956, p. 93, also p. 59.) 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. it is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

APPENDIX 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) “22 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies of 3 letterhead memorandum entitled ""WORLD 
MARXIST REVIEW,’ OFFICIAL THEORETICAL ORGAN OF THE WORLD 
COMMUNIST MOVEMENT, PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA." One copy of this 
letterhead memorandum is aiso being enclosed for the New York 
Office, 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 3/16/64 by CG 5824-S* to . 
SA RICHARD W, HANSEN, 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum | 
was developed during discussion with NORMAN FREED, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada representative to the "World Marxist 
Review," official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, while that 
individual was in New York City 3/10-13/64, During the 
period of this visit, FREED held three meetings with CG 5824-S* 
on 3/10, 11 and 13/64, with GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, 
USA, participating in the meeting of 3/11/64, 

Tenenee cs letterhead memorandum has been 
classified ' since it sets forth information furnished 
by CG 5824-S*, a most highly placed, sensitive source, who 
is furnishing information on the igo “222 concerning the γ΄ 
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international communist movement, the disclosure of which 
could tend to identify this source and thus adversely 
affect the national defense interest. 

The enclosed letterhead menorandum has been shown 

as having been made at vashington, D.C, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer io Washington, D.C, 
File No, - March 17, 1964 

“preter 

"WORLD MARXIST REVIEW," OFFICIAL 
THEORETICAL ORGAN OF THE WORLD 
COMMUNIST MOVEMENT, PRAGUE, 

' CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

ἃ source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during mid-March, 1964, advised as follows, 

As a resuit of negotiations carried on with Dipa 
N, Aidit, General Secretary, Communist Party (CP) of Indonesia, 
during January, 1964, an agreement was reached with representa- 
tives of the "World Marxist Review," official theoretical organ 
of the world communist movement, that the CP of Indonesia 
would translate the "World Marxist Review" into the Irian 
language and thereafter publish and distribute it in Indonesia, 
However, it was also noted that concurrent with this agreement, 
the CP of Indonesia also intended to translate into Irian and 
publish the "Peking Review," an official publication of the 
CP of China, The presently scheduled date for the translation 
and publication of both of these items into Irian is May 1, 1964. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

‘ 5 

ReNvairtels, 3/2/64 and 3/11/64, concerning 
invitation of Soviets for NY 694-+-S* to visit the Soviet 
Union, 

On 3/23/64, a ciphered-coded radio message was 
received from the Soviets, the plain text of which is as 
foliows: 

"Please clarify what kind of visa do you 
need from our embassies in Washington, D.C. 7 
and Zurich, " ἢ 
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i - Mr, Belmont 
2 ὦ Mr. Sullivan 
1. Mr, Wannall 
iL - Mr, Branigan 

τι ἜΘ Mr. Baumgardner 
. - σι ΜΝΩ͂Ν 4 1 -_ Liaison 

ROUT of) fea ELOPE 1 - Mr. Shaw 
March 20, 1964 

( b BY LIAISOM 

Honorable John A, MeCone (ti 2 3 
Dixvector We ΠῚ 
Central Intelligence Agency yg J Ps => 
Washington, DB. Ὅς " ‘ Ve w= & 

~} Η “5 iv od τῷ - 

Dear Br. KeCone: 4 “ΠΣ #3 τε " | = 
ppkied by ἃ ~ The following information was s 

source which has furnished reliable information in the 
past. 

A meeting of leading Communist Party representa~ : 
tives of European coumunist bloc countries, excluding Sy 
Albania, is scheduled to be held in early April, 1964, 
This meeting is being called for the puxpose of discussing 
the current status of the Sino-Seviet dispute. Attendance { 
at this meeting will be Limited to representatives fron 
Ruropean communist bloc countries; however, delegations 
from the Communist Paxties of France and Italy may be 
invited since they represent the largest and most tmportant 
Communist Parties in Europe outside of the communist bloc. 

Because of the sensitive nat of δὲν ource, 
we have classified this comminication * This 
information is being furnished to other interested officials 
of the Government. «ὦ ὃ 7. ry , νῷ, ̓  ‘ 4 / 7 aa! 
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Honorable John A. MeCone 

NOTE: 

Classified ee because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
erg damage to the Nation, Source who furnished the 
cinformation is CG 5824—=S*, See Chicago airtel 3-16-64, 

C)'Se0lo ,/ I8-C." 

Dissemination being made to Honorabie Walter W. 
Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable 
Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A, 
MeCone, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the 
Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General, 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOP E ss. 
DeLooch — 

| 9 le eve 
TO : Mr, ἢ, C. Sullivan not DATE: /19/64 Rogen 

Wa δ 1-Mr. Belmont ΤΣ —_ 
1 “τ * sul 1 ivan Trotter 

FROM : Myr. F. J. Baumgardner 1-Mr. Baumgardner Τοῖς. Room ᾿ 
at ξ 1-Mr. Shaw Gandy mail 

ie Z 7 
SUBJECT: OLO, th bli” 
- NTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST "val 

ν ) This pertains to a proposed course of action designed to 
\ forestall the return of Henry Winston, Vice-Chairman, Communist Party, 
USA (CPUSA) to Russia. 

Winston returned to the United States on 2/27/64, after 
having resided in Russia since September, 1961. For the past two and 
a half years, Winston, a Negro whose prison sentence for conspiracy 
to violate the Smith Act was commuted on 6/30/61, because of the loss 
of his eyesight, had been receiving medical treatment in Russia. 
He also has been placed on exhibition by the Soviet Union and other 
European communist nations as an example of "capitalist sadism" and 
of racial discrimination and brutality against Negroes in the United 
States, ema lesk) 

At recent press conferences, Winston has stated he return} 
| ed from Russia in connection with his civil suit against the U.5. 

Government. (Winston has filed a one million dollar civil suit 
against the U.S. Government claiming that negligence of prison author~ 
ities had resulted in the loss of his eyesight) Winston stated he 
would return to Russia to complete his medical treatment after 
testimony in his civil suit is completed. He indicated that upon \/ 
his return to Russia he would study the advances of socialism and 
would make these experiences available to the people of the United , 
States when he again returned to this country. 

Ἷ It is, of course, against our best interests to allow 
Winston to return to Russia. Winston has great propaganda value to 
the world communist movement and is able to invoke terrific emotional] | 
appeal wherever he travels because of his allegations that he was 
tortured and blinded by "reactionary U.S. prison authorities." By 
allowing Winston to once more return to Russia would only enable 
him to continue his anti-American activity from the point where he 
Left off prior to his recent return,to this country. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
RE: SOLO 
100.4 2800} 

In an effort to forestall Winston's return to Russia, it 
is deemed desirable to consider having CG 5824-~S*, commensurate with 
informant's Security, take up with CPUSA General | Secretary Gus Hall 
that Winston's return. to_ ‘Russia would ¢ not 1 be in the best interest 

Sn ae ee 

of the CPUSA. “Informant could note the recent newspaper publicity 

to Hali's attentjon that Winston during his stay in Russia had acted 
in a very authorgtative manner and had incurred the wrath of the 
| Soviets by his arrogance, In this connection, CG 5824-S* while 
in Moscow, Russia, during December, 1962, observed that as a result 
of the royal treatment Winston was receiving in Russia, he had 
become hypnotized by his own importance, and was acting as if he 
was still the Party's Organizational Secretary and as "heir 
apparent." NY 694-S* while in Moscow in May, 1963, was told by 
igor Michaelov, an official of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union that Winston was most difficult to get 
along with. Michaelov noted that six Soviet translators assigned 
to Winston had quit, and no one, including stenographers, could 
work with Winston. CG 5824-S* could also point out that Winston's 
public attacks against the United States during his recent press 
conferences and his announced intentions to return to Russia could 
be detrimental to the CPUSA by tending to show the close connection 
between the CPUSA and the Soviets. 

In the event CG 5824-S* believes he cannot safely 
approach Halil concerning the above course of action, we will, as 
soon as the plans of Winston to return to Russia become finalized, 
consider contacting the State Department in an effort to have 
steps taken to revoke Winston’s passport by pointing out that his 
anticipated return to Russia would not be in t t Uh owls 

t 

ΩΝ 
That the attached letter be sent to Chicage “eadosting 

that the views of CG 5824-S* be obtained relative to approaching 
Gus Hall in an effort to forestall the return of Winston to Russia. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

7 

Js He ἫΝ ΝΜ 



ROUTE 2S LN VELOP™ 
SAC, Chicago (134-46-Sub B) Maret 20, 1964 

| REC 28 " 
Directer, ἘΒῚ ({00~428091) — 2 73 7 

i 1 ~- Mr, Belmont 
SOLO Δ Mr. Sullivan 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 

1 = Mr, Shaw 

Reurlet 3/12/64 relative toe taking steps te 
forestall the return of Henry Winston te Russia. 

The Dureau believes that the most effective 
wanner oF coping with this preblem ts to have CG 5824-5", 
commensurate with informant's security, take this matter’ 
wp with Gus Usil. Informant could note tie recent 
newspaper publicity concerning Wingten's intentions te 
return to Russia, and couwid point out to Hail that such 
aetion would be detrimental te the Communist Party, USA 
({CPUSA). For example, informant could bring up the 
information set forth in the letterhead memorandun, 
"Honry Winston, Information Developed During Discussions, 
October te December, 1962," which was an enclosure to 
Chicage airtel 1/14/63 in captioned matter, and which 
contains the observation of CG 5824-5* that the royal treat- 
ment Winston has received in Russia bas caused him to 
hecome hypnotized by his own lwpertance and he has heen 
apparently operating in the socialist states like he was 
still the Derty'’s Organizational Secretary and as “heir 
apparent,.* This could eperate to Hali's detrinent with 
the Soviets. In addition, the information set forth in 
New York airtel 6/4/63 in captioned matter could be brought 
to Hali's attention. New York's sirtel gets forth the 

Ὁ vemarks of Igor Wichaelov, an official of the International 
Papartment, Central Connittee, Communist Party of the 
Seviet Union. Michaclov told HY 694-S* that Winston was sost 

| difficult te get along with. Hichaeloy neted that six Soviet 
(translators assigned to Winston had quit, and ne one, 
‘including stenographera, could work with Winston, ; 

bis if 

CG 5824-S* could also. point ‘out ‘that Wington's εἶπ. 
public attacks against the faite public, amugun during his ot recent a * 
press conferences, alosr Ἦ ne Ὁ 
his plan to tf men te Russia, wouis οἰὸς naguneene to the 0. 
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Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100428091 

You should promptly take up the above matter With CG 5524-5S* and advise the Bureau as to informant's reaction te this proposed course of action. 

NOTE: 

See memo Baumgardner to Sullivan, "Solo, Interne] Security - C," dated 3/19/64, WGS:fnh, 

ae Dm 
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: ‘ UNITED STATES so Wneonr 

Memorandum 
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) DATE: 3/12/64 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

ReCGairtel dated February 18, 1964, 

As the Bureau is aware, HENRY WINSTON, a Vice 
Chairman, Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), returned to the 
United States on February 27, 1964. Previously, as set 
forth in reCGairtel, CG 5824-S* reported information from 
GUS HALL which was to the following effect: 

HALL indicated that in a recent letter WINSTON 
had noted that medical treatment in the Soviet Union had 
not been completed. Based on this, HALL surmised that 
perhaps WINSTON got wind of plans for an international 
conference and might attempt to use this excuse of further 
medical treatment as a guise to get him back to the Soviet 
Union. 

On February 29, 1964, the "New York Times" in an 
article appearing on page 13 noted the following: 

At a press conference, WINSTON noted that he had 
gone to the Soviet Union in 1961 for medical treatment, 
He stated he hoped to return for further treatment before 
returning permanently to this country to help the Negroes 
in their struggle for freedom. Earlier, in this same inter- 

h view, it was noted that WINSTON had returned to the United 
ὦ States in connection with a million dollar lawsuit outstanding 
K xs against the Government. 

ΝΕ On March 5 and 7, 1964, CG 5824-S* diseussed the 
CN FA matter concerning a possible return of HENRY WINSTON to the 
WAY Soviet Union, particularly in the case where an international 
Wg conference might be scheduled for that time. In the opinion 

| VX ae au (RM) REC 29 Aye ᾿ ἕξ, OF [= 313 ιν | 
i-New York (100-134637) (Info) (BM) 
i-Chicago ,. B® MAR 26 1964 
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COT μον τὸ of eG ‘pg24cs*-; ‘he: ‘stated he ‘felt it would be against ‘1 the pest- 
eh ol aterests of: our | GoVeriment; as well as. the country ; and, οἵ. ΣΝ 

ots) course, this..operation, ‘to again allow WINSTON ‘to return to. a ᾿ 
2 “the ‘Soviet, Union,. particularly. if such might coincide with 
oo ga international. conference. WINSTON, according: to LG 5824-S*; 

τ πὸ has: “great propaganda ‘value. to. the « world ‘communist ‘movement... " 
ες and Gan invoke: terrific,.emotional appeal wherever he travels - 

- "because. of. the’ ‘physical injuries which ‘he alleges were. inflicted - 
το ἐς upon him by this.Govéernment.° Already, because of his: lengthy | 
Ἀπ “Stay.and travels, in, the’ socialist, countries,” he has ‘been’ of -* 

; _: immense. propaganda : ‘value. ‘to. them, -.. By: ‘allowing ‘WINSTON to — 
εὐ τ λον once more: ‘return to: the.socialist countries would. only ‘enable - 
~~ ὁ him to continue. ‘his- antic Ametican activity. from: the point where, 
Me he: Last: ‘lett. off. ce . a 

Po A vt CG 5824-8.. further stated that. he: feels: ‘every. ‘effort wey, 
cos ghowld ἴ be made: by our. ‘Government. ito" ‘forestall any authorization 

(fo τ for. WINSTON. -to again: travel. abroad: |. In-an: effort, to:forestall | 
ὙΠ τ guch a, return by -WINSTON,. the sourcé feels that the: Government _ 
might. effectively ,bring about - the need: for extensive medical 
3. examinations . and consultation for WINSTON in ‘this country for. 
ἢ pabltely. ‘circulate information to the effect that. equivalent | 
oor, 18 faet; ‘better medical treatment for WINSTON's. ‘problem . 
Gs ‘availabYe: in the United States. CG 5824-$* also: fcels' that. 
προ τ 6 could be. argued. that’ qualified, and. competent’ medical. οι 

Sa = examiners, “might justifiably. challenge- the’ Soviet: doctors: and 
. τος wedical experts": statements. regarding’ the: actual need: for 

Wisc additional: medical treatment: on the part | ‘of “WINSTON or that - 
cos. seh additional’ ‘wedical. treatment. could,, in any. way, be. beneficial, 
+ 4. Ef such action: failed, CG 5824-S* also: ‘believes that it-might  §. 
“oo > be worthwhile’ forthe Government to consider. the’: préparation | 

"land. circulation, through ‘recognized: columnists. and/or established — εν 
τς ἢ publications, . columas and artié¢les. dealing with WINSTON and - | 

. = @ Summation of some’ or’ all of: “his anti-American; -anti<U ; S:. and. 
og! pro-Soviet ‘and: communist. activities: and enunclations ‘made’ ‘while. 
abroad, ‘Such columns. or_ articles: could point out ‘that WINSTON: 
we. Shad: traveled. abroad''as a result “ef” ‘a humanitarian οί ΟἹ the. 

v2 ὅν 6,8. ,Governnént which allowed him, ‘as a communist, a passport.” 
τι δ in order to. go-to the Soviet. Union. ‘contrary. Τοῦ. ὃ, laws for’ out 
ae medical treatment: which WINSTON ° ‘at: the. bang. claimed was: ‘superior, Pos 

: he that available. in the υ. Ss. ᾿ ᾿ 

0G δδ24 8. further. noted | that there would be: plenty 
" of such anti-v, ‘S, material available in this country since ΕΝ Ν 
τος ἀ1οὸΡὴΙΟΣ the communist press. in. 086. countries: ‘which WINSTON ..- 
τς  wisited: during. his tour abroad utilized his. activities | and | 
Romar ks for "propaganda Purposes. "Pravda," ‘Tevestia". in’ the: a 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

Soviet Union as well as official Party publications in 
Hungary, German Democratic Republic, Bulgaria, and other 
socialist countries, printed hundreds of such articles, 
published similar number of photographs on various aspects 
of WINSTON's activities, contacts, statements, and the like 
while in those countries, 

Source then noted that while he felt a return to 
the Soviet Union by WINSTON could bedtrimental, the overall 
effects of such a victory by WINSTON could even be more 
devastating. This would be true in light of other recent 
court decisions dealing with passport matters. In the source's 
opinion, he feels that should WINSTON successfully return to 
the Soviet Union, other individuals, like BOB THOMPSON, would 
renew for themselves on the basis of humanitarian reasons 
their efforts to go abread, In addition, other communists, 
Like OTTO WANGERIN of Chicage, would be able to build a stronger 
case based on these same humanitarian grounds to have passports 
issued to them for travel to socialist countries for medical 
reasons, 

He also noted that with the precedent of such cases 
and recent court decisions, there is a strong likelihood that 
ambitious people of the stature of JIM JACKSON, a newspaperman, 
and BEN DAVIS, a Negro spokesman, might make strong appeals 
for issuance of passports on their behalf. 

In making the above comments, CG 5824-S* stated he 
had raised this only to bring it to the Bureau's attention, 
feeling that they might like to consider at this tine the 
ramifications of the problem. 
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Date: 3/ 19/ 64 | 

| 

Transmit the following in fad. 
(Type in plain text or code) Ke ‘\ 7 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED Vi 
; - (Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

moe ee Jo 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

YORK (100- 134637) 

[Δι - 

ν᾽ 

ReNYairtel, 3/18/64, ceflecting on page 2 thereof that A 
at a meeting between NY 694~g% and KOLOBASHKIN on 3/17/64, OTE" 
KOLOBASHKIN stated that he wished to contact NY 694-S* at Reyes aly 

6:00 p.m. on 3/18/64 at the “Dann” rendezvous to give the 
informant  EWwo important letters" to be transmitted to GUS HALL. 

Pursuant to the above-described arrangement, NY 694-S* 
Gey met ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN in the vicinity of the “Dann” rendezvous. 
7 at 6:00 p.m. on 3/18/64, and KOLOBASHKIN gave to the informant, ἮΕΝ 
,) for transmission to GUS HALL, a roll of microfilm containing, 
© according to KOLOBASHKIN, a letter from the CP of China to the 
ye «=©6 CPSU and a letter from the CPSU in reply to the aforesaid letter 

A Nerd K male of eucks Y2fiy 

~ o£ the CP of China. 

a Photographic prints of the aforementioned letters ἘᾺΝ 
3 reflect that they are both unofficial translations, the one ᾿ 
|e entitled "The Letter of the Central Committee of the CP of | ἢ 
ἢ China to the Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union.” 
ih This pine is dated February 33 ,» 1964, Εν one entitled « 

7 ey Mee" REC. 38 pt ~ -ς ΚΟ} -40 v4 
HON BE Yaloo- 428091) (end, 2) (RM) an =39 {13} 

- πον "(134=46=Sub - -B) (Enc, - 2) (RM-AM) 
i - NY 134-91 (INV) 41) -- ~ 5 MAR 26 1584 

way L = NY 105-36402 ({ALEKSEY-M. KOLOBASHKIN) (341) —_en | ma 
CVE 1 ~ Ny 100-34994 (GUS HALL) (414) ee {τὶ τ, ee BK 
AB L- wy 100-134637 (41) (Attach) - Oe pO Bia 2. 
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NY 100-134637 

"The Letter of the Central Committee of the GPSU to the Central 
Committee of the CP of China, is undated, but reflects that 
it is a reply to the letter of the CP of China dated February 27, 
Copies of the above~described letters are enclosed herewith 
for the Bureau and Chicago. 

The above-mentioned letters reflect the continuing 
polemics between the CPSU and the GP of China, each party 
charging the other with responsibility for the acrimonious 
dispute between the parties. The Soviet letter, referring 
to a Chinese letter of February 29, which was not made available 
to the informant by KOLOBASHKIN, reflected that the Central 
Committee of the CP of China had agreed with the Soviet opinion 
that anotherbilateral meeting be held of the representatives of 
the CPSU and the CP of Ghina. The said Soviet letter further 
reflected that the Chinese proposal was that such a meeting be 
held in October,1964. 

On page 12 of the aforementioned Soviet Letter appears 
the following: "Guided by these considerations, the Central 
Committee of the-CPSU proposes: (1) ‘To resume the meeting 
between the representatives of the GPSU and CPC in Peking in 
May, 1964. (2) To convene the prepdtory conference of the 
representatives of 26 fraternal parties in June-July, 1964, 
(3) To convene the international conference in consultations 
with fraternal parties in the Fall of 1964, 

After giving NY 694-s* the above-mentioned Soviet 
and Chinese letters, KOLOBASHKIN stated that although he and 
NY 694-S* had previously arranged to meet on March 31, at which 
time KOLOBASHKIN was to give the informant more money, these 
arrangements would have to be changed, KOLOBASHKIN stated that 
he would not be in the position to give the informant money on 
March 31, but that he would meet NY 694<S* at the "Armstrong" 
rendezvous on that date to advise him when KOLOBASHKIN would 
would transfer to him more money from the Soviets. KOLOBASHKIN stated that to date he has no information reflecting that any sum in excess of $300,000.00 is to be given to the CPUSA by the 
GPSsU. 



NY 100-134637 

With respect to GUS HALL's suggestion, transmitted 
by KOLOBASHKIN to Moscow, that consideration be given to the 
formation of a new Comintern, KOLOBASHKIN stated that as yet 
he has no information as to how the Soviets in Moscow reacted 
to this suggestion. He said, however, that the Soviets at 
the Mission to the United Nations consider the suggestion 
excellent. KOLOBASHKIN further stated that he anticipated 
that the Soviets in Moscow would furnish the reactions to 
HALL's suggestion re the Comintern via radio, 

In the course of their meeting, KOLOBASHRIN and 
NY 694-S* agreed that the walkie-talkie operation to date has 
proved ineffective and that some other means must be devised 
whereby they can arrange for contact. 
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ROUTE IN &. VELOPE 

SAC, New York (100-134637) March 27, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 1 - Mr, Donohue 
᾿Ξ 1. Mr. Shaw 

RNAL SECURITY ~ C 

Reurlet 3/18/64, requesting authority to 
urchase a tape recorder in an amount not in excess of 
110 from the confidential fund of the New York Office 

for the use of NY 694-S* in the Solo operation, 

. Pursuant to your request, authority is 
graatca tO χοῦ ἃ tape recorder ln an μον not 
in excess of $110, 

1 ~ Mr, M. Ἐς Row (6221 ~ IB) 

NOTE; 

NY 694-S* in handling the clandestine Solo 
apparatus receives ciphered radio messages from the Soviets. 
Some of these messages are of considerable length, and the 
use of a tape recorder would enable NY 694-S* to replay ‘ 
these messages at any desired speed. Thus, if NY 694-5* 
is ever presented with the question by the Soviets as to 
how he can receive lengthy messages on the initial trans- 
mission, he will have a convincing answer which can be 
proven by the possession of a tape recorder, By telephone 
call to ASAC Roney of the New York Office, 3/24/64, the 
question of whether the Soviets would consider it a security 
violation for NY 694~-S* to utilize a tape recorder was 
taken up, ASAC Roney advised that this matter had already 
peen discussed with informant who stated that the use of a 
tape recorder for this particular operation is considered 
standard practice, Informant also noted that the Soviets 
are aware that he has a hearing: impairment and would raise 
no question concerning his-use of a tape recorder. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) March 27, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 
(Y Go) 1 - Mr, Shaw 

TNIERNAL SECURITY - C 

The New York Office has posed the following 
questions concerning the handling of Solo information: 

1, Can the New York Office disseminate infor- 
mation from the Salo case to other offices so long as the 
information is disseminated under the appropriate case 
caption and not the Solo caption? 

2. Can New York disseminate copies of 5010 
correspondence to other New York files such as the Funds 
file or is it necessary to prepare separate memoranda 
under separate captions such as the Funds caption? 

' ἃ. Is New York prohibited from disseminating 
any information from the Solo case to any other file in 
its or in any other field office under the Solo caption \ 
or under any other caption. 7 

4, Can New York disseminate copies of Solo 
conminications to case files such as the Kolobashkin case 

, file, which is closely allied to the Solo operation? 

Chicago is instructed to promptly submit to the 
‘| Bureau and New York its recommendations and observations 
relative to the above questions posed by New York. 
New York upon receiving Chicago's reply should immediately 
submit to the Bureau any observations or recommendations 
it may have relative to the course. of; ‘agtion suggested by 
Chicago. REC. 38 ae 4A fo 72 ᾿ 7,)--, » pt 

1 - New York (100-134637) 
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Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

The Bureau will reserve its judgment in this 
matter until after Chicago submits its recommendations and 
until after New York has had an opportunity to comment 
on Chicago's recommendations. 

NOTE: 
Chicago and New York are of divergent viewpoints 

relative tv the tandlingy of solo intormation. This relates 
to the dissemination of Solo information to other field offices 
and the channelization of Solo information to other files 
within the. icano Offices. New York 
Supervisor by telephone call to the 
Bureau 3/1 posed the four questions set forth in this 
letter. Since Chicago is origin in the Solo case it is 
deemed advisable to solicit the recommendations of Chicago 
relative to the questions posed by New York, prior to 
making a decision at the Bureau. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPR !-® fantail Mr. Sullivan 

The Attorney Generali March 26, 1964 

Mr, Baumgardner 
Mr. Shaw fot fe i 

[! Director, FBI 
! 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

Material in the enclosed mesorandum was supplied 
by sources which have furnished reliable information in the 
past. The enclosed uemorandum summarizes a recent exchange 
of letters between the Central Committees of the Communist 
Parties or China and the Sovict tation, Naci Paxty chargcd 
the other with responsibility for the acrimonious Sinc~ 
Soviet dispute. The Soviets noted the willingness of the~; - 
Chinese to convene 2 conference of all fraternal parties, πὶ 
In view of this, the Soviets made the following proposals” 
(1) to resume the meeting between Sino~Soviet representatives 
in Peking, Chine, in May, 1964; (2) to convene a preparatory. 
conference of representatives of 26 fraternal parties in = 
June-July, 1964: and {3} to convene an international = 
conference in consuitations with fraternal parties in the 
Fali of 1964, 
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Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
we have classified this communication and its enclosure 

ὯΝ 4 * This information is being furnished to other 
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The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

Classified "Tap=@eSmek" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to the 
Nation. Source is NY 694-S*, who is referred to as "sources" 
in order to further protect the identity of this informant. 
information extracted from New York airtel 3-19-64, 
"Solo, IS-C," 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS 

Summary o£ letter from the Central Comuittee, 
Communist Party of China, to the Central 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, dated February 27, 1964 " 

The Gentrai Committee of the Communist Party 
of China acknowledged a letter from the Central Committee 
oz the Communist Party of the Soviet Union dated 
February 20, 1964, and déseribed the Soviets? letter as 
a clumsy attempt to shift the blame on someone else. The 
Communist Party of China indicated it had "asked," not 
“denanded, that it be furnished the letter of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union dated February 12, 
1964, which was sent to other fraternal parties. The 
Communist Party of China noted that in the usage of these 
two words in the Chinese language there is no big difference. 

The Communist Party of China accused the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union of indulging in “idle jabbering," 
and warned thet no matter how formidable the Soviets are 
trying to look, they only reminded the Chinese of "spears 
with silvery tin heads," 

. The Communist Party of China concluded that if 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is sure that its 
menbers and the Sovict people are politically matured and 
capable of telling the truth, the Communist Party of China 
was proposing that a mutual publication of documents be 
made setting forth the positions of each Party. 

Summary of letter from the Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, to the 
Central Committee, Communist Party of China, 
March, 1964 | 

The Central Committee of the Commmist Party of 
the Soviet Union acknowledged the letter of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of China dated at a 1964. 
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coe ς 
The Soviets rejected the proposal of the Chinese calling 
for the mutual publication of documents setting forth the 
position of each Party in the ideological dispute. The 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union warned that the 
publication by the Comaunist Party of China of slander 
against the foreign and domestic policies of the Soviet Union 
including the allégation that the foviet Union has entered 
into a “plot with American imperialism" will arouse feelings 
of indignation among the Soviet people. The Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union charged that the polemics carried out 
by the Chinese have already exceeded the limits of an 
ideological dispute and have heen turned inte an lastriment 
ox struggle against the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
and against the intarnettionel communist acvesient as a whole. 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union pointed 
ont that ite letter of February 12, 1964, which was sent 
to several fraternal parties, contained no secrets, and, in 
fact, contained nothing that had not been said by the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union to the leaders of the 
Communist Paxty of China long before. The Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union charged the Communist Party of China 
with using thia letter as a ground for charging the Communist 
Party οὗ the Soviet Union of conducting "secret" anti~Chinese 
ROTLVLEY « 

SINO«SOVIET RELATIONS 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union also 
neknowledged receipt of a letter from the Communist Party 
of China dated February 29, 1964, which ia described as 2 
delayed answer to the letter of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union dated Navember 29, 1965. The Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union took note of the fact thet the 
Comaunist Party of China had agreed with the need to renew 
bilateral meetings of Sino-Soviet representatives, and ta 
thereafter convene a conference of 11 fraternal parties. 
In view of this, the Commmist Party of the Soviet Union 
made the following proposals: (1) to resume the meeting 
between the representatives of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet. Union and the Communist Party cf China in Peking, 
China, in May, 1964; (2) to convene a preparatory conference 
of the representatives of 26 fraternal parties in June-July, 
1964; and (3) to convene the international conference in 
consultations with fraternal narties in the Fall of 1964, 
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SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS 

NOTE: 

Classified ee because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could jeopardize NY 694—5*, 
who is of continuing value, and such disclosure could result 
in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. See New York 
airtel 3-19-64, "Solo, IS=-C." Dissemination being made to 
the Honorable Walter W. Jenkins, Special Assistant to the 
President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; 
the Honorable John A. MeCone, Director, Central Intelligence 
Agency; and the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General. 
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RNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications directed to 
him by radio, 

On 3/23/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland on scheduled fimes and frequencies at which time one message, 
NR 714 GR 23, was sent. 

The plain text is set forth below, the cipher text is attached. 

PLEASE CLARIFY WHAT KIND OF LUGGAGE (Visa) DO YOU NEED FROM 
OUR CASHIERS (Embassy) IN FAIR (Washington) AND DELTA (Zurich) 

- - - ἐ 
ACTION: 

For information. 

Ἴ συ " 28. 4. of) 54 
B MAR 27 1584. 

Enclosure 
Pa | Sy 

1- Mr. Belmont 

xX Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
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NR 714 GR 23 

28468 83564 $3463 821161 45468 60d4¢d 98539 37518. 17084 

67455 87162 71410 S7617 28655 88320 41085 98269 52987 

83927 49339 03937 

Jos 42 044-3149 
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ὍΡΠΟΜΑΙ FORM ΝΟ, τὸ Φ Φ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT (} 

Memorandum τὰ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

TO : Mr. We. C. sign DATE: 3-20-64 Gate - 
Su 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgar ge Tele. Roam 

: i e cond 
SUBJECT: A 

ἢ ERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST Zz Ὄ (poo Use 

This is to advise you of the receipt of $150,000 
by the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), on 3-17-64, as a subsidy 
from the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (cesu). 

It will be recalled that CG 5824-S* while on a 
Solo mission in the Soviet Union during late 1963 relayed to 
CPSU officials a request from CPUSA General Secretary Gus Hall 
that the CPUSA be provided with $1,295,000 to assist in its 
operational expenses for 1964. The Soviets delivered $30,000 
to the CPUSA through the Solio apparatus in January, 1964, and 
on 2-20-64 the Soviets sent a radio message from Moscow to 
NY 694-S* stating that $600,000 would be furnished to the CPUSA 
during March, 1964, 

On 3-17-64, Aleksey Kolobashkin, Third Secretary, 
Soviet Mission to the United Nations, delivered to NY 694--" 
a black attache case containing the sum of $150,000, 

The grand total of all funds received by the CPUSA 
fron the Soviets since 1958 is now $1,829,991, 

ACTION: 

For information. The clandestine receipts of funds’ 
from the Soviets is not being disseminated in view of the fact 
that it would jeopardize our Solo informants. 
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SRCLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY RPERIVED FROM: 

boy Φ “Bpexky F | | 

1 - Liaison 
i - Mr, Wannall 

΄: ΟΒΣ 100-428091 ΕΥ̓͂ LIATRON 

Date: Merch 25, 1964 

To: Director to 
Bureau of intelligence and Research | ace 
Department of State Cale Ἢ " 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director na ae 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF GREAT BRITAIN 
INTERNAL SECURITY - GREAT BRITAIN 

i“ he fe | - Ἢ 

A most sensitive source of this Bureau, whieh hes ms 
iucnished reliable information in the past, has advised that Ὁ ~— 
Jobn Gollan, General Secretary, Communist Party (CP) of 
Great Britain, recently made the following confidential 
comments relative to the current status of the CP of 
Great Britain, 

The CP of Great Britain desires to be left silone 
and does not want to become involved in any way in the current 
Sino-Sovist ideological dispute, The CP of Great Britain is 
proud of the fact that it has not been diverted by the 
Sino-Soviet dispute and is happy that at its last convention 
this matter had not been taken up, Since the CP of Great Britain 
wants no part in this dispute, it does not support at this tine 
any international conference of Communist Parties to d cms: ” q ἐ ό, a «hn LLP PL this problem, wea οι 2 9- YP 2: 

In ἃ recent meeting with Palmiro aoe Biking Leader 
of the CP of Italy, Togliatti also voiced oppéBi “ an 
international conference of Communist Parties, Togliattifelt 
that any such conference in 1964 would cause aN irrevocable 
Split in the communist camp, He was also worried about the 
resulis such a conference would have on the internal situation 
within the Italian CP, Togliatti favored only periodic 
consultive meetings of me ana of the world comnunist [. movement, Ps 6 Ora: I of a 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: 

Classified » because disclosure of this 
information to unauthorized persons would jeopardize the 
source who is furnishing information on a top-level basis 
concerning the international communist movement. Source is 
CG 5824~S*, See Chicago airtel 3/18/64 captioned "Solo, 
I8-C" which discloses that CG 5824-S* had conferred with 
Norman Freed, functionary of the CP of Canada, who reported 
to source the results of his recent conference with John Gollan, 

This information is not 
in view of the fact that 8s known to be 
infiltrated by the Soviets and this could seriously jeovardize 
the security ot σὰ SES, a most sensitive iniorwunt. 
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March 26, 1964 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable Dean Rusk 
The Secretary of State \- 
Washington, Dd. Cc. --φῬ., αὐ ( ; fh Ps i Ξ = 

Dear Mr. Rusk: τ ες ἢ ἜΝ 
ἐν πῇ ὦ 

Waterial in the enclosed πρχβηδιμα was supplie wag 
by sources which have furnished reliable information in tha 2 
past. The enclosed memorandum summarizes a recent exchange:>= “ 
of letters between thea Central Committees of the Communist = = 
Parties of China and the Soviet Union. Each Party charged S oS 
the other with responsibility for the acrimonious Sino- 
Soviet dispute. The Soviets noted the willingness of the 
Chinese to convene a conference of all fraternal parties. 
In view of this, the Soviets made the following proposals: 
(1) to vesume the meeting between Sino-Soviet representatives 
in Peking, China, in May; 1964; (2) to convene a preparatory 
conference of representatives of 26 fraternal parties in 
June-July, 1964; and (3) to convene an international 
conference in consuitations with fxvaternal parties in the 
Fall of 1964. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
we have classified this conmunication and its enclosure 

" This information is being furnished to other 

ee 

we coc” Sineerely yours, 

interested officials of oe Government « / σὺ - Ε 4. 2 § Oj if ST] 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 

Classified Se ee because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation, Source is NY 694-S*, who is referred to as 
*sources” i der to further protect the identity of this 
informant,”) Infprmation extracted from New York airtel 
83.19.64 "Solo 7, IS=-C,* 
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ED FROM: 
TIT 

- Liaison 
- Mr. Wannall 

FAP-SECRET - Mr. Branigan 
- Mr. Shaw 

(IS) 1u9-428091 

Date: March 27, 1964 

iy To: Director 
Sf Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

Department of State 

be 
From: John Edgar Hoover, Director | 

Subject: SINQ-SOVEET RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - ὦ 

The following information was supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

The Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet Union in 
February, 1964, circulated amongst certain fraternal parties 
a confidential letter suggesting that there might be a 
necessity for calling an international conference of all 
Communist and Workers Parties which would seek aut a 
solution to the Sino-Soviet ideological differences. 
Certain fraternal parties, among which were the Rumanian 
Workers Party and the CP of Italy, requested that the CP 7 
of the Soviet Union hold in abeyance any positive planning vA 
regarding stich a conference, However, prior to the | i 
issuance of its letter, the CP of the Soviet Union had i 
some discussion with representatives of the CP of France 

_ and convinced that Party to openly support such a conference. 

| After having circulated its confidential letter 
and receiving. the open endorsement for such a conference 

: from the CP of France, the CP of the Soviet Union, mostly 
Br COURIER LYC. 

, on the basis of pleas from the Rumanian Workers Party and 
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Director 
Bureau of Imtelligence and Research 
Department of State 

the CP of Italy, agreed to hold all further preparations 
for a conference in abeyance. As a result, the leader- 
ship of the CP of France is now very unhappy with the CP 
of the Soviet Union. The CP of France feels that it has 
been placed in an embarrassing position and is now subject 
to criticism of other parties, mainly the CP of China. 

fecause of the sensitive nature of our svurces, 
we have classified this communication "Tapoheeré—" 

1 - Director 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

NOTE: 

Classified "Ἔ " because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the nation. Source is (ἃ 5824-S*, who is referred to as 
sources" in order to further protect τ entity of this 
informant. See Chicago airtel ΣΝ blo) 15. ον which 
discloses that CG 5824-S* received this THfdtmation from 
Norman Freed, a functionary of the Canadian CP. 
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UNITED STATES ϑ MENT “" 

— Memoranaum - - 

το : DIREGTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 3718764 
(Att: ASST, DIR. W. G. SULLIVAN) 

Ci PROM: SAG NEW YORK (100~134637) 

SUBJECT: (bua 2 ‘ 

15-Ὁ 

As the Bureau is aware, NY 694~S* has been receiving 
ciphered radio messages from the Soviets for a considerable 
period of time. During this period, there have been several 
occasions when these messages were of unusual length. Although 
the length of the messages has been of no particular problem 
to our receiving personnel, it is believed, however, that this 
circumstance, at some future time, could beeome a security risk 
or, at least, a cause for suspicion toward NY 694-S*, This 
circumstance, the fact that NY 694-s* is experiencing no apparent. 
difficulty in receiving such lengthy messages, may become a toic 
of inquiry, by the Soviets, at a later date. a 

{ 

In view of the above, it is the opinion of the NYO that 
one of the means by which NY 694-S* will be afforded maximum 
security in this, or similar circumstances, would be for NY 694~s* 
to have available to him a tape recorder which can record the 
ciphered radio messages and which can be replayed at any desired ' 
speed. Thus, if NY 694-S* is ever presented with the question 
as to how he can, himself, receive lengthy and involved messages 
on the initial transmission, he will have a ready and convincing 
answer which can be proved by the possession of a tape recorder. 

The N¥O, therefore, is requesting Bureau authority to 
purchase a tape recorder, in an amount not in excess of $110.00, , 
from the confidential fund of the NYO, for the use of NY 694~s* 
in the Solo operation. 

Sea Min, “τὰ 
2 = BUREAU (L00-428091) (RM) a 
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

FBI 

Date: 3/ 24/ 64 

(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGIS TERED 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ec arm ee re ee eee ee ee ee es ee ee ee ee i 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: Gduo 
q 

On 3/24/64, there was received at a New York mail drop 
a note written by LESLIE MORRIS, National Secretary of the-Canadian 
CP, for transmission to GUS HALL. The said note one eee "" 
letter received by LESLIE MORRIS from FRANK and LI ᾿ - 
Canadian ΟΡ representatives in Cuba. ne ὟΝ αν 
el ne a Tag ask RT on 

ae eaten 

The aforesaid letter refers to matters concerning 
Cuba, and of particular interest to the Canadian CP. NY 694«S* 
advised that "B” in paragraph one refers to BEATRICE JOHNSON, 
CPUSA representative in Cuba, and "BILL K." refers to Canadian 
CP functionary WILLIAM KASHTAN. 

re 

Photostats of the aforesaid PARKS letter are enclosed 

herewith for the Bureau and Chicago. /) 

6 Vas / 
AD BUREAU (100~428091) (Enc. 1) (RM) M 

“pprovedt 
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1 - CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) (Enc, 1) (AM-RM) 327 “ Ὥ 
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. . Tae corteppondence δῷ 5 to have. sieved down fro” Yur ‘ends Now ἢ to catch tp, Various me eg to'B have been passed « Your of ‘~ 
. Jan 15th came on Féeb.17, and yours of Feb Ast on Feb. 21th. A Letter . 

from Bill 'Κ, dated ten daye ater than yours came. ‘a day earlier, 
. on the 26th, “On the 27thw epaw B,.She 5111 “write you.direct and .. 
ὡς. instruc$, Take no ion on the matter thag. Bill asked about until 

} she writes. OK? 

we have received Discussion 1 & 2, There are some intared Saf 
. pointggte discuss and-.e shall try to send somethings; but why in: 
αὶ the vorld de.s fl have nothing about national Liberationzanywhére.- : 

in tne vorld, iet alone in Latin Anerica? This is the. Chinese sin “ 
| in reverse and gives them an. arguments ΝΣ 

‘Ye sent "ou 8 picture eurptmeniftron πονοέοϊο » showing Fidel 
and Tikita at work « redlly woncerful propagenda: material by two. 
experts. First ever shot of a prime minister on his back in*the  . 
snow. Thc afternoon paper last week carried a nice pictures of-old ~ 

_Houlimerg the ninety-year-old farmer ‘and his. davehter and an--inter=-° 
view with him, They ar established on a peopls farm butrae. heard 

that they ere going to be méved to ane xperinmental. farm where he 
Would -have more scope, There is also a newt Canadian ambassador on. 
bis way - Mayrand - would that: “not sound dike. an, + uPrerading a 
Job here?. Or what? | oe ee 

| Apvopos of: ‘Olsen. It seems, δὲ Yast.  accedingto. the. interfer : 
he gave the paper (mundo) that he and his wife came-as δῇ tourists -..: 
olanningto. stay for the anniversary and: apparently atlackhd. themselves. - 

.to.what was going on, since he knows. ‘the. ropes. from earlier. Visitas. ": 
B, ran into them at the hotel and innocently asked if. they. knew. ." 
you, The tone of the reply gave. her to understand ‘that “she. ‘had ποῦ 
fallen ΒΟΥ, close ‘friends. " ἐτοῖν ἐν τ τς EE ὦ 

“By ‘indvay, the: ress here. some ten: days or. ΒΟ ‘azo. no tea’ that. 
the second continental congress. of ‘solidarity. With Cuba; Will. be 
held in’ duly next - in: Montreal, A : Brazilian: gene ral: aurenged:it.- 
with ithe acting mayor, This is. fabulous, news: AP: corrects. ΒΒ. Us. 
raisedy. heaven, and earth to: have thefirst™ congress ‘last: year® ‘In > 
‘Brazil, cancelled,. and in. the. end, federal traepe has: to. be. oalled « 
out, to. Testrédn Laperda,, be state governor.” πεν" - τ 

τον ΝῊ εὐ οὖν κ᾿ > “- moa es * a se Ge 

᾽ “outside: ‘pavers (trid | end ew: Tea! - “cig sages) ‘have: Hd vive; 
“te say. ‘about Soviet Cuban .sugar agreement. ‘Bus * ‘thigis: ‘probably .. 
the largée'st- contract ever signed = 2431 million: metric: tonsiat’ ., Lao 
“6 cts a lb 18. over 332000 ‘million, “Any interview: wi th: restess PS 
- gays that it is: causing a big- impression ‘in: ‘Brazil... “Bidel said the 
|. Soviets thought ‘it, would be better: to. pay: the world price’ ‘ihroughout:: ee 
“but: he argued for’ a fixed. price, Td Cub jestimate. is. thatthere: wily a 
be vigh prices, above six. cents, for-acottple “ἃ “year's *, and, then ΣᾺΝ ΒΕ 
, deoting: and that. fixed prices make FoR. better (Plamings, pes ἢ 

‘Wow. ae new, “gonbines- have’ artived' and ‘pee: ‘bested, te is: ΤΉΝ 
mits erea 

3 

Βασόθθδς, ‘Three: ‘models Were: a: beste δα ΕΣ ‘peldtprogelted τὴς 



2 ἣν" ee ΝΣ ἐν τι ew a an oe 

“ δι ὦ ᾿ (yo. ΝΣ ες τ Ω. τς - — 

combine that cuts, trims and piles the cane ΟἹ a. truck, anothey a 
vicedel that is drawn dy a tractor, and a nev cutter, ith these in 
-production, with a secure market, with domestic arrengenents made 
‘re prices andvagesy, the.whole picture ig complete and it all dene ms 
-on what can.be-done here, The NY Tomes Bays sloonily that 16. 
“million tons by. 1970 is feasible, Tie. record 80 far was over 7 million 
inthe Kore an var. Last year wes 3,8 - this yéar is a secre$-, no 

estimates. - Sone: UsSe sources guessed. Ae2y to Thich Fidel’ replied - 
“you dont Saye ΠΣ το ποι " ΝΞ ες : J ξ 

oo ides had a field aay ‘with the return. of the Yisnire boats, He 
had been Watching on TV or listening before he arrived and told 
the. announcers they werd ony. talking about the incident. = he had 

εἰ sore"thing to say about. the fYaking industry. Ze launched into a ᾿ 
scathing criticism of the faulty ef. organisation and lack of. co<ordin- 
ation and οὔ ‘the lies that-had wen’ published in the uress. At east, 
i He said to” the ΠΕ ΝΠ ΩΦ you should, leat not. to print lies, But ἐπ᾿ 
_ the course of describing’ the olans for Sighing he said that by Jamary 
“or next year, 65, they* hoged : to take eggs off the ration, and that ὦ 
by the and of this. year. they ex. ected to have some meat for export. 
_gust:to get-into the market’ - 5,000 tons, $aid.Fidel = 36,000 head, | 
‘Taere. wilh ve 259,000 head. aveilable for, internal. W886. So things 

Sanadving about’. ek” of etipha‘sis-_ tho ordpositions ‘dont. give. 
omot importane’e: to. the. wheat ‘deals with the’ scc-i list wuntries - 
“but. they -gan. ‘Change’ the’ whole. balance of: ee and. even if. 
“there ἔθη a‘continuingfuture,in sale.of wheat: (‘and there may ‘be. 
For. ‘Bome time). the. deals: ‘show: what a “‘bEemandous market exists. 

a ~ January: WAS. ise. a “month. oF martyrs.’ τὰ Mertines Viliefiay Mella, ες 
“Mernendeg - and” finally ὍΣ ΕΝ Harginez Villeng ‘was.a poet and PSP ΝΕ 
“Leader: Aiho ated, ‘in. bas Σ ‘bio write: a nie : θοῦ. about. hima He died. 

wer: | 

So. ‘thesame: group. that. ‘inetined - Roa. ‘ana? ‘erinéllo: ‘and otherse Tor Ὁ . 
“Marti, voth Marinello: and. Roa. spoke’ at. diz fferent. meetings, Both are..." — 
= masters: Of the phrase ‘but Roa scored: with @ quotation. from Harti on 
: won Hexico. - my: beloved Mexicos: LT would: give: “my life for you = but 
LT yrenld- ‘tise, from: omy grave | ifvever Mexi¢o. Wes, unfaithful ‘to. tts: 
ΟΝ ἔραν τ ΕΝ .Ὃ-Ψ ΠΝ ἂς . 

ΕΝ nid been here. Bit’ δου froin an: - intexvi ew: there was: Little 
ore abou. tim,” ‘Prestes’ Thes. “heen: “in the. “press: several dimes’ on the- 
Pagis of interviews in, Huropes: ob ΝΣ a ΕΣ 

. i 
ἐν - ᾿ 

Ὁ ba ΗΝ 

= ‘The. ‘culbural debate: is. dontinwing in. other’ “Pommes: where was: evide rod 
ently, agreenent: not. sto. ‘continue. in the other ‘form. The: cinema : vo 
directors’ ane writing® An? ‘the. Gaceta- quite well) criticising: articles): 
gen ‘suegested: that: oriticren was “fine: bint. mes ‘gover thls ‘or: 
“thet. Psy. 5 for. details. = puté uD: or: ‘shut ἀρ οῖ: such: alt: insinvations: 
| Botisiai a. earnied, a ‘series, ‘of. artidles. ‘on: Toyees. Proust: and. Kafka’ 8.8. the. 
'. thitee most influential. novelists. οἵ. the: Ko dent, - and, asked: that. Joyce ἦν 
be. ‘translated: ‘ang: published. (easier: suggested then, dona) ἐ: we av gp 
been. Heading , Katka” ‘sinde, our.. return from, Canada. - - the: otter. Mig zn: r 
“there. Wad δ ΘΟ. “£idin. Biort . shown’ ‘ON hig: Life. itt Bragte.. Mow: cuba a 
“Bogialists 3 #30. Bebruary,: hee) conte out wise a. Long, το. Pp) ert bhole 
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by. Fernando, Claudin,’ desc bed asa rember of: the co 2 Spanish: party. “1 they Deve had volitical’ articles ‘by him be foré, He says he is 
expressing a personal opinion on a αἵ scussion tnat is world wide, He probably lives in Paris and this article nay be available in .frencn.= "Tne Pictorial Revolution of our. time". . Bohemia hes . _ Peprinted sections: of it as vrell sections of Rrnst i scher. 

. the Claudin article is fascinating’ and would be helpful in any νι ἢ discussion you have even though it is limited to pe inting. le. makegy Ὁ! 8. strong argunent.in defence of Ἰδοὺ he calls the best abstratt. art: as 8, veflection not of decadence but of XX century reality. The abstrast painters {the “bes st") are in rebellion against society - they . pecane.. fashionable’ oniy ahen they. were denow-t ed by the socialist 
‘world. Το - -oOn@, he βουβφθκυσοῖρ, science to be under stood by alll - OU, sstive to chat end but it is never SO, ditto even in politics, 
It is only: in’ painting, he’ says plaintively, that the people are 
supdosed to understand everything. all at once, Painting operates. 
on several Levels.- the Soviet migtake was to- limit it to the 
-popuiar level, There is much sts tne argument than that. It: Wou be quite a choré.to translate and haybe we can work out 8 summary 

put let. Us nope you get ib in ngiish or. brench.s 

. fou sucsest: an artiole orfren sons. for Confedera svion, τέ would be 

interesting but is injossibye here, τῆλε is-necded is sme work — 
on the sources to. bring “ritish: and US motives as well. as Canadian. 
iy be it could bé done ‘more easily aS a review of what someone else. 

says but really it would come better vacked ‘up by some new material, The Canacian Left is not wag familiar vith the Confederation 

denates-in Canada, (and in LB and WS) and “HWE1¢ and PEI -to say 
nothingof the idess durrent in the us andl UK, Ve have never been 
very adulatory, do you think? fimxwkioms Or do you mean the press 
gene rally? “ne program is negative rather than adulatory  - and ‘could . 
do with more: emphasis on’ historic Haportance οὗ waite LS done, regardless - of motives and. forces at work, foo Eee δὲ 

é . 5 

One obher ‘aetail on something’ you nid - Te declining percentage 
in agriculture, Tuere ig another side “to it ~ Marx or-Lenin or maybe 

tingels said son Where that in an advanced country the number enployed 
ἰὴ agriculture cannot be measured -by those'on the farms but Has Ἔ 
Pinclude those. prgqaucing: machinery for them, fertilizers, ete - oat: 
of the advance of .capitalism in agriculture, Inferesting thought avid 

qimportant too-in ‘felation to. sales (Of wheat, . 
ἢ 

a 1. 
Another ‘point. re propositions. ΤῊΝ you “yaise. the question of ae 

divisions. in the Canadian Bie and whether. they reach into’ ‘monopoly 
circles, you dont carry the argument to its conclus ion = the 
existence of a difrerencea,opinion at top US levels on whether ἐσ 

detente and how much, or not, Some, think oniy of a dj seneage- 
, 60 Fo ἃ ὦ to strike stronger theres: Sut this 18 8. fuldathental . 

1 degision and once the. assumption. of inevitable war is: 
eaeetionedy then a whole series of her debates are re-opened, . 
Canada has’ taken political decisions with economic. consequences. 
‘under, US pressure. because war was thought ‘to be coming. But if that” 

p isnt so - then the ole. basis of Canadian polioy.for sevente “yearn 
Ais in doubt. That means a fluid situation «ἃ very optimistic | 
t oftastterin which the path Sbout objective aittiout Tes sounds 

: , Hot that the difficulties arent there » but the. 
Grob in TO Rot ἴο thessfess atenoe ὃ but in how they are dealt. p with, 

a Ὁ , τρἕρἔρμ 

er a 



: and the US debate can only help, .- 

seid early in February and imow what if any reply has been made. The’ 
only references héard have been via the Voice of America, not the, | 
most encoura wing source. ΝΞ , 

- 

" ‘Yo doubt’ some tinie in the ἐμυυῤφηο sh shall 569. ΕΝ the. ‘Chinese 

| 

| 

Vie. gee ‘tue London » yorier svasmodi¢ally but nothing “from the U8. 
some shing is wrong - the dlitant and: Vanguard both ttrn.up - mal le ἃ, 
faithfully from Toronto, If it wasnt -for our own Tribé no one’. 
wierewe are would see it either, | a a . ὌΝ ΜΝ 

One more voint - for information only, is ‘veference to. Bill's cranes 
_ letter, Only two Canadian banks, Royaliand N.Se, are doing | any: Ae) 
business with Cuba, ‘The Royal said to. tts. some months ago that they - 

' will not sell a draft payable in-Cuba no metier.in what ourrency. re 
| (This appears to 86 ἃ bank’decision = of: all: the vanks).» When you τ. 1 
| press them, it turns ‘out there is a BUT: but they 11 mail or - er 
| cable funds (Canadian dollars or sterling but not US) to the | 
| International Denartnient of the Bonco nacional de Cuba in Habana, - 

|. 
| 

for the credit of Senor so-and=so at such-and-such’an: adaness. τὸ ως 
buok about three monthsof correspondence toextract this information 
but it‘works. Ve mention this'‘only for information’ and not in any | 
specific reference. From the tone of: the: benkedret ters we judge they. 
are not pleased with the ‘position taney are in ince they’ evade - τὸς ΝΣ 
“any answer to the question = on what authority. are you acting? The. . 
7 inconsistert situation- first Noy then ‘vee, suggests a formula to ᾿ 
} 

meet pressure from the USe 

By. the. time you. get this. you WALL ΤῈ 8.11 on she. verge of: the 

Convention. “ our” greetings to: all and very hest wishes for a. 
/Successiul meeting - there” is lots to. “baink about end to: 80,- 

t 

Gur best 
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Date: 3/24/64 

e | ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

1 Via . ATRTEL ὃ REGISTERED MAIL | 

| Ν (Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

ee ee ............ ...... ....................--ὕ.-. 1........͵.ὔὠ 

ln WY 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) τὺ 3 

Az 

Va q 
FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 7 

ι SOLO 
Ὡς τ8--ἰ 

ReNYairtel dated 3/11/64, 

During discussion with CG 5824-8" on 3/23/64 he 
raised the following and suggested that it be presented to 
the Bureau and New York for consideration: 

During his recent discussion with NY 694-S* in 
NYC, the latter individual made reference to the possibility, 
based on future developments regarding his wife, of initiating 
a Solo tlission to the Soviet Union. If such a mission 
develops, CG 5824-S* noted that it was his opinion that prior 
thereto some thought should be given and arrangements made for 
a method of communication by the CP, USA with NY 694-5" as well 
aS with the CPSU during the period that NY 694-S* would be Le 
absent from the country. He noted that for purpose of communi- 
cation, he has found that during the past two Solo Missions 
completed by him, that efforts to utilize the regular maiis 
are useless and that any material sent via regular mail has 
not reached him prior to his departure from the country. He 
further noted however that during the periods he has been 
abroad there has been such channel of communication available 
and he at all times Knew that in emergency situations NY 694-8* 
was maintaining the apparatus in NYC and that there was always 
the possibility of communication from the Party through such 
a το τοβεν He was also aware of the fact that any peed 

4 Osincst By an REG: Ww “0% τ YA 4:2 {3 75, | 
1~HNew York (100- 134637) (Info) (RU) εὐ, 
- ae ease wo MAR Bi) - 34 

: ΒῸ 

(5) 

ar nan ~ ~ δι. ὃ Μ 

RA pp 1 9 ivi Agent in ΗΝ rge | 
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materist from the cp; USA could be dispatened to hin ΠΡ " 
such channels. “However, ‘thesource noted that if NY 694-S* — 
. should go on ‘the projected mission the- sktuation, would. not . 
- be. the same. In the presént existing conditions .there would 
necessarily have to. be a temporary: ‘abandonment: of the apparatus 

. currently being handled exclusively. by ΝΥ 694-8* unless some 
. ‘arrangements | were made- prior to this: time ‘with the. Soviets. ᾿ς 

_ " ‘In view of the: foregoing, CG. 5824-S* stated ‘that 1. 
"might be. -wise and practical, if-NY 694-S*, the NY Office and: 

ον δ. ἐμ Bureau should all concur, that the Soviets: be advised — 
{ ς αῦ. during the absence of NY 694-S* that the apparatus will | 

cote inue to. «88. operatiye | and under: thé control of .CG.5824-5*, 
J ‘Tentative arrangements could be séf up by. N¥ 694~S* prior ‘to 
‘his departure so that emergency contacts could: be carried out 

by CG 5824-S*,.. N¥ 694-S* could brief CG 5824-S* on the latest | oo, 
.. details. concerning the current: location of drops and meeting. - 
_. Places being utilized as well as any of the more recent. changes ~ 
- ἀπ pertinent detail relating to the method of contact. .The’ " 
αι gouree noted that he feels that he would be entirely capable ΟῚ 
of handling this phase: of the overall. Solo operation during — 

the absence of NY 694-S* since he had the experience ‘in’ ΠΕΣ 
. initially opening up this channel. in ΝΥ a number of years ‘ago. - 
‘He then noted that he believed that. for the sake of NY 694-5*, 
as well as for the overall operation, that it Was most important 
that such channel of communication as available in. ΝΥ ποὺ be 
closed down’ for any period of time. and particularly during the . 
absence of ΝΥ 694-S*, He stated he would be willing to spend . | 
the necessary time in NYC. which would be. required. in a servicing oo, 

, Shite, apparatus. poe eS 

oy οτος ‘Comments ‘Of. the Bureau and NY are solicited by Chicago 
| in ‘connection with. the ‘above: Suggestion of σα 5824-8:. ea 
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{18} 100-428091 i - Mr. Shaw 
. BY LZATSON 
Date: March 25, 1964 

To: Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research Ὄπ ΝΣ 
Department of State ᾿ no eS 

ες ὦ ον a 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director (er ra 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA “6 
INTERNAL SECURITY - CHINA ef a 

7 ae te 

fhe following information was supplied by a sources 
which has furnished reliable information in the past, 

A number of leading representatives of Communist 
Parties from the European communist countries recently made 
the following observations relative to the status of Communist 
Parties aligned with the Communist Party (CP) of China. 

the Soviet Union, the CP of China could probably gather a 
maximum of ten parties, other than splinter groups from 
existing Communist Parties, that would openly support its 
viewpoint. As a result, this would be the maximum number of 
parties that would be expected to line up behind the CP of 
China should the CP of the Soviet Union request and schedule 
an international conference of Gommunist Parties in an effort 
to resolve existing differences, The parties which at this 
{ime would reportedly support the CP of China are as follows: 
Albanian Party of Labor; Korean Party of Labor; CP of Japan; 
ce of Malaya; CP ΟΣ Hes Zealand; cp of Indonesia; CP of Burma; 

of Ceylon; an e Workers Party of Viet Nam, 
ay 2G (—- GIB 2. 

In its current ideological dispute with the CP of (\ 
; 

WGS.: cad 

page 



Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

and is caught in the middie, Because of geographical location, it depends upon the CP of China for all or most of its aid, it strongly fears an invasion from South Viet Nan and, therefore, feels that it cannot desert the CP of China if it expects protection and aid from the Chinese, While HO Chi-minh, leader of the Workers Party of Viet Nam, personally does not favor a aplit within the world communist movement, the majority of his Party's leadership are with the Chinese and 
will follow the CP of China, 

While the CP of India sti131 does not Give majority support to the CP of China, the strength of the pro-Chinese alenent within that Party has been Luc Sinliig Wai ct οἰ εν basis over the past few months, 
ΝΕ 

1 ~ Director - 0! 
Central Intelligence Agency a ane 

sy “ cs 

¥ ie ἢ fe ᾿ ᾿ fe at ᾿ Attention: Deputy Director, Plans fe pe 

NOTE: 

Classified "seetet" because disclosure of this 
information to unauthorized persons would jeopardize the 
source who is furnishing information on a top-level basis 
concerning the international communist movement. Source is 
CG 5824-8*, See Chicago airtel 3/18/64, "Solo, IS-C" which 
discloses source received this information from Norman Freed, 
a functionary of the CP of Canada, who had recently conferred 
with leading representatives of CP's from European communist 
countries, 
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fic, BY LIAISON a 
er ee uf 
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Honorable Walter W. ΘΠ ἢ 
Special Assistant to the President | Ζ΄ 
The White House γι ἡ = = 
Washington, Dp. Cc. Ὡ AV" C OD 

| } we FOS 
Dear My. Jenkins: Jf Me 

μος NS 

Material in the enclosed memorandum was supplied = 2 
by sources which have furnished reliable information in the'= J, 
past. The enclosed memorandum summarizes a xecent exchange 5 = 
of letters botween the Central Committees of the Communist 2 = 
Parties of China and the Soviet Union. Mach Party charged 
the other with responsibility for the acrimonious Sino» 
Soviet dispute. The Soviets noted the willingness of the 
Chinese to convene a conference of all fraternal parties. | 
In view of thia, the Soviets made the following proposals: } 
(1. to resume the meting between Sino-Soviet representatives|/\_- 
in Peking, Ching, in May, 1964; (2) to convene a preparatory 
conferente of representatives of 26 fraternal parties in 
June«duly,;, 1964; and (8) to convene au international 
conference in consultations with fraternal parties in the 
Fall of 1964, 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
have classified this communication and its enclosure 

"iapetecta ee information is being furnished to other 
interested officials of the Governnenk,. , - o~ ΄ 

A Re Voie So £a7/- 8153 
Sincérely yours, 

SCRE Mit MCA 

1s MAR 36 1964 

--- ee 
EncLosure \%*; 

100-428091 7 

WGS:pwd* 
() oN . ψν ΣῈ SEE NOTE, PAGE THO, 

a τὸ AEs, 2. τΝ | [ δ» δῶ 
Holmes ν᾿ 
copll ADD q ee ἢ Ἵ TELETYPE untr L_| 

. ΒΝ at 
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Honorable Walter W. Jenkins 

NOTE: 

Classified "Ἰοβσϑθοςος" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this infco¥mation could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. Source is NY 694-S*, who is referred to as 
"sources" in order to further protect the identity of this 
informant. Information extracted from New York airtel 
3-19-64, "Solo, IS-C." 

og. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Conrad Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ~ = 
\ το : A. H. Belmont DATE: March 24, 1964 ~ [ΞΞΞ 

ν 1 - Mr. Belmont Trettes — 
t FROM : W. C. Sullivan 1 - Mr. Sullivan Holmes 

1 - Mr. J.A.Sizoo δ 73 
il - Mr. D.E.Moore 

SUBJECT: “3 ~S* 1 - Mr. Baumgardner v 
SOLO OPERATION 1 - Mr. Wannall ria [ 

Ν ᾿ ‘ ca 

In accordance with Bureau instructions I spent yesterday 
afternoon talking to the above-captioned informant. It will be 
recalled that several months ago I talked with this same person in 
some detail about the desirability of devising an operation for the 
purpose of penetrating Cuba. We have been working on this matter every 
since. NY 694-S* has given the matter concentrated thought grounded 
in the many years of unique experiences which he has had. As a result 
of all this, the following plan of action has been devised. 

(1) NY 694-S* will go to Gus Hall, suggesting that he prepare 
a letter to Castro, Cuban dictator, pointing out the inadequate relations 
existing between the Cuban Communist Party and the one in this country. 
The letter will explain the need for having closer and more efficient 

coordination of activities. 

(2) This letter NY 694-S* will take with him on a trip to 
Russia; which he will make in April. In Russia he is confident he can 
get the support of the high-ranking officials to endorse this letter 
by Halil and also to provide the arrangements for travelling from Russia 

to Cuba in a Russian plane. 

- (3) NY 694-S* will develop this matter to the point where 
the Soviets will not only endorse his trip and provide transportation 

put he will also have their prestige with him all the time he is in 
Cuba, and he will live in the Soviet community there during the days | 
spent in that country. { 

fa 

be 
εἰ 

On arriving in Cuba, ΝῪ 694-S* will say the following to 

Fidel Castro. 

(1) He will present the letter to Fidel Castro from Gus Hall 

and elaborate upon the need“for petter relations ἌΡ. 2 “- 
ΜΝ ἊΝ "» Ἃ “a — Ν Α 

(2) He will discuss REO he SEE Βοος. Jotnson's ΜᾺ 

Cuba. Johnson is a member of the Communist Party, USA, who is a foreign 

correspondent for, "The Worker" presently assigned to Cuba. She went to 

Cuba in the lattér part of 1963 and has been having some difficuities 

because the Cuban communists have been somewhat Chinese oriented and 

she, of course, is Russian oriented. wurther, she has been having some 
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 

RE: NY 694~§* 
SOLO OPERATION 

financial difficulties, NY 694-8* will, therefore, discuss her entire 
assignment in Cuba with Castro. 

(3) NY 694-S* will discuss with Castro the feasibility of 
establishing a small “business" front in the United States for the 
Communist Party, USA. The purpose of it would be to deal with some 
Cubans here who are interested in shipping food and some clothing to 
their relatives in Cuba. In substance, it would be a parcel shipping 
business. NY 694-S* has interested Hall in this becatlse the Party 
would make a little profit. It would be of interest to Castro because 
of items being sent into Cuba. And, it would be of great interest to 
NY 694-S5* and the FBI because the real purpose of this front would be 
to establish a permanent organizational reason for soing in and. out of 
Cuba. As N¥ 694-S* said, it would be our channel for espionage operations 
against Cuba. Depending upon the success of it, more persons could be 
drawn into it who could serve the aims of the FBL. 

As I have previously mentioned, we have been working on this 
for some time and have probed all possible passages of the subject. 
Naturally, there will be some mechanical difficulties here and there 
that will have to be resolved, but they need not become serious 
obstacles, After having discussed this with NY 694-S* thoroughly, I am 
| Cheed wat that the above approach is a sound one and we_should ῥῸ 
ahead with it. 

NY 694~S* twice asked to be remembered to the Director. He 
was very anxious to know if the Director saw all this important material 
he develops. I assured him the Director sees every single bit of it 
and is thoroughly familiar with the entire operation. This pleased 
NY 694-5* very much. 

RECOMMENDATION ; 

(1) For the information of the Director. 

(2) That approval be given for us to proceed with the 
expanded operation directed against Cuba in accordance with the plan 
outlined above. od 
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VATE 02-02-20 

ὦ ROUTE IN pRVELOPE 
Pesce } 1. Mr. Evans 

1 ~ Mr. Sullivan 

The Attorney Genersl-~~ March 30, 1964 
a 

: she Director, FBI - Ε 1 ~ Mr. Wannall 
— 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 

FOREIUA POLITICAL MATTERS - INDONESIA 1 - Mr. Shaw 
INTERNAL σεις ὦ LiwenksiA~ 

A most sensitive source of this Bureau which 
has furnished reliable information in the past has 
furnished the following information concerning your 
recent meeting with President Sukarno of Indonesia. -ῇ 

ἘΝ uo 3H 

ui Wp, 

In early January, 1964, Dipa N. Aidit, General 
Secretary, Communist Party of Indonesia, and a memhet—1 = 
without portfolio of the cabinet of President Sukarno, 
noted that President Sukarno had told him that just 
prior thereto he had seen you and was still in the 
process of continuing discussions with you. . According 
to Aidit, Sukarno stated he had promised you that ‘there 
would be no confrontation of forces of Indonesia and 
Malaysia at this time. Aidit stated that Sukarno 
explained that he made this promise because Indonesia 
was hot then in a position "to do it right now." 
According to Aidit, Sukarno further explained that "by 
avoiding a fight with the Americans at that time, they 
had also avoided enabling the Americans to save the 
British in that area. 

“2: -- τ fm SSS 
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Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
we have classified this ¢ communication 
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100-428091 
Ss μᾶπ 30 1964 

1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General 
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The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

Classified TEppesetaes! because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source, who is of continuing value, and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
Source is CG 5824-S*. Information extracted from Chicago 
airtel 3/17/64, "Solo, IS-C" which discloses that CG 5824-S* 
received this information from Norman Freed, a functionary 
of the Canadian CP, who met with Aidit in Indonesia during 
dandary, ed. Separate cuimnunicativis are belng prepared 
furnishing this information to State and Central Intelligence 
Agency, along with other information pertaining τὸ economic 
and political conditions in Indonesia. 
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l- Liaison 
1- Mr. R.W. Smith 

(15) 100-428091 i- Mr. Shaw 

Date: March 27, 1964 

To: Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

From: ρει fdgar Hoover, Director 
ΝΥΝ 

Subject: FOREIGN-POLITICAL MATTERS -- RUMANIA 
INTERNAL SECURITY - RU 

; The following information was supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable inforzation in the past. 

The differences currently existing between the 
Rumanian Workers Party and the Communist Party (CP) of the 
Soviet Union encompass more than economic differences alone. 
Although the Rumanian Workers Party is not lined up with the 
CP of China, it is using the Sino-Soviet ideological dispute 
to apply more pressure on the Soviet Union in order that it can 
Secure more autonomy in its internal and international affairs. 
When the CP of the Soviet Union dispatched its letter of 
February 12, 1964, to various fraternal parties suggesting 
the possibility of holding an international conference to 
discuss the Sino-Soeviet dispute, the Rumanians indicated they 
did not favor such a meeting, ‘The pleaded that such a 
conference should not be held untii another effort has been 
made to prevent a split in the international communist movement. 

The Rumanian Workers Party formed a delesation of 
Party representatiyes led by Ion Gheorghe Maurer, Chairman of 
the Council of Ministers and a member of a political bureau 
of the Rumanian Workers Party, which it hoped σοῦ γᾶ meet 
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resolve some existing ideological differences and avo; 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

necessity for a conference which would bring about a split 
in the world communist movement. Matirer was chosen te 
head this delegation by the Rumanian Workers Party because 
he was considered the closest among its leadership to 
the Chinese and closest to some degree to the Chinese point 
of view, The Rumanians believed that by heading their 
delegation with such an individual, the Chinese would 
pay more attention and look with sympathy at what he 
might have to offer. 

iv Director . 
Central Intellirence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

NOTE: 

. _ Classified “ϑροίου" because disclosure of this 
information to unauthorized persons would jeopardize this 
source who is furnishing information on a top-level basis 
concerning the international communist movement. Source 
is CG 5824-S* who is referred to as "sources" in order 
to further protect the identity of this informant. 8566 
Chicago airte] 3-17-64, "Selo, IS-C" which discleses that 
CG 5824-S* received this information from Norman Freed, 
a functionary of the Canadian CP, 

~2- 
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1 = Liaison 
1 — Mr. RW. Smith 

ψ {IS} 100.428091 1 — Mr, Simpson 
1 - Mr. Shaw 

Date: March 25, 1964 BY LIAISON 

To; Director 
fm os. Bureau of Intelligence and Research id τος 
mG | Department of State yet 
- δ & Ἢ: ΝΙΝ 

Fron? Jobn Edgar Hoover, Director [J ΠΝ 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
IRTERNAL SECURITY ~ € 

The following information vas supplied by a 7 source which has furnished reliable information in the past. ἴ.. 

In June, 1964, (first name unknown) Cliiaki, an 
italian national assigned to the World Federation of Trade 
Unions, a communist-dominated organization which has its 
headquarters at Prague, Czechoslovakia, is scheduled to come 
to the United States to attend Labor meetings being held at 
the United Nations in New York City, The World Federation 
of Trade Unions has requested that the Comauniat Party, USA, 
make, arrangements for Ciliaki to meet with trade-union 
representatives representing both the "right and left" in 
the trade-union movement during his, schedyled visit to the United States. fey, JY 97 Toca 

: Because of the sensitt so of o source, > . 
we hav@{dléssified this σοπηυεῖβο ἢ σὲ, Ε 

1 - Director — a τ : 

Central Intelligence Agency ἢ εὐ y 
: ὮΝ Ἃ 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 7 ἊΝ ι] 

1. - Mr. J, Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General 
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Tage: 

Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: 

Classified Tap seomat" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information couldzeveal the identity 
of the source who is of continuing value and such revela- 
tion could result in exceptionally grave damage to the 
Nation, Source is CG 5824-S5* who obtained this information 
during discussions with Norman Freed, a functionary of the 
CP of Canada, See Chicago airtel 3/17/64 "Solo, IS5-C," 
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Legat, London March 27, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 
1 - Mr. Shaw 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Information has been received by the 
Bureau that the 100th anniversary celebration of 
the Communist First International will open in 
London, England, in September, 1964, This inforna- 
tion has been classified t+" by the Bureau, 

You καὶ furnish this information to 
your source i bID 

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (route through for review) Sf 
ant OF 

NOTE: ae 
ἰπουσυυσσι, ae) \ 

Information is classified "§ * because 
disclosure of this information to unauthorized persons 
would jeopardize the source who is furnishing informa- 
tion on a top-level basis concerning the international 
communist movement. Source is CG 5824-S* who received 
the information regarding the celebration of the First 
International from Norman Freed, a functionary of the 
Communis of Canada, See Chicago airtel 
3/17/64 \“"Solo] Internal Security - Cc," 
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[ Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

για. ΑἸΒΤΕΙ, REGISTERED 
(Priarity or Method of Mailing) Sf 

eo σα ὍΝ gi feu _. 

ΠΩ 
ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) [7 

FROM : SAG;~NEW YORK (100-134637) 7 

( sussect: (Goto - 

δ Donon 
ReBuairtel, 3/13/64, concerning NY 694-S*'s contemplated 

trip to Moscow with his wife. 

In reply to Bureau inquiries in the reairtel, NY 694-S 
has advised as follows: Af ae 

Lt τῆ ἘΣ ΟΝ 
fe ee 

(1) ROSALYN, CHILDS has nevér indicated that she knows 
or suspects, -NY GoRSSe\ s informant status, nor has NY 694~s* 
ever said or done anything to give her reason to know or suspect 
his informant status. 

(2) Under no circumstances would NY 694-S* permit his 
wife to receive medical treatment in the Soviet Union in 
connection with her current illness. In an emergency situatiény:|_. 
such as an accident, she would have to receive medical treatment 
Since ROSALYN, however, has no knowledge or suspicion of 
NY 694-s*'s informant status, the use by the Soviets of an 
anesthetic in such a situation would not constitute a threat 
to the informant's security. / δ. -4“΄ς 4 5 3 Og] Τα “3 37S 9 

Caterers 
AVEO Ret ὅθ 

\-4° 3.4 BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) B MAR 51 1964 
Τὶ. NY 134-91 (INV) (41) - ΝΕ 
1..- NY 100-134637 (41) - - a "ἢ 
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NY 100-134637 

(3) ROSALYN will not remain in the Soviet Union, 
but will return to the USA with NY 694+-S%*, 

(4) GUS HALL is aware of NY 694-s*'s plans to 
travel to the Soviet Union with ROSALYN, but, realizing . 
that the trip is essentially in the nature of a vacation for 
the informant and his wife, HALL has not instructed NY 694~s* 
to discuss any Party matters with the Soviets. 

(5) NY 694-sS* did not request that the Soviets 
invite him and his wife to the Soviet Union. The recent 
Soviet invitation did not come as a surprise however, since, 
periodically, over the years, the Soviets have extended such 
invitations to the informant. 
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Date: 3/25/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

Via ATRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) Ϊ ̓ 

“--ς--ψ- ee τὸς σῷ rm ec ee eee eee eee eee ee ee --ἰ ΄-΄ ..... 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) f 

(ω ah -" FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ἢ 

ΓΝ i ip Ξ0 ERE 
“EE Ὁ \ 

ReCGairtel dated 3/16/64 and enclosed informant's 
statement, 

Referenced informant's statement reflected that ᾿ 
CG 5824-S* might possibly proceed to Toronto, Canada, and 
be available for discussions with CP of Canada leadership 
during the course of the CP of Canada National Convention, 
3 /26-29/64, 

As of 3/25/64 CG 5824-S* advised that he has found 
it physically impossible at this time for him to proceed to 
Canada for convention discussions; however, there is still 
remote possibility that he could drive to Toronto for a period 
of a day. Source noted that while his own health is not good, 
he feels that the responsibility of overseeing the operation 
\s the cover company in Chicago musttake precedence and, 
therefore, was a determining factor concerning his ability 
to proceed to Canada at this time, As the Bureau is aware, 
CS CG 6651-5 has been hospitalized and continues to be 
hospitalized and, therefore, is not available to handle cover 
company operations. In addition, source advised that during . 
the forthcoming week he musttravel to NYC to be available ~ .ᾳΗ 
for discussions relative to the National Executive Committee ome 
meeting and have discussions with NY 694~-S*. In view of the 
above and continuing local demands of the Party, source noted 
he had to maké the decision to forego the Canadian trip at this 

ote, oe ) Z2L0ll— 3760 
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Ι RET ADTOMATIC DECLASSIPICATION GOLDER 

DATE G2-02-2012 

Mx. Belmont 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Wannall 
Mr. Branigan 
Hr. Baumgardner 
Liaison 
Mr, Shaw 

March 26, 1964 

BY LIATSON 
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δον Honorable John A. McCone \ Woo! 

Director ἊΝ ὶ 4 2 / ey 

Central Intelligence Agency ant na , 

Dear Mr, MeCone: / 
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Katerial in the enclosed memorandum was supplied 5 
by sources which have furnished reliable information in the 
past. The enclosed memorandum summarizes a recent exchange‘ 
of letters between the Central Committees of the Communist 
Parties of China and the Soviet Union. Each Party charged 
the other with responsibility for the acrimonious Sino} 
Soviet dispute. The Soviets noted the willingness of the 
Chinese to convene a conference of #11 fraternal parties. 
In view of this, the Soviets made the following proposals: 
(1} to resume the meeting between Sino+Soviet representatives 
in Peking, China, in May, 1964; (2) to convene a preparatory 
conference Of representatives of 26 fraternal parties in 
June-July, 1964; and (3) to convene an international 
conference in consultations with fraternal parties in the . 
Fall of 1964, Va 
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Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
have classified this communication and its enclosure 

Ἡ .* This information is being furnished to we 3 i, 
nterested officials of the Government. om Ye f mop ff. meaner Λα“ ad € 47. 97} 
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Honorable John A. McCone 

NOTE: 

Classified oe because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing vaiue, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. Source is NY 694-5*, who is referred to as 
"sources" der to further protect the identity of this 
infornan Information extracted from New York airtel 
$-19-64,, "Solo y Is-c," 
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Date: 3/27/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
Via 

(Priarity or Method of Matling) l 

meee .- ὦὦ«ὦἕὦἕὠω........ bo 

Ἶ To: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, ~NEW YORK (100-134637) 

suasecn SOLO. 
“"ES=C 

ReNYairtel, 3/11/64, captioned as above, alvising of 
NY 694-S*'s plan to accept the Soviet invitation for him and 
his wife ROSALYN to go to Moscow. 

On 3/27/64, NY 694-S* furnished the following 
information to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER Cc. 
BURLINSON : 

On 3/26/64, the informant discussed with GUS HALL 
0 his contemplated trip to Moscow. HALL stated that he considered 

it to be an excellent, idea, particularly with-respect to the 
fact that the trip mightbe beneficial to the informant's wife 
ROSALYN and give the informant an opportunity to learn the |? 
most recent developments with respect to the Soviet-Chinese i 
dispute. / 

In the course of the conversation, NY 694-S* raised 
the question with HALL whether or not it might be opportune that 
on his leaving Moscow, he go to Cuba. stated that in view 
of the current situation in eee ici 

a ee τὸ κεν 
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NY L00-134637 

believes that “it may be a purge with Castro in the middle 
between the oldtimers and the new people." He said he would 
be particularly interested in getting a correct evaluation 

- of the Cuban situation at this time. HALL stated that. he 

————— 

would give to NY | 694~8% a letter to Castro suggesting that this 
isthe time For impr cimproving “felations between. the Castro “regime 

_ and_the CPUSA, To give the informant added i prestige ini Cuba, 
it was agreed between HALL and NY 694-S* that the latter, 
while in the Soviet Union, obtain_from_ the Soviets a letter 
to Gastro requesting that every consideration be shown to the 
informant while in Cuba, 

(In this connection, NY 694~S* stated he would so 
arrange it-in Moscow that he would be flown to Cuba in a Russian 
plane, that while in.Cuba. he would bé the Guest of the Soviets, 
“Living ε at a Soviet establishment,—and that “he return to Moscow 
£rom Cuba before. ultimately. ‘Keturning to the USA. As regards 
his wife ROSALYN, informant stated that he would not take her to 
Cuba but would arrange that she return_to the USA_at the time 
when he would leave the Soviet Union for_Cuba. NY 694-$* further 
stated that by utilizing the above arrangements, he would be 
going to Cuba as “a very important person," and would be treated 
as such by the Cubans, particularly by Castro. ) 

HALL stated that within the next day or so, he would 
meet NY_694¢S* for the purpose of their preparing a letter for 
the informant to deliver to Castro in Cuba. 

NY 694-S* stated that he expects to perfect arrangements 
whereby liaison between the Soviets and the CPUSA will be maintained 
while the informant is out of the USA. He plans to discontinue 
radio contact with the Soviets while he is out of the country 
but to maintain contact through CG 5824-S*, who would make personal 
contact with the Soviets when and if it should be desired, either 
by the Soviets or by the CPUSA. In this connection, he plans 
to utilize, for the first time, the services of NY 4309-S to the 
extent that NY 4309-S will serve as the means of notifying 
CG 5824- S* that the Soviets wigh to make contact, and to notity 
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NY 100-134637 

the Soviets that CG 5824-S* wishes to make contact. Ti 
NY 4309-S's operations in this respect, he will have no 
knowledge o£ the identities of the individuals who are involved 

}in this operation, Further details regarding this matter will 
I be furnished to the Bureau in a subsequent communication, 

According to the informant's present plan, depending 
upon his wife's physical condition, and his securing necessary 
travel documents for his wife, he will leave the United States 
for Moscow as soon as possible after April 6, 1964. 

NY 694~S* advised that GUS HALL stated that the 
speech of Senator FULBRIGHT is “the most important speech made 
in the last 20 years." HALL stated that he desired that NY 694~$* 
obtain copies of the Congressional Record in which appears the 
full text of the FULBRIGHT speech and the related debate, and 

| furnish the same as soon as possible to the Soviets and to 
BEATRICE JOHNSON, the CPUSA representative in Cuba. 

The Bureau and Chicago will be advised regarding 
further arrangements being made with respect to the informant's 
and his wife's gdng to Moscow, and concerning the informant's 
contemplated trip to Cuba. 
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Via AIRTEL REGISTERED Tie 
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f TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
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IRC} Bureau (Enc, 2) (RM) σα memati Kin 
Τ - New York (100-134637) (Enc, 4) (ΕΜ) 
1 - Chicago ἘΞ APR 2 1964 

RWH: b1l1 \; " 
(5) Los’ Νὰ 

Re Chicago airtel dated 3/26/64. 

Enclosed herewith for the New York Office to be 
transmitted to NY 694-S* is a letter dated 3/26/64, addressed 
"Strojimport Vaclavske namesti I Prague 1, Czechoslovakia,” 
prepared DY AY one OF Chicago and turned over by that 
individual to -S*, At the time WHINSTEIN turned over 
this letter, he indicated he had sent a similar letter by 
regular mail to the addressee, Aiso enclosed is a copy of 
a letter dated 3/10/64, which was attached by MAX WEINSTEIN 
to the letter of 3/26/64 which had been prepared by the 
Goulding Manufacturing Company, Saginaw, Michigan, NJ 

CG 5824-S* requested the above letter of 3/26/64 
and the attached letter of 3/10/64 be provided to NY 694-S* 
as soon aS possible as it related to the material previously 
sent to New York with referenced airtel. 

Xerox copies of the above items are enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau and New York. 

Lea «οϑ 242: - fa Ea #/—3 163 

\W7Special Ba ent‘in Charge 

APR D4 1964 



_itid-Continent Trading C+ 

600 So Michigan Ave., Suite 923 

Chicago, Ittinois 60605 

March 26, 1964 

Strojimport 
Vaclavske namesti T 
Prague 1, Czechoslovakia 

Dear Sirs: Attention: Ing. Ludek Kratochvil 

Vice President 

As you requested, I am ere » iag a eatelogue from the Goulding 

Mfge GOe on equipment for 1 acing plastic in flat sheets. 

You will note, from the erclosed cory of their letter, that 

“1 will be necessary for us to have specifications before we 

ean further pursue this matoor. Wontt you please send them 

on to Use 

Tn the near future, we will be sending you information on other 

equipment, as you requested. 

With all good wishes, I remain 

Feithfully yours, 

sce . 

Ex CLOSURE 
oe --ὦ 

- - - . 

coy κα * ro? “ Ζ “ " } ' * } 

“ ᾿- ἐπ “ --᾿ - . 
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GOULDING MFG. COL, INC. 

229 River St, 

Sac inaw, Michigan 

March 10, 1964 

Dear Sir: 

In response to your letter of March 9 we are pleased to encIose 
our complete brochure of eznipment we manufacture for the plastic 
industry. As you will note, this equipment is for flat sheet, 
thickness ranges from .020 to .375 and widths from 24" to 78, 

We will be gled to discuss your specific requirements and will 
furnish quotations to your specifications. If we can be of any 
further assistance, please feel free to cali on use 

Thanking you for your inter -t., we remain 

Yours very truly, 

GOULDING MFG. COMPANY, INC. 

| “ον, i ( Nu Vt ee νὸς me | 

foie Of ge Of 
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Date: 3/26/64 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

γε AIRTEL REGISTERED 
| , ΝΥ (Priority or Method of Mailing) Ι 

Oe .-ὉὉῸϑ ὦ ω.-ὦ............ Low. 

| TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
(ABT: ASST, DIRECTOR WILLIAM C, SULLIVAN) 
(ATT: ASST, DIRECTOR I. ἢ, CONRAD) . 

FROM: 5,6, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUB ΗΝ OS | 

Enclosed herewith are 25 blank copies of IBM form 
utilized by NY State Motor Vehicle Department for operator's 
licenses, The Laboratory is requested duplicate an operator's 
license in the name of ROSALYN PEARE(CITRON, 513 EB 12 St, 

_New York NY, with date of birt 7275: sex F, height ΕΣ 
eyes HA. It should be noted that HA stands for hazel, and in 
the address the indication E stands for East. It should!aiso 
be noted that a zero is utilized where the day of birth is a 
single number, 

i 
In order to make the duplication, there are also being δ 

b6 iver's licenses of SAS NEIL P, DIVERS and | 
bic both of whom are assigned to the New York 

Office having no immediate need for these licenses, There is 
also enclosed three autostat copies of the operator's license 
of SA EDWARD J. MULHOLLAND. 

4 = BUREAU (RM) Χ ΝΕ fp BT LU. 
“ΠΩ = FBL Laboratory) (Encl. 30) μ-Ζ “τς ὁ. 7 alk 

1... ΝΥ 134-91 (Inv) (41) ᾿ 
1 - ΝΥ 100-13463. (41) - - BS APR 2 198: 

; σα πον τοὶ αὶ γῆ Be | “Δ τ! 
JDO:mfd G41) {! A 

ap! ow SS 
MW 

Approve No AY, Sent —W MM Per 

BB APR G IgG κα Oooo 



NY 100-134637 

It has been determined by the New York Office that the 
license number given to each licensee starts with the initial 
letter that appears in the operator's last name and the next 
two numbers apparently stand for the second letter of the last 
name of the operator. Efforts are being made to obtain the 
meaning of the rest of the numbers as to any significance in 
coding. As soon as this information is obtained, the Bureau 
Will be advised. 

The Laboratory is requested the valid 
operator's licenses of SAS DIVERS and [lat the earliest 
possibic convenicnce. 



DECLASSIPFICATION AUTHORITY FED PF ROUE: 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIRE 
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SAC, Chicago (134~46 Sub B) 3-31-64 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 1 -- Mr. Shaw 

an ae 

) 7 Caan “ἢ 
ἐν INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C : 
΄ 

Wh? Reurlet 3-20-64 which relates to the preparation 
. of a new cover legend for CG 5824-S, Relet requests the 

Bureau to search the name of Sydney Smith Lesser through 
its indices and to determine whether or not 2 passport has 
ever been issued in the name of Sydney Smith Lesser and 
whether or not any stop has been placed against that name 
in the files of the Department of State. 

The Bureau indices contain no identifiable 
information concerning Sydney Smith Lesser, Bureau indices 
disclose that one Sydney Lesser, of San Antonio, Texas, was 
the victim in an interstate transportation of stolen 
property case, In this particular case some travelers 
checks were stolen from Sydney Lesser while he was visiting 
in Mexico. Wo descriptive information concerning Sydney 
Lesser is available in that particular case. 

The files of the Passport Office, Depariment of 
Ν State, contain no record of a pasgport having ever been 

a Ne issued in the name of Sydney Seith Lesser, and there is no 
te ἦς stop placed against this name in the files of the Department 
ue et = Of State, 

ie The Bureau approves the use of the name of 
Sydney Smith Lesser in a new cover legend, and you should 

SS proceed with the construction of the additional appropriate 
components of the legend. 

MAR 3 1864 Keep the Bureau advised of a11 developments. 

COMM-FBE 
"SEE NOTE PAGE TWO gis - Tee υ5 
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Belmont Εν 
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Travel Classified δ SS ̓  

aoe - Exempt So 243 Holmes 
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Φ 4 
Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

NOTE: 

CG 5824-S* utilized the cover name of Harold Εἰ, 
Jules on the last three Solo missions and as a result the 
passport utilized under this name contains visas as well 
as entry and exit stamps associated with each mission, 
Continued use of this passport which shows so many trips 
within communist countries in a period of little more than 
one year could constitute a jeopardy to the security of this 
operation by drawing the attention of other intelligence 
agencies to CG 5624-S*, In view of this, it is deened 
prudent to establish another cover legend which will be 
avaitahte when needed. In this connection, Chicago has 
selected the name Sydney Smith Lesser from the records of the 
Vital Statistics in Chicago, whose age closely matches 
that of CG 5824-S*, A search of Chicago indices and ail 
available directories failed to reveal any record of Lesser 
in the Chicago area, SA Orin Bartlett determined that no 
passport had been issued in the name of Sydney Smith Lesser 
and that no stop has been placed against this name at the 
State Department. 



Β. Φ af 
ἃ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Legat, Ottawa 3/31/64 

\ . 1-¥r,. Wannall 
ae Director, FBI (100-428091) i-iMr, Shaw 

} oo 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA “ο 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS Sale 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

There are enclosed three copies of a letter- 
head memorandum classified "Ipssenket and captioned 
“Communist Party of Canada." 

You may furnish a copy - 
your gource in the 

At the time the memorandum ia furnis 
source, it should be impressed upon hin that TD 

exaentinl that no distribution or use of our intelli- ff 
gence information be undertaken which would be likely 
to jeopardize the security of our sources. / 

Enclosures =~ 3 

(- ἀ ἐ᾿ . 4h 

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit/(route through for review) (Enc.) 

4 6: νὼ 
γ7}--- 916 

EC: BA wien 
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Sullivan a 

Tavel 
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Tolson 
Belmont 
Mohr 
Casper 

Calichan 

Conrad 

DeLoach 
Evans 

Gole 
Rosen 
Sullivan 

Tavel 

Tratter 
Tale. Room 

Holmes 

Gandy 

i-Mz. Wannail 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

Sources, which have furnished reliable information 
in the past recently obtained from representatives of the 

Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) the following information per- 
taining to the Communist Party (CP) of Canada. 

The CP of Canada has apologized to CPUSA General 
Secretary, Gus Hall, for having endeavored to tone dewn 
certain arguments that Hall was intending to publish relative 

to the dissident action of the CP of China, The leadership 

of the CP of Canada now realizes, based on its own experiences, 

that Hall's estimate had been borne out and was correct. 

The Canadian CP is experiencing some problems as 

a result of the differences which have been taking place 

between the older membership and the youth. Leslie Horris, 

General Secretary, CF of Canada, is not the dynamic Leader 

that Tim Buck was. Buck was oxtreniely popular with the 

membership of the Canadian CP and was constantly working 
directly with the membership, Morris, aithough a conpetent 

leader, seems content to remain aloof and has very little 

direct contact with the membership. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 

it is essential that the contents of this memorandum be 

afforded careful security and its use restricted to a need- 

to-know basis. 

100-428691 
i - Foreign Liaison Unit . 
Original and two to Legat, Ottawa, by letter dated 3/31/64. 

NOTE: 

Classified "Bex * because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source, who is of continuing value, and guch revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 

WGS: ὅπῃ B CO PAGE 'TWO Gin (7) ae a κά] Go 
ΝΞ Σ 

; Jge- μι ἐπὶ 
ra 
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Re: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

NOTE CONTINUED 

Source is CG 5824-S* who is referred to as 
sources in order to further protect the identity of this 
source. See Chicago airtel 3/18/64, captioned "Solo, 
IS-C" with enclosed informant's statement captioned, 
"Reaults of Visit of Norman Freed, Communist Party of 
Canada Representative to ‘World Marxist Review; Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, to New York City, March 10-13, 1964." 



an Yee Int ΦΉΜΗ “e 

FBI 

Date: 3/18/64 

_ Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

"Mia —__ATRTET, REGISTERED 
t ᾿ | (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ἦ πππποιοι-.----. ee eee .... L 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
“, ’ - 

sussmen, soto _! 

On 3/17/64, there was received at a New York 
mail drop, a note from LESLIE MORRIS, National Secretary of 

the Canadian cP, for transmission to GUS HALL,, The said 
note enclosed a letter to MORRIS from. RICE-TOUNSON , 
CPUSA representative in Cuba. The aforesa evter ! 

“from BEATRICE JOHNSON, intended to be transmitted by τ 

MORRIS to GUS HALL, is as follows: 

"Rebruary 20, 1964 ΛΔ "ΝΜ \j 

“how are you and how is the Congress preparations going? You Ν 

must be over your neck in work and here I am adding to your al 

problems, but you asked for it. ΚΝ, ἮΝ Ν 

"near Leslie: 

"please tell friends that I had a fine talk with a good old 

friend here and I hope that things will now take hold ona 

firmer and regular basis. I have already issued the first ya. hs 

Bulletin of doings trends and opinions and they are very Ων" 

pleased to have it. Now if the proposals we make-Win / 

knows about them- are accepted I must have a quick way to Ald 
get it to our people- the text I will wire to my paper, pen 

put I want a quick official reply. Anyway, I will keep [εἰ ἢ: 

in touch with you as quickly as I can. Perhaps next γί 4 Gan 

week I will write agin. po- YORE φ LAAT | 

7» VERE, τ 
43) BUREAU (100-428091 ) (RM 

ΒΕ 

“T - eancaco 531. 0 ϑὰρ 3 ΤΣ 
4 wfeeog vot 

an 

o~ — 1 - NY.134-91 INV) (42) | _ 
1 ΝΥ τόρ. 13:63 ta)o 

AGB:rvs - - ι 

(7) 
Approved: 

GBR APRS sae 
sent 0M 

t in Charge 

Po 



_-HY_109-134637 
ν΄ ms, 

"Please also tell them that Cuba Socialista wants an 
analysis ef action and opinion re Cuban-USA relations. 
They would like to have it for the April issue, It might 
also be an‘article on the effect of the embargo on trade and 

tea by Perlo or Allen, At any rate that is the type of thing 
they Want. If its published in P. A,, it can be reprinted 
or send to metin manuscript. Let them send copy P, ἂς 
to Cuba, Socialista, even if it comes later, they want to 
get it themself and follow things. They were critical of the 
Magazings cOVerage of Cuba. It is not entirely justified, 
still more of an original nature can be done, I promised 
to convey their opinion, They are now translating a few 
things from the December P, A. Hope they print it, 
I have done a piece on Bill Z, for the anniversary. 

"otherwise things are going along. The indignation re 
the fisherman scandal is runDing high. I was at the Base 
border, at Gauntamano city and heard an ear full about the 
provocations and abuses they are subjected to daily in that 
area, The State dept. is still living in the times of Teddy 
Roosevelt. They better wake up- the Latin Americans have 
had it. They will not take any more of thelr arrogence 
and abuse. The time is past and its a great feeling to hear 
bie deb Ube ρα sazt we Ueie μσθὰ vehi. UL 
government will cive us work, There was a time when we either 
worked tior the Base or starved, the time is past. Its a proud 
feeling," 

NY 6904-8* advised that the word "friend in 
paragraph 2 refers.to the CPUSA, particularly GUS HALL, 
The informant did not know to whom BEATRICE JOHNSON referred 
when she mentioned "geod old friend" in paragraph 2, 
tin" an paragraph 2, refers to HENRY WINSTON. “Perlo", 
in paracraph 4, refers to VICTOR PERLO, CPUSA economist 
and "Allen", in the same paragraph, refers to JAMES ALLE} 
of "International Pyblishers". "P. A.",in the same 
paragraph, refers to "Political Affairs," "Bill 2.", 
in paragraph 5, refers to WILLIAM ΖΦ, FOSTER, 
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. FD-38-4Rev. ΒΗ 

FBI 

Date: 3/26/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} 

I 
AIRTEL REGISTERED Ι ooo 

(Priarity or Method of Mailing) | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: sats NEW YORK (100-134637) 
7 

suBJEch: “5 . SOLO } 
Ese 

NY 694=S* advised SA JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ape SA ALEXANDER 6, BURLINSON on 3/26/64 as follows: νυ 
patted 2 2 οἷ: 

On 3/25/64, LEM HARRIS, CPUSA functiokary associated 
with the Reserve Fund operation, told the in nd 
GUS HALL had discus: oS δότε pianist named 
24 years of y.member for the past six months. He δ 
stated 6 of aad ELEY shown great promise as a pianist and 
int i HALL and HARRIS, he may be "even greater 
thant fo According to LEM naers [vas the bs 
chief entertainer at the 40th Anniversary Celebration of bic 
"The Worker" at Carnegie Hall. He has played in numerous 
concerts throughout the country and has been the subject of - 
newspaper arti some time. Further, according to 
LEM HARRIS, has done considerable traveling in behalf 
of the State Department in relation to the State Department's 
cultural program. He is a “devoted follower o£ JESUS GOLON and 
the latter's wife BERTHA.” - (JESUS COLON, member of the CPUSA 
National Committee, is subjeet of Bufile 101-6498.) COLON, 
~ Ati netated, "has tremendous influence o 

Cs PANE ο΄ (00-428091) (RM) 
- CHICAGO (134-46-Sub -B) (ata) YII0GI~ 376k 

1 - NY 134-91 (INV) (41) τῇ, 0 - 
1 Ὁ NY 100-134637 (11) .- - REG Legation ὀρ - | - a ACB :msb 11 i OF 1964 
(7) ΝΕ 
-. « sty 2 maa 

vat: Ἧς 
‘aad ‘Hes. Aj ii Sent cet ° £ 7 M Per 

65 ΔΡΗ 8. Ν᾿ μὰ 



NY 100-134637 

HALL has suggested that NY 694=S* contact the 
Soviets to ascertain whether or not it can be arranged 
that go to the Soviet Union to study at a Soviet 
conservatory o£ music. 

be A check of the indi NYO reflected το 7 
information concerning 

ἿἾ is opening a case on the above-mentioned 
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GSA GEN, AEG, NO. 27 Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT icv γ΄ 
Casper 
Callahan Memorandum porn IN ENVELOPE & 
Evans π 

Gale 
: . U Το dr. Co é DATE: March 30, 1964 Rosen —y 

εἰς ' 

po ἢ 

»-- ᾿ πῆς 

oS 
__ SOLO “ 

NTERNAL SECURITY -- C 
SUBJECT 

at approximately 11:45 A.M., Supervisor 
New York Office, telephonically furnished 

the text of three messages the informant desired to transmit 
and requested they be enciphered, Enciphered text furnished 
to New York, 3/30/64, 4:30 P.M. 

δ 

vie 
The plain text of the messages is set forth below, 

The cipher text is attached. 

Γ 1 (repeat) ΤΙ, GREEN (repeat) 
GIL GREEN. HIS PASSPORT NUMBER IS 

REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) CONFIDENTIAL (space) YOUR 
(COOPERATION IN HELPING SPRING (Jack Brooks) TO GO TO BAY (Cuba) 
ON A MISSION FOR ME IS MOST IMPORTANT AND WILL BE GREATLY 
APPRECIATED, HIS MISSION IS IMPORTANT FOR OUR LANE (CP) AND 

FOR YOURS AS WELL. HE WILL ACT THERE ON MY BEHALF. WHILE IN 
HOTEL (Moscow) HE WILL TELL YOU OF HIS NEEDS WHILE IN BAY (Cuba). 

BIRCH (Gus Hall). 

REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) WHILE SPRING (Jack Brooks) 
WILL COME TO VISIT AND TOUR NEST (USSR) HE WILL ALSO TAKE UP 
SOME MATTERS OF IMPORT FOR ME AND OUR LANE (CP) AS WELL AS SOME 
IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF HIS WORK AND IN THIS CONNECTION WOULD LIKE 

TO MEET WITH HIS SPECIAL BIRDS (CP Members) ON FURTHER IMPROVEMENT | 

OF OUR CONTACT. BIRCH (Gus Hall). 

GIL GREEN is a long time Communist Party functionary. 

REGS / Ga Ls σφ΄. 
oe For information. sarees μαι κααιοίρας, ἃ Ἔξπ.. το 

ΕΝ et 

1 - Mr, Belmont ? a 

5. - ἅν, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. Ἢ, G. Shaw) 

δὺ pup: det Cys 

65 apRe” 103. 



24733 

33445 

16634 

| 64525 

03971 

00754 

84451 

43645 

᾿ς 81866 

41960 

03051 

78741 

39872 

21508 

34019 

28382 

᾿ 8688 

᾿ς 9δ068᾽ 

85133 — 

90266 

87906 .- 

‘82287 

59833 

79246 | 79367 

01788 70644 

‘29732 98198 

46697 6664 

16561 69097 

(95487 41523 

13348 53726 

76282 48943 

21239 40279 

99501 91918 

76854 75096 

f 
al 

26120 16.190 

69170 * 51314 

94637 25191 

89913 79175 

$2918 06036 

869461 5672. 11856 

79034 4317} 72860 
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‘ ff GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 . Pr a Φ 
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hy ; UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: March 20, 1964 

i ἰώ aA 
Jou “: AC. CAGO (134-46 Sub B ΕΥ̓ ᾿ τι y~CHI GO ¢ [ἢ ) g © 

% ᾿ a . 

κ᾿ 
As the Bureau is aware, the current cover legend 

for use on Solo Missions is the legend in the name of HAROLD 
M, JULES, It was under this cover that the llth, 13th and 
14th Solo Missions were accomplished by CG 5824-5* on the 
following dates: October 16-December 17, 1962; August 7-25, 
1963, and November 1-Becenber 2, 1953, In Θέ instance, the 
same "passport has been utilized and aS a result thereof, this 
paccpurct cuoutalfas visas and entry and exit stamps associated 
with each trip behind the Iron Curtain. As a matter of fact, 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union arranged to make 
additional entries in his passport Since it was not deemed 

© advisable by them for CG 5824-S*'s passport to reflect stays 
of such long duration in the socialist countries and, there- 

a fore, his passport contains visas and entry and exit stamps 
? indicating a total of five entries into Czechoslovakia, two 

εἶ sets on each of the llth and 14th Missions and one set on the 
ς isth Mission, which was of much shorter duration. The Czech 

\@ visas fill almost a complete page each, 

AN Continued use of a passport which shows so many 
~ trips within the socialist countries in a period of little 

more than one year could very well constitute a jeopardy to 
the security of this operation, This amount of activity 
might very conceivably draw the attention of other intelli- 
gence services to our informant. Of course, it would be 
possible to make application for a new passport, although the 
current one is valid until September 27, 1965, and with one 

_ renewal is valid until September 27, 1967, by reporting that 
ὺ it has been lost or destroyed, However, the practice of the 
fy Passport Office, United States Department of State, is not to 

¥4 issue new passports on this basis until after "exhaustive 
investigation," which includes the filing of affidavits and 

ι) δα the requirement that the passport holder must have notified 

ἘΔ: b11 PR nAot isnt , 

(3) 

65 APR 3 6a 

y { course of action in this case, A ad 
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aap “athe ‘alternative would be to mutilate: the. present. Rod vr 

EE. “passport. ‘by. dropping: ἀπ {nto water. Since: passports: are 80 πττ τυ 
eee made that. the printing’ therein readily. runs upon” contact 0 tet 

ae sit ‘with water, rt. would | be. so mutilated as. tobe ‘unusable. ‘and. ΣΝ 

cy th." oe the Department “of: State. would, have’ to: reissue ‘the: ‘passport... on 

Bo A τ Chicago: 15." currently. ‘considering this means of. securing 7: ον ττπ νοὸς 
ἘΌΝ clean: passport’ without discarding’ ‘the current | legend, which. Ὁ 

hols is. only. about one: and ‘one-half’ vyears: ‘old: at this time τς 

cog ae “However, “im. order: ‘fo be. ‘prepared. for. 11. e
ventualities , ΝΣ 

de is ‘believed: Et would: be prudent: to establish an alternate. 
cover: ‘legend. which 111 be: available. for use’ when meeded, 
“Se: basic document. necessary for the: construction .of such: a, 
_ legend “is a ‘record of- birth,- πᾶ rather - ‘than fabricate ‘guch. a 
τί dociment ‘in the Laboratory: as has’ ‘been done before, we" wish | ee 
| to, propose: ‘the. following: a ee ΝΣ τῇ ἷ -- ἜΝ 

νος το λοι μος ‘the: ‘Bureau : will ‘recall, when it became necessary’ 
. ἀπ: ‘Septenber;, “1962, τὸ obtain a. birth, record for CG. 6653-8 to 
τ aecompany: =CG’ ‘§824- Se on. the: ‘Lith. Solo Mission, we’ merely: : wt 
-obtained.:the record of birth ‘of ‘GENKA: GATKENTC from. the. Bureau” 
ΟἿ: Vital Statistics, ‘Chicago: ‘LLlinois; | whose ‘age: ‘Closely ̓ ς 0 
:jnattched - that. of. CG. 6653-8, “A Search of the: ‘Chicago. indiges ©”. ne 
and Ὁ ἘΝ ‘available - airéctories in’ the. Chicago aréa.‘as Well: AS ote 
ae credit. ‘and’ criminal: ‘check, ‘tn that name - failed 0: reveal. any... -" 

ope. ‘pécord. ‘of: this. individual ‘in the ‘Chicago area ;.. “Chitago- τοι ΝΙΝ 
Es quested: the’ Bureau to. check. Bureau ‘indices, cwhich ° were. ‘also = ae 

“negative, ᾿ Through . ;liaison, ‘the: Bureau ascertained that<‘no . ΠΝ Σ 
_ passport. had ever. ‘been issued: in: ‘that. name and that: mo stops "°° 0. 

Rote had -been’ ‘placed with ‘the Passport Office. against that ame. ee 
oes ; As airesult,; we Had can absolutely clean‘ name: to use.as the. . 
ὩΣ ͵ ‘ihaiden. name “for: ‘the. ‘cover: legend for. CG. 6653-5, whose ‘passport | 4 

owas ‘then: obtained in: the. narried ame ot: GENKA. ‘SULES; κὰν ae 

Penk Ὁ τὸ τ Chicago: Beliéves. that: this. ds ‘am ᾿ acceptable’ ‘néthod | 
ΞΕ gor. ‘obtaining-sich. ἃ record of. birth fora new cover legend . 
Oe for Οὐ '5824~-S*, and. CG 6653-5, -Phérefore.,. ‘Chicago obtained: ‘the 

names of five: individuals of. “the: ‘approximate age of CG 5824-=S* - 
baving. valid records of birth at the: Bureau of Vital Statistics, 

" Chicago; Illinois. “Chicago indices: _were ‘chécked, -credit. and: : 
ΟΣ 1581. checks, made ;, and ‘all. available - Local. directories were 

- checked.” ΟΕ the five. names obtained ;--two. were. found τὸ be | 
Phe ος ὅν "clean: SYDNEY. SMITH ‘LESSER: and EDWIN ‘SLICER. ‘Both of: these . 
eS names were. proposed. to” “OG. “5824 -. 5, “Who davised. that. the: latter, 
i SLICER, would: not: be. as. "acceptable. 88 ‘the first, ‘in, view, Of nine 

aa πὰς 

υ “my Ν ᾿ ΜΝ : a ᾿ 4 on 7 τ es εὐχάς, 
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possible errore in prenunciation, transliteration, etc., 
which night occur waen this name is rendered in a roreisn 
languagze such as German or Russian, set forth below is 
the inforration concerning LESSER available at the Bureau 
of Vital Statistics, Chicago: 

Name SYDNEY SUEPR-LESSER. 
sex “Male 
Nace White 
Date. of Birth February 11, 1902 
Vloce οὐ Birth ~ Chicause, Tilinoss 
Pathes ARNEL LESSER; are To; 

born I} linois; nationality 
#Yencus; occupation 

shipping clerk Cibove 
Chicago checks negative) 

Mother HATTIE PRITCHARD; age 21; 
born New York; nationality 
English (above Chicayzo 
checks negative) 

Address 3517 Forest Avenue 
Chicago, Tllinois (1902) 

The Bureau is requested to search Bureau indices 
and providing this search fails to reveal derogatory infgor- 
mation and providing the Bureau sees no other objection to 
the use of this nane for this purpose, the Bureau is requested 

ἃ through-liaison_to determine whether or not ἃ pasSPor't “has 
iE been issued hy the Passport. Orfice, United States Departnent 

| or State, under this name and whether or not any stop has 
been placed against that name in the 1165 of the United States 
Department of State. Frovided such checks prove favorable, 
Chicago will then proceed with the construction of the addi- 
tional appropriate components of this legend, For the 
Bureau's information, we are now in the process of obtaining 
Suitable names for the Bureau's consideration in the construc- 
tion of an accompanying legend for CG 6653-5. 

f? 
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All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive} 

Subversive References Only 

Nonsubversive References Only 

Main... CWRReferences Only 

Type of Search Requested: 

Restricted to Locality of 

Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 
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| UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Mohr 
Casper 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == 
Evans 
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ζβοχο " 
CCENPERNAL SECURITY -- Ὁ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly 
valuable confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been 
receiving communications directed to him by radio. 

On 3/30/64, transmissions were heard by the 4 
Bureau's radio station at Midland on scheduled times and 
frequencies at which time one message, NR 714 GR 23,: was 
sent. This message was previously sent on 3/23/64 and 
its text was the subject of a memorandum to you of .the 
Same date, 

ACTION: 

For information, 

2 Ὁ Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

"WPihea re 
(10) 

ie 
ν im 

REC: 94 
J00— YE EOF fm 3971 

25 APR Ὁ. 1964 

Rey 
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3/27/64 

Airtel lL - Mr. Reddy 

To: SAC, New York 

© ς ¢ Brom Director, FBI (100-3 sub 81) 
he 

ee nr ee PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RLATIONS sy 
INTERNAL SECURITY - ὦ ἜΝ )} 

᾿ 
ine Pursuant to the telephonic request of 
ἰ ASAC Roney, there are attached thre copies each of 

the 3/25 and 3/26/64 issues of the Congressional 
record, REC. ΠΙ pie ως 2 cue ab) ae 

The pertinent comments of Senator Fulbright 
begin on page 6208 of the 3/25/64 issue and on ge 6227 
of the 3/26/64 Lasue, Le ε΄ -. AAAS CS P 2... 3 7 ph 

Enclosures - 6 ei g Go 

a " ᾿ 
NOTE: ee μῶν 
~— COMMERE ~~ 

ASAC Roney, New York, telephonically advised 
Section Chief F, J. Baumgardner this afternoon that 
Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, 
has instructed New York informant, NY 694-5, to transmit 
to the Soviets, 3 copies each of the 3/25/64 and 3/26/64 
issues of the Congressional record, Although Hall did 
not indicate to the informant what his specific purpose 
was in sending these issues of the Congressional record 
to the Soviets, he did indicate that the material of 
interest consisted of comments by Senator Fulbright. 
Fulbright's comments on these dates relate to United State 
foreign policy. ASAC Roney requested that the Bureau 
immediately transmit to New York, 3 copies each of these 
issues of the Congressional record, we, Tolson 
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To: SAC, New York (100~134637) 

-Fromt. Director, FBI (100~-428091)} 
(Gorn. } 

“IES Ὁ 

Reference is made to New Yerk airtel of March 26, 1964, 
which furnished twenty-five blank copies of IBM form utilized 
by New York State Motor Vehicie Yepartment for operator's 
licenses and requested the Laboratory to duplicate an 
operator's license in the name of Resaiyn Pearl Citron, 

The duplicated operator’: e and the valid operators ᾽ς 
licensas of 585 Bivers and are attached. bic 

Since nondg of the sample valid drivers' licenses 
contain move than the middie initial in each instance, the full 
nane Pearl] was not spelled out on the duplicated iicense 
attached. 
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SAC, New York (100-134637) April 3, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 1- Mr. Shaw 

SOLO 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

Reurlet 3-27-64 which relates to the cooperation 
rendered by officials of the International Business Machine 
Corporation (IBM) in obtaining for your office blank driver's 
license forsswhich were used in supplying the wife of 
RY 694-S* a means of identification, 

In relet you recommended in view of the 
vutstanding service rendered by these ICM officials 
that individual letters from the Director be sent to 
jhem expressing appreciation for the service performed 
or the ‘ 

The Bureau appreciates the cooperation extended 
by these IBM officials. However, in view of the extremely 
Sensitive nature of the 5010 operation, it is not deened 
judicious to acknowledge their cooperation in writing. 

NOTE: 
The wife of NY 694-S* will accompany informant on 

a 5010 trip to the Soviet Union in April, 1964. It was necessary 
to fabricate for her a New York State driyer'slicense to be used 
as identification when applying for a passport. Efforts to 
obtain blank driverSlicense forms from the New York State Meter | 
Vehicle authorities were not successful. IBM prints these. f 
forms and two IBM officials exhibited outstanding cooperation j 
in obtaining the forms for us. JBM was put to considerable .0.: 
expense in handling this matter for us. It_is not felt that ~{ | 
the cooperation of these IBM officials should be acknowledged 
in writing because it involves an aspect of our Solo operation 
and could conceivably jeopardize the security of this very . ἢ 
sensitive operation. eee “3 +f) 
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- 90. RouT: DP ENviLop; Ι 

Date: 4/1/64 | 
Ι 
| 

(Type in plain text or code) 
Ι 

ATRIEL REGISTERED Ἷ 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) | Ζ ΝΕ 

we eee --..ο:..---.-.-.- 4 ἐκ ore 

a A: . 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ὦ Ὁ 

(ATT: ASST, DIRECTOR WILLIAM C, SULLIVAN) ΩΝ 

FROM: = SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 7 fie! 
- ”™ ee 

SUBIR; “SOL0 Co 
S-C 

=D pay ΤΕ 
On 4/1/64, NY 694-S* furnished the following in 

to SA JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL: - 
Fou 4} ee 7 

At 6:00 p.m. on 3/31/64, NY 694-S* met his Soviet “A 
contact ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN in the area of the "Armstrong!! 
rendezvous. While strolling in the area, NY 694-S* asked 
KOLOBASHKIN if he would be agreeable to taking the ΕΊΣ 
with the pictures outlining the coming meets with CG 5824-S%.) 
KOLOBASHKIN agreed and took the envelope, and both he and ; 
NY 694-85}, while strolling, had the following discussion; τ, ke) 

KOLOBASHKIN told NY 694-S* that on 4/7/64, he willCs-/[. 
turn over to him an additional $150,000 in the same manner 4 ἽΣ ̓  
and: ΝΣ the same Procedure as he did previously. ROLORASiCs 

ἱ “ ἌΡΧΩΝ 

AN ἃ ΤᾺ ἜΦΥ κι νὰ hs Ν᾽ Tas sp UR ay af 3 
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told NY 694-S* however that he would change the time of delivering 
the money to 3:20 p.m. and that at 2:50 p.m., NY 694-S* will put 
the piece of black tape at the same telephone booth (Whitehall 
and Bridge Streets, telephone WH 4-9530). NY 694-S* advised 
that KOLOBASHKIN indicated that he would deliver the money “in a 
shopping bag" which indicates that they probably would not use 
the black bag that had been used on the previous occasion. 

KOLOBASHKIN told NY 694-S* that this will be the last time they 
will use this method of delivering the money; that at the next 

meeting whereby they would pass money it will be delivered in 

any one of the following three buildings whichever NY 694-S* 
chooses: 

1. Midland Marine Trust Building, Liberty and 
Washington Streets, N¥C; which has two exits 
and automatic elevators; 

2. 276 Fifth Avenue (between 29th and 30th Streets), 

NYC, which also has automatic elevators; 

3. 5 Union Square, NYC, which building has automatic 

elevators. 

KOLOBASHKIN indicated that the transaction will be 

made in the same manner as was done in the past, and when 

NY 694-S* again meets with KOLOBASHKIN on 4/7/64, ΝΥ 694-S% 

can tell him which of these three buildings he prefers to have 

the transaction take place, 

KOLOBASHKIN advised NY 694-S* that in the money 

delivered on 4/7/64, there is a possbility that there may be an 

additional sum in the package which should be delivered to 

JESSICA: SMITH (National Council of American-Soviet, Friendship). 
ἡ“ πετῶ 

KOLOBASHEIN told NY 694-S* that he did not know what the exact 

amount would be but that if this extra amount was not in the package, 

he will tell NY 694-S* what the amount should be and NY 694~-S* 

can put it out for JESSICA SMITH and the Soviets will make it 

up to him at a later date. 
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At this point, since it was extremely cold to continue 

walking, NY 694-S* and KOLOBASHKIN entered a restaurant, 

Constantine's, 153-33 Hillside Avenue, Jamaica, NY, where they 

had dinner and continued their discussions, KOLOBASHKIN told 

NY 694-S* that the Central Committee sent GUS HALL their regrets 

abou’, that book which they called{Judaism Without Varnish!” by 

T. Ke\KICHKO. KOLOBASHKIN indicatedNthat the Soviets were sorry 

about that book and that they admitted to him that the book was 

4 mistake and that it was a mistake to have such a book written. 

KOLOBASHKIN then handed NY 694-S* two copies of an official 

press release of the Soviet Mission to the UN concerning this 

pool:, A Photostat of this release is attached for the information 

of the Bureau and Chicago as an enclosure. One copy was sent 

by NY 694-S* to GUS HALL. 

KOLOBASHKIN also indicated to NY 694-S* that one of 

these days an official statement will be made by-top people in 

the Soviet Union stating that the book was not meant to be. 

NY 694-S* told KOLOBASHKIN that GUS HALL was very angry about 

this book, that the Party had asked for it and the Russians had 

refused to send him the book. KOLOBASHKIN replied to NY 694-g%* 

that HALL must believe that they told the truth, that those in 

the Mission never saw the book and still have not seen it. 

KOLOBASHKIN asked NY 694-S* to furnish him with a 

list of Americans who they can invite to their important functions 

and NY 694-S* told KOLOBASHKIN that it was up to GUS HALL and that 

he would bring it to HALL's attention again. KOLOBASHKIN said 

the pressure was being put on him about this. (NY 694-S* stated 

that HALL does not want to give them any such List.) 

KOLOBASHKIN advised NY 694-S* that there is a possibility 

that there may not be a May ist reception this year at the Soviet 

UN Mission. 

KOLOBASHKIN and NY 694-S* then discussed the latter’ 

trip and it was agreed that KOLOBASHKIN would notify the Soviets 

-~-3- 
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of his departure, arrange for his being met and to have floating 

visas waiting either in Washington or L im. NY 694-S* 

emphasized to KOLOBASHKIN the point οἵ GIL GREEN's 

ΓῚ going over and that he should be treated as a VIP. NY 694~S* 

also mentioned the new code and indicated that KOLOBASHKIN welcomed 

it. (Bureau and Chicago will be advised by separate communication 

of the new code which contains additions of new and present day 

hraseology. fo phraseology.) es. 

NY 694-S* advised that KOLOBASHKIN had nothing to 

say concerning yesterdays attack on the Soviet Union by the 

Chinese CP, but indicated that KOLOBASHKIN was of the opinion 

that the Chinese were violent because of the last Soviet letter 

and that in his opinion this was only the beginning. 

With regard to the question acontact with CG 5824~-S*, 

NY 694-S*, afser discussing the photographs with KOLOBASHKIN 

concerning the "meets", stated that they agreed to make one 

wyision and that the revision is if no contact is made on either 

side by May 7th (while NY 694-S* is away), KOLOBASHKIN does not 

have to go to "Berkman" as instructed on the microfilm, but 

instead at 2:00 p.m. sharp, KOLOBASHKIN will telephone MU 5-9774. 

ΤῈ there is no answer it will mean that CG 5824-S* does not want 

to see him that day. However, if CG 5824-S* answers, he will 

identify hmself by saying, "Hello. This is Mr. Berkman. I would 

like to see you tomorrow at-7:00." This will mean that they will 

meet the next day, May 8, 1964, at ‘Berkman’ at 7:00 p.m, in the 

same manner. If there is no answer on the 7th of May, KOLOBASHKIN 

should call that number again on the 14th of May and have the 

same conversation with resulting meeting on the following day, 

the 15th of May, 1964, 

NY 6494-S* advised KOLOBASKHIN that his camera was not 
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functioning properly for microfilming and told KOLOBASHKIN that 

in the event the latter has trouble developing the filn, 

KOLOBASHKIN should leave a piece of black tape behind the 

receiver on the telephone at Whitehall and Bridge Streets, 

WH 4-9530, and that if NY 694-S* sees the black tape, he will 

remove it, and on the following day, 4/2/64, he will put a 

Similar roll of undeveloped film at Sister Margaret. 

NY 694-S* agreed to give KOLOBASHKIN's regards to 

the Soviet security men when he goes across and that he will 

discuss with them the entire procedure of their "meets" and 

"χορ", NY 694-S* and KOLOBASHKIN agreed that so far they have 

been very lucky and that they will rely on the Soviets to make 

suggestions concerning new methods, new neighborhoods, etc., to 

which KOLOBASHKIN agreed. 

NY 694-S* stated KOLOBASHKIN advised him (although he 

was no authority) that NY 694-S* should have no problem in 

getting into Cuba. - 

NY 694-S* mentioned to KOLOBASHKIN that the film the 

Soviets have been giving him has been somewhat over-exposed, to 

which KOLOBASHKIN replied that "he would tell the chap who does 

it to watch out for it." (NY 694-S* stated that appasently 

KOLOBASHKIN is not doing it himself.) 

Before terminating the meeting, NY 694-S* gave to 

KOLOBASHKIN on microfilm several messages as follows: 

1, A ciphered-coded message, the plain text of which 

is as follows: 

‘central Committee, CPSU 

"please have floating visas for Czechoslovakia for Jack 

Brooks and Mrs. Jack Brooks, whose surname on passport 

Will be Citron, These will be picked up in 

Czechoslovakian Embassy, Washington, and/or Czechoslovakian 

Embassy, Zurich. 

"Jack Brooks" 
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2. ἃ ciphered-coded message, the plain text of 
which is as follows: 

"Central Committee, CPSU 

While Jack Brooks will come to visit and tour 
USSR, he will also take up some matters of import 
for me and our CP as well as some important 
aspects of his work and in this connection would 
like to meet with his special CP members on 
further improving of our contact, 

"Gus Hall! 

3. A ciphered-coded message, the plain text of which 
is as follows: 

addendum, 

"Central Committee, CPSU 

"Your cooperation in helping Jack Brooks to go to 
Cuba on a mission for me is most important and will 
be greatly appreciated, His mission is important 
for our CP and for yourself as well. He will act 
there on my behalf. While in Moscow he will tell 
of his needs while in Cuba, 

‘Gus Hall 

4, A partially coded message with a ciphered-coded 
which reads as follows: 

"Central Committee, CPSU 

"Please accept Gil Green| δὶ ] as your guest 
for ten days to two weeks to tour and see USSR. He τ 
will be in Lond ill ask your London Embassy for ~~ 
visa to Moscow. | lis active in Youth and this 
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invitation can be counted on our quota. He will 
have transportatim fare to Moscow. It is important 

11 Green that this trip be a success col “Ἵ 
who in these las was a 

great inspiration and strength to although 
he did not see him since Gus HaLli too 

stresses the success of this trip for youth 
do I. Please notify your London Embassy tha 
Litt get his visa there for Moscow. He wi 8 
tne bTC te second or third week in April. 

“Morris Childs" 

The addendum to this message reads: 

τσ τ" Green, His passport number 
1, 

. --ἘΞΞ-ΞΞ-----. 

5. The following is the open code which we have been 
using and will continue to use. I have added some new terms 
and subtracted some, Also you will note the addition of new 
and present day phraseology. Therefore it is now the open code 
we will use from today on. 

(Bureau and Chicago, as previously stated, will be 
furnished copy of this under separate communication.) 

6, A partielly coded message, the plain text of which 
is as follows: 

"Central Committee 

"Max Bedacht, who was once a very prominent. leader. 
ain the early CP movement in the USA, and _was_one 

| of thé original members of the leading National Executive ~ 
, Committee, recently offered to donate to CP his entire 

, library of Marxist-Leninist documents, Bedacht's 
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"library is considered extremely valuable and 
eontains many original first editions of old 
Marxist-Leninist works as they appeared in the 
Original language. Bedacht has complete sets of 
Inprecor which are of inestimable value. Most 
of the documents and books currently possessed by 
Bedacht cannot be duplicated and most are in their 
original form, 

"This is being called to your attention in order 
to let you know that this materiai is available to 
you and that if you should need any of the documents 
therein they can be made available, 

"Jack Brooks can give you more details. 

"Gus Hall" 

7. A partially coded message, the plain text of which 
is as follows: 

"Central Committee 

“In view of Jack Brooks temporary absence Morris 
Childs and I consider it essential that personal 
contact be maintained with you, Only Morris 
Childs should continue this contact with you, 
This must be so in view of the international 
problems particularly in view of the ideological 
differences between Chinese CP and CPSU. We are 
also now actively engaged in the election struggles 
and the civil rights battles are growing which makes 
it imperative that we do not break contact even for 
a brief period. 

"Gus Hall” 
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8. A partially coded message, which reads as follows: 

"When you want to see and contact Morris Childs, 
put a piece of black tape by telephone ear pieae 
(left side of telephone) - this telephone booth 
is on 49th Street corner of Madison, SW corner 
(gold painted booth), see the picture of corner - 
(a photograph of the booth in question was micro- 
filmed) - put the black tape on at 11:00 a.m., then 
the same day at 2:00 p.m. ring this telephone number 
three times - HA 5~9821 ~ no one will answer the 
telephone - it wily only be a signa that means ‘OK’. 
This will mean thay Morris Childs will meet the next 
night at 7:00 p.m. This meeting will be for 'Berkman'." 

Ὁ, A partially coded message, the plain text of which 
is as follows: 

"Central Committee 

"Personal contacts can be made at 7:00 p.m. in the 
same way with Morris Childs as they are with me, 
such as Berkman, Dann and Armstrong (to be followed 
in the same order). I will give you-the photographs 
in person, Morris Childs will have a bandaid on his 
left index finger and a copy of 'Life' magazine in his 
tight hand. You will only wear the bandaid. Morris 
Childs is 5'7", medium build and has blue eyes, 

"jack Brooks" 

10, A partially coded message, the plain text of which 
is as follows: 

"To make further certain that there will be contact 
with you - Morris Childs will meet at Berkman on 
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“Thursday, May 7 (7:00 p.m.) and if not on that 
night then he will be at same place, same time on 
Thursday, May 14. ~ This is unless you make contact 
with him before that time,!' 

(It should be noted that as referred to above, this 
arrangement was revised during the personal meeting between 
NY 694-S* and KOLOBASHKIN.) 

- 10 - 
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REVIEW OF THE BOOK “JUDAISM WITHOUT VARNISH? 

| The Kiev newspaper "Radyanska kultura” ("Soviet culture’) 
| has published a review by B,Lobovik and K.Yampolsky of the book 

“Judaism without varnish” by T.K, Kichke, published in Kiev, 

| The book is one of several works on the modern problems 
| " of atheism published in the Ukraine lately, | 

| ᾿ ~The authors of the review write in part: ᾿ οἰ " τ δ 

| “The preachers of judaism and. jewish bourgeois-national ist. 
| historians and philosophers ‘seek to represent judaism as the age-. ΝΙΝ old religion of the jewish people which, despite disolated modi-. 

_ ¥fieations, has allegedly remained unchanged in essence, is ΟΣ... 
| _ great “cultural value”, and has preserved all its meaning and 
Ν importance to our time”, πο τος ΕΞ 

“Appearing in deep antiquity as ἃ twisted, fantastic reflec- | 
tion of the reality, which depended on the elemental forces of : 
nature, judaism, like all other religions, zealously served 
the ruling, exploiting classes. It enmeshed the masses of 
believers in a stragweb, seeking to distract them fra class. 
struggle against jewish and non-jewish oppressors,” 7 

"As pointed out correctly by the author”, the review con- : 
tinues, “the deep-going socio-economic changes which have oceured | 
in the USSR, the history-making victories scoped in the building ὁ 

. of socialism and communisn,. the rapid development of. science and. 
| technology, the ymparalleled flourishing of culture have | 

. resulted in a mass abandonment of religion, Realizing the ᾿ coe 
ΞΕ . _ insolvency and harm of religion,the majority of the jewish por - 

pulation in our country... have broken’ for ever with religion, «=... 
| freed themselves of religious obscurantism, and aré working =. 2°) - 

_ @onscientiously for the good of the motherland,” a 
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the Soviet Union, 

. .The working jews, together with the working people of 
other nationalities, worked with dedication at the construction - 
projects of the five-year plans, fought againgt the nazi invaders, 
and are now making their contribution to. the nation-wide cause 
of budding communism, Tens of thousands of Soviet jews have 
received orders and medals. Forty of them have been awarded the 
title of hero of socialist labour, and 99 the title of hero of 

In the USSR, the working jews enjoy all the rights 
guaranteed by the Constitution. Works by jewtsh classics and 
modern jewish writers are brought out in large printings, A - 
jewish magazine “Sovietische Heimland” ("Soviet motherland”), is 
published: “All this is evidence of the triumph of the Leninist 
nationalities policy,” 

At the same time, the reviewers point to some considerable 
- Shortcomings of the book: “The author is mainly concerned to 
demonstrate the reactionary role of judaism in an exploiting 
society, He frequently quotes the Bible and the Talmud, sometimes 
without real need for this, and. xpxoduces numerous statements by 
theologists instead of proving the insolvency of religion by 
‘facts from contemporary life. When it comes to demonstrating the 
ham caused by religion in our conditions, the author reduces 
everything to recounting the: unworthy conduct of individual 
members of the jewish clergy, and to some rather general obser- 
vations...”. 

"The book makes absolutely insufficient use of modern 
‘science to combat religious ideology. In several cases the author 
simply outlines the theological concepts on the relationship of 
religion and science without giving them a worthy appraisal, 
without criticising them, and restricts himself to declarative 
statements like the following one: “Of course, all this is non- 
sense,” | : 

The author of the book presents several problems in a 
wrong light, the review stresses. "One cannot agree to his claim 
that the ancient jews, being conquerors, did not produce anything 
outstanding either in industry, farming, or culture, This is 
denied by scientific data.” © 

_ The book contains the erroneous statement that “after the 
emergence of zionism the spirit of nationalism gripped all the 
sections of the jewish population, This contradicts the histori- 
eal facts, contradicts the Leninists thesis about two nations 
in every nation,” 



| “It does not follow from the fact that a certain part . of jewish artisans succumbed to the influence of the zionists 
that all the population was infected by the spirit of nationalism the author of the review states. Quite the opposite, the jewish 
proletaviat, the more advance part of the intelligentsia contri- 
buted actively to the establishment and activities of social- 
democratic organizations, participated in the revolutionary movement and bravely exposed the bundovites (Bund. -- petty 
bourgeois, nationalist party, which tried to isolate the. jewish Workers of Russia -< TASS), the zionists and other nationalists, _Moreover, one of the reasons for ‘the energence of.zionism was — 
the struggle waged by the jewish bourgeoisie against. socialist ideas , which at that time penetrated deeply into the midst of the working jews. Just as of the working. people. of other natio- nalities for that matter.” 8 ==. °°. " 

“Nor can one agree with that the author, in criticising zionism as a bourgeois nationalist movement, extends. this criticism to the internal life of the State of Isreal, For it is known that in addition to zionist organizations, Isreal has democratic, progressive organizations of workers which come out for peace and peaceful coexistence, for democratic Freedoms, — against colonialism and imperialiem.” _ . " ᾿ 

: “In general, it seems to us that it is inappropriate for a book devoted to the critique of a religious ideology to make appraisals (which are moreover not always correct) of the activi- ties of Isreal as a State, of its role in international relations’ 

oy Ege ες - 

ἘΝ The book contains some slipshord formulations. which some- times lead to a distortion of individual propositions, “The 
author is mistaken in claiming that zgionism is ‘rooted in jucdaism, 
For it is known that jewish nationalism, as any other bourgeois nationalism, is rooted not in religious but in. social causes,: The author's thesis that in all capitalist States the rabbies,— 
together with the zipnists, serve the same aim of strengthening the State of Isreal is also inexact, First of all they serve to strengthen the existing system, the struggle against the revolu- tionary movement in their respective countries, to distract the jews from struggle for their class interests,” . ᾿ | 

' The authors of the review point out that the makeup of the book leaves much to be desired, Many drawings in the text 
are pretentious and are “of low artistic standard and can only insult the believers,” a Ε 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

Via AIRTEL, REGISTERED MAIL \ i 
\ (Priority) : 
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ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SOLO 
15. - C 

ReCGtel call to New York 3/30/64, 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New e copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, Information Regarding Plans to 
Travel to Soviet Union," 

The information contained in the enclosed informant's Ϊ 
statement was orally furnished by CG 5824.5: on 3/30/64 
RICHARD W, HANSEN, 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
Statement relative to the travel plans and visa for Ero 
was furnished to New York by retel call for transmittaY to 
WY 694-S*, NY 694-5*, according to CG 5824-5*, was previously 

bé aware of this watter and was to orally discuss the visa question 
TC and its preparation and availability during the course of his 

next contact with his Soviet prindval on 3/31/64, In dis- 
cussing this matter, NY 694-S* was to inform his Soviet 
principal that they should not repeat the errors and mistakes 
they had connitted ter and visit a few years 
ago by GIL GREEN's 
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‘INFORMATION REGARDING | PLANS | 
δ SOVIET Oar ON 

ΤΕ GREEN, a “Yeading functionary’ ‘of the: ‘Communist. 
ἘΩ͂Ν ἡ (er). ‘or Illinois, oh March 28, 1964, noted that: during 

_ ‘to travel to the Soviet th 

‘to the Soviet Union but that he wanted no. 

| aa bis recent Rete to New York City he had spoken to GUS HALL, ©. τε. | 
Secretary of the CP, USA, regarding the desire of 7 

HALL at the time: that he would like to 5 
Ἐπ PTET 

from either the. CP, USA or: the CP of the Soviet Union (CPs) 
in conngetion with this” travel, He had inquired of HALL as | 

him of on: this. visa. matter, he would have. 
aac the visa at. the. Soviet ‘Embassy in Lon on, sngiand, ὃς 

mid arrange to have a visa réady for _ 
sould get to the Soviet. Union around - 

nformed HALL th ; 

GREEW- further. noted that HALL stated he had no ΕΣ 
- objection tol _ going abroad or: visiting the Soviet Union _ 

and had said that he felt. that. the: Party could be of assistance | 
in arranging the visa. He dingtructed. GABEN to contact. MORRIS - 

 (CHEEDS ian Chicago and to furnish him with the dates:-and other: 
τ necessary information go that. it could ‘be transmitted to the. 

| | "ἄπ <P of Great Britain. on 

-Sovile request that a-visa be available in. 
bond prior to May d,. 1804, 

ae cas a , yeoult,, GREEN was: ‘da contact with ΜΌΝΕ ΙΒ CHILDS © 
on M ._and advised -him of the above, GREEN stated 
that has made plans to leave New ‘York City by. . ae 
ship on April 23, 1064, and: _to arrive in London ° ee on or about Apri non _ will be. traveling: with 

ar ΝΣ —aa 

GREEN went. on to state that he: expected that while - 
dy London waiting for his vies. that ΠΩ ἃ adoubtedly | 

“would be in contact: i ειττετ. σσαπ. ΠΥΣΎκππαπς τε and that 
he. would also. be in. contact with EDIANEON, a: member of. ̓ 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 

(Priority or Methad of Mailing) 
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1 : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : _SAG,-NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ϑυβυξάτ: soto 
“Ἴδ-Ὁ 

On 4/1/64, there was received at a mail drop in New 
York City a note from LESLIE MORRIS, National Secretary of the 
Canadian Communist BOR OINSON, Ce a letter, addressed to 
GUS HALL, from BEATRICE \JOHNSON , GRUSA, representative in. Cuba. 
In MORRIS' note, he refer ed to the fact that the Canadian CP 
Gonvention is now in session and that a representative from 
Chicago (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) was in attendance at the said 
convention, - ere ee vs | τιν Ld 

The letter from BEATRICE JOHNSON to GUS HALL is as 
follows: 

"arch 3, 1964 / ΕΣ 
"Greetings: : Vi 

‘Your message got here today and I was delighted to be asked 
some questions. I know it's not easy to hear, but there absolutely 
must be a regular back and forth or else a vacuum is created, 
L am also happy to see that my problem is understood. 

wo, \ δὺ he a ae ee or 
AF ‘= BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 3 πιὸ CPL “-2. 7} 7 
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A 
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"As far as the paper is concerned there is not much to say, 
since we have a regular way of sending and receiving things, 
and aitho they don't indicate good, bad or indifferent, at 
least stuff gets in. By the way I have requests from other 
publications to send them stuff, so I have an indication that 
people are interested in what I have to say. 1 recommended a 
number of times, a questionnaire, ‘What people want to know 
about C...,' to give me a better contact with the readers. It 
would be good to have an answer to this, 

"I got word about the 500, thanks a lot. T have written fo cond 
me 200 to pay some debts and keep the rest for my girl, who must 
come this summer - Moishe and Win know about this and I hope 
they are arranging for it. She will be able to buy some things for me I can't get here and will need badly by then, and have 
some money to move around on, In the meantime, I have made 
arrangements for a regular income, it's not enough for the two of us, but we make it stretch. The only handicap is that I need 
to run about a lot and taxis are expensive, ΤΕ I can get something every month in addition I could make it do and lift the burden 
from you. Perhaps Moishe can see if I can get a Scoda, it's the only car that can be serviced here and it would make my work and 
life easier, 

"Now, the most important, relations with our big family. This simply does not exist, even for the closest relatives, There 
is no conception or regular setup. I have tried to get around this by sending memos, proposals and offering materials for information, [ edit a bulletin making resume of events, opinions and trends, as well as important statements of policy. They have all been well received and some of the items have found their way into the press. However since the big fellow came back there is a noticeable change in that direction and I am hoping in good time 
things will be organized, I have spoken to Rod and he sees the need and the problem and is thankful for my efforts, but as yet I am waiting for the initial discussion of any proposals, My 
experiences in other places did not prepare me for this, but I am learning fast to have patience. The proposal for F, to issue 8. statement or open letter to the A, people is most important at 
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"this time and I am trying everything to get it to his 
attention, All think it's a great idea and I am sure it will be done. I shall wire the paper, the moment I have something 
on that. 

"There are many things I would like to talk about and would be most thankful if my cousin could come to see me, My cousin should come here as soon as possible, May first there will be many visitors, altho travel conditions are bad for all. 

“With regaxd to relations with other L.A. people. Have nad wany opportunities to do so, but to get to other places nas been hard, altno not impossible. For example youth meeting, Chilean elections could be covered if a special request comes here from you. 1 cannot arrange such things in general, it must be specifically called for. The individuals one meets here have come to rem@in and cannot help much with permanent contacts, Irips would be desirable, Have been sending the paper some things from other places, 

"There is much going on on all fronts here, It is dynamic and enthusiastic. Socialist forms of labor have taken Like a duck to water, The election of vanguard workers is something new and interesting, I am doing a study of this and will send something in soon, The harvest is good in spite of the floods, industrialization is slow, many problems to solve and many handicaps of the past to overcome, but the technical revolution has begun in the sugar industry and that is basic. The food situation is good and getting better all the time. Social services and transportation have improved tremendously even in the short time I have been here. The emphasis is on work, work discipline, production and education, With regard to us: They are worried about attitude Adminstration and openly feel there is not enough doing in their behalf, 

‘When I came here six months ago, the big debate was raging, The neutrality attitude was over weighted with either an attempt balance everything or more attention to the antagonists side, There was great sympathy for them far and wide, so much so that 

~3- 
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“some people kept their ideas to themselves. And the Ch's 
worked harm, distributed tons of stuff, worked on everybody, 
There was a marked antagonism to us. 

"Now L am happy to state, since the big fellow returned, there 
is ἃ decided change. The Ch's are very quiet, at least openly, 
they are not in evidence in all the prominent places as was the 
case and their stuff isscarcer, The change began when the big 
fellow analyzed the ‘sad and grave event’ with such unusual 
brilliance and understanding, that many people began to ask 
waht we stood for and how we see the situation. [{ gave them your 
statement of 1961, which they did not seem to be aware of here. 
They have had every statement since, altho I get it late, it shows 
our position and the trend in the country. It is very helpful, 

NT hope the above will inform you of some things that you want 
to know. I am not in a position to say many other things, but as 
I said before it must wait. Let me take this occasion to 
congratulate you and tell you how proud I am of your role in 
pushing our P into the direction of mass action to meet the 
wonderful period in which so much can be done. I am happy to 
be as close to the change as I can. I found a few good people 
here I used to know who are of great help to me and they all 
send their best regards and wishes to you and the rest of the 
comrades. 

"ALL my best. Please write. if there is anything special you 
want, Les can always reach me, 

"Much affection, 
B.! 

In Par. 2, "CG", according to NY 694-S*,refers to 
FIDEL CASTRO. 

In Par. 3, "500" refers to $500.00 which was being 
sent to BEATRICE JOHNSON from the CPUSA through the Canadian CP. 
"200" in the same paragraph refers to $200.00 which BEATRICE 
JOHNSON apparently is requesting for the use of her daughter, 
who was referred to in the same paragraph as “girl,” 

~ 4 iw 
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"Moishe” in Par. 3 and ‘Winn the same paragraph 
refer, respectively, to MORRIS CHILDS and HENRY WINSTON. 

"Big fellow" mentioned in Par. 4 is a reference to 
FIDEL CASTRO. "Rod" in the same paragraph, according to 
NY 694-S*, apparently is a reference to RODRIGUEZ, Cuban CP 
functionary, "“F" in the same paragraph is a reference to 
FIDEL CASTRO. Δ" in the same paragraph signifies "American, " 
according to NY 694~-$*, 

"Cousin" in Par. 5 is a reference to a representative 
of'‘the CPUSA, probably NY 694~s*, 

In Par. 6, "L.A." is a reference to “Latin American 
people," : 

"Ch's" in Par. 8 is a reference to the Chinese, 
according to NY 694+s*, 

pu in Par. 10 is a reference to the CPUSA, according 
to NY 694- S*, 
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On 4/1/64 CG 5824-S* advised that GUS HALL, General 

Secretary, CP, USA, had previously instructed him to make 
inquiries of the CPSU and e CPCZ regarding their willingness | 
to invite and/or accept OTTORAYANGERIN of Chicago to their .. // 
country in order that he cou eceive medical treatment and——~— 
therapy. In furtherance of HRALL's instructions, CG 5824-S* 
suggested that NY 694-5* consider the preparation of and al 
transmit to the Soviets a message during his next contact f 
with his principal in NYC. CG 5824~S* noted that this matter 
had been generally discussed with NY 694-S* previously and he 
is familiar with some of the detail involved. #7), 400 fal hk 

CG 5824-5* suggested that the messages as transmitte 
by NY 694-S* contain in essence the following: 

») WEF REC- 52 ; ἔς 
uF ᾽ wt “ fc OG ; 7 VS 

Central Committee _ Pim PES EG ba BAIS) 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

i APR 2 71954 
Dear Comrades; EX, ΠΣ a πὰ" errr rs iin 

Comrade Otto Wangerin recently suffered an illness 
and while not completely incapacitated, his right side is 
paralyged and he needs some therapy. We would like to inquire 
whether you might like to invite him to come for therapy and 
treat ent . 

CSR - 
γὰ 34Bur au’ CRE) foo 

1-New York (100-134637) (Info) (RM) 
=Chicago 
RYH: MDW Ἷ ̓  
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| Comrade Wangerin, 72 years of age, iS a charter 
member of our Party and was a close friend of William Z. 

7 Foster. 

He was a railroad man by profession until he became 
a functionary and up until his illness was in charge of the 
book store and literature in Chicago. His wife, who is of 
Slav origin and speaks a little Czech, would accompany him if 
he should travel. 

A similar request is being directed to our Czech 
comrades, 

with warn Iraternal ereetines, 

National Committesa 

Ur, USA 

2. 

Central Committee 
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia 

Dear Comrades: 

Comrade Otto Wangerin recently suffered an illness 
and while not completely incapacitated, his right side is 
paraiyzed and he needs some therapy. We would like to inquire 
whether you might like to invite him to come for therapy and 
treatnent. 

Comrade Wangerin, 72 years of age, is a charter 
member of our Party and was a close friend of Willian Z. 

He was a railroad man by profession until he became 
a functionary and up until his illness was in charge of the 
pook store and literature in Chicago. His wife, who is of 
Slav origin and speaks a Little Czech, would accompany him 
if he should travel. 

With warm fraternal greetings, 

National Committee 

CP, USA 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ψ Belmont 
ee to owe ee ae ; " | Casper 

Memorandum Oo Po eres apr ae _. bo. oh ok ᾿ | 4 ae . ΝΙΝ " τ a ak ΚᾺ Wan DeLoach 

« Evans 
G 

TO : My. pare: March 30, 1964 Rok 
pd Toft! 

Totler 

Tele. Room 
" fe 
τ FROM LAL. F. 

poe ἮΝ 
; ΡΝ ἱ 

SUBJEGE: SOLO He 
PERNAL SECURITY - C } ; 

imately 5:25 P.M., 
N HuUpervise New York Office, 

telephonically furnished the text of a message the la 
“Tniormant desired to send and requested it be epcij δ 

At approximately 9:05 A.M., 3/30/64, Supervisonte το 
] was telephonically furnished with the cipher text. 

a Rs nee ν 

the plain text is set forth below. The cipher 
text is attached, 

REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) PLEASE HAVE BRIEFCASES 
(Floating Visa) FOR BEACH (Czechoslovakia) FOR SPRING (Jack 
Brooks) AND MRS, SPRING (Jack Brooks), WHOSE SURNAME ON / 
PASSPORT WILL BE CITRON (repeat) CITRON, THESE WILL BE an 
PICKED UP IN BEACH (Czechoslovakia) CASHIER (Embassy) ἐ 
FAIR (Washington) AND OR BEACH (Czechoslovakia) CASHIER 
(Embassy) DELTA (Zurich). SPRING (Jack Brooks). 

ACTION: 

For information, 

Ene losure 

1. - Mr. Belmont 
2<4Me. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J, A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

Woupsnea Rea Wage te By poee x2 e748 τ 
4 ΟΞ ᾿ 
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25118 83724 98929 68145 77314 58151 90743 27189 35262 68581 
83186 68020 42909 26089 61267 08095 22967 62542 79023 43450 
49876 59024 17708 17609 62551 39079 13015 11799 54680 85567 
34614 84318 41626 78592 97368 87628 65042 64917 89882 05294 
40987 80308 47501 95807 66814 06364 01889 40838 72280 58460 
83838 19711 
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"UNITED: STATES GOVERNMENT 9 »: -;- 
Casper Memorandum σε ὦ Ὡς 

£7 pS “Ὁ 2 AED { DeLoach 
ΠΝ ον Evans 

TO : Mr. We. Ὁ, sui Raye DATE: April 1, 1964 ες Ὁ 
Sullivan 

| πον μεν Fe ὅ an 1 = Mr. Belmont Totes 
: . Ε΄, J. Baumgardner . , 1 - Mr. Sullivan clpes 

h _ θα 1 ~ Mr, Baumgardner sft 
i CO} 1 ~ Mr. Wannall we 
| SUBJECE: SOLO | 1 - Mr. Shaw By 

NTERNAL SECURITY = COMMUNIST 

oh 
This is to advise of the latest developments concerning 

contemplated trip by NY 694-S* to Russia and Cuba. 

. You will recall that as a result of a conference between 
| Assistant Director Sullivan and NY 694-S* on 3-23-64, a plan of action 

was devised to have NY 694-S* penetrate Cuba. In connection with 
this matter, it was decided that NY 694-S8* approach Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), and advise Hall that informant 
was contemplating going to Moscow in April, 1964, and suggesting that 
Halil give informant a letter to Cuban Premier Castro pointing out 
the need to improve relations between the Castro regime and the CPUSA. 
NY 694-S* would then take this letter with him to Moscow where he 
would develop this matter with the Soviets to the point where the 
Soviets will endorse his trip to Cuba and provide him transportation 
there, 

inn, 

On 3=27-64, NY 694-S* furnished the following information 
concerning his discussion with Hall relative to this matter. | y 

| Hall was very pleased that NY 694-S* was contemplating 
a trip to Moscow and indicated that this would give informant an 
opportunity to learn the most recent developments with respect to 

I, the Sino-Soviet dispute. 

NY 694=S* then raised the question of visiting Cuba upon 
| leaving Moscow. Hall stated that in view of the current situation 

in Cuba, he would be most interested in having informant go to 
] Cuba. Hall expressed the opinion that a purge may be taking place 

in Cuba at the present time with “Castro in the middle between the 
oldtimers and the new people.” Hall indicated he would be especially - 
interested in receiving a correct evaluation of the Cuban situation 
at this time. Hail stated that he would give informant a letter to 
Castro suggesting that steps be taken to improve relations between 

| the Castro régime and the CPUSA, Halil agreed that NY. 694-S* while 
| in Moscow should also obtain a letter to Castro from the Soviets 

requesting that every εν» be shown to NY 694=5* ph in Cuba. 
RED. 6 “φῶς 7ὸ FFL 3996 

100--428091 
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Memorandum to Mr. ἢ, C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100428091 

Following his discussion with Hall, NY 694-S* advised the 
New York Office that he would arrange to be flown from Moscow to 
Cuba in a Soviet plane. While in Cuba he would be a guest of the 
Soviets and would stay at a Soviet establishment. NY 694-5* 
indicated that by utilizing this arrangement, he would be going to 
Cuba as a very important person and would be treated as such by 
the Cubans, particularly by Castro. Informant advised he would 
return to Moscow from Cuba before ultimately returning to the 
United States. 

According to informant's present plan, depending upon 
his wife's physical condition, he will leave with his wife for 
Moscow as soon as possible after April 6, 1964, As regards his 
wife, informant stated he would not take her to Cuba but would 
arrange that she return to the United States at the time when he 

‘would leave Moscowfor Cuba, 

ACTION: 

For information. You will be kept advised of all 
pertinent developments in this matter. 

id 

᾿, 
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> “» OPTIONAL FORM NO. τὸ 5010-106-05 " * 

GSA GEN. REG, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

. Mr. Tolson. 

A Moran Uin I Mr. Belmont_!_ 
Mr. Mohr 

/ 
Mr. Casper____. 

ἐς TO ye FBI (100- 428091) DATE: 3/13/6h3™ allan —— 

' Mr, DeLoach 

7s ἢ Mr, vans 

FROM a BAe? CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) i Mr. Gale 
εἶν, Itesen 

Mr. Sullivan 

SUBJECT: Seno. SOLO Rr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter 

1S= ¢ Tele, Rear 

Miss Ficimes,—— 
; Miss Gandy ==] ἢ, 

ReCGairtel dated December 19, 1963. 

Since the submission of reCGairtel, CG 5824-5* 0 
has advised that he continues to receive from the Communis 
Party of Cliina (CPC) certain English language publications 
issued by the Foreign Language Press, Peking, mailed to him 
from London, England, and in care of the following Chicago 
drop address: 

JOHN SCHOLDERS οὐ 1 
in care of Modern Book Store : 
56 East Chicago Avenue 
Chicago 11, Illinois 
Ὡς S.A, 

The most recent items that CG 5824-S* has received 
through this drop address are the following: 

_ Committee of the CPSU (V)," by the Editorial - 
.: Departments of "Renmin Ribao" ("People's 2 
_. —: Daily") and "βουραλ" ("Red Flag"), November 
τ“! .,» LY, 1963. 

ἔχ, EB yee. 2 709/308 
. 48-page pampitet entitled "PEACEFUL 
a __COEXISTENCE——TWO Ὁ] DIAMETR CALLY” OPPOSED 

“yy nee “POLICIES Comment on thé Open Letter of 
aus δ ες thé-Céntral Committee of the CPSU (VI)," 

δὰ by the Editorial Departments of "Renmin Ss APR Υ 1964 
ALC Ribao" and "Hongqi," December 12, 1963. 

ΝΕ 

= . a 

208-page book entitléd\"People of the World, ~~ 
Unite, forthe Complete, Thorough, Total_and, 
Resolute _ Probibifion—an TOn_and | Destruction of Nuclear ) Ah 
Weapons ri ϑέθα, in 1968... 

AWS... (Enc. Oe 5" ahh 
1l-New York (100-13463%) (Info) (RM) 
1. ae 
RWH: MDW 
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FD-36 (Rev, 12-19-58) & | : | . | “ 
* Fas . , | 

“ ‘RO DE ΤΟΣ μὰ ἘΟΝΝΕ τον νει, FBI v NVELOP 
| 

Date: 4/2/64 

| 

| 

Transmit the following in 
_ (Type in plain text or code) 

πος AIRTEL REGISTERED 
Ὁ τ Ν᾽... 

{Priority ar Method of Mailing} | 

\ Ha een poo 

A TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
(ATT: ASST. DIRECTOR W. C. SULLIVAN) Lik 

Cu, 
FROM: 840; “NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT ; Orono 
πες τον 

ReNYairtel to Bureau, 4/1/64. 

In referenced NY airtel Σὲ was indicated that NY 694-S* 
prepared a new code for utilization with his Soviet contacts , 
in captioned matter. For the information of the Bureau and 2 
Chicago Office, a copy of this new open code containing some 
new terms, deleting some others, and using present day 
phraseology is being forwarded as an enclosure. This code is 
in the form of a 5" X 7" photographic copy labeled "Open Code - 
Completed" containing pages A, B and C. 

there is also being enclosed for the Bureau and 
the Chicago Office a photographic 8" X 10" copy of the "Freed 
Code", which NY 694-S* utilizes in his commmications to and 
from GFREED, NY 694-S* advised that this"Freed Code" will be 
utilized by him when he communicates with CG 5824-S* while he _ 
(NY 694-S*) is in Moscow, An additional copy of this "Preed 
Code", 4" x 5") is 1 being, epgiesed for the Chicago Office for 
use of, OB. 82h. gb 

- λ΄ ῶ i — of ; 

5 - SoA enc. 3) (ROD | Sn ae LB I), 
“L = CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) (Encl. 3)(AM RM) 
L - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) rm fol % 1ld4 
L - NY 100-134637 (41). EX-103 ᾿ 

3DO:mfd (#41) We ons) 
7 Ν τ. 

Approved: Sent __ ὁ Μ Per 

\eBB ARI, 
art 

Agfent in Charge 

gers ΕΑ 



NY 100-134637 

For the information of the Bureau and Chicago, the 
"Freed Code! was devided by NY 694-S* and NORMAN FREED, CP of 
Canada representative to the “World Marxist Review", official 
theoretical organ of the international communist movement, 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, for utilization by them in their 
communications to and from FREED, 



AFRIGH 
1 ALBANTA 

ALGERIA 
ARRIVE, ARRIVED 

᾿ AUSTRALIA 
| BEATRICE 

BILL KASHTAN 
BULGARIA 
BURMA 
CANADA 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE 
CEYLON 
CHAPEK 
CHINA 
CONVENTION 
COORDINATCR 
CUBA | 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
DEMOCRATIC 
DEPART, DEPARTURE 
EAST GERMANY . 
ELECTION “ 
FIDEL CASTRO 

 FRENCE 
GHANA 
GUS HALL 
HAROLD (TORONTO) 
HUNGARY 
INDIA 
INDONES TAN 
TIALIAN 
JACK 
JAPAN 
KARUSHCHEV 
KOCMAN (C,Z,) 
LESLIE MORRIS 
LITERATURE 
MALI 
¥A0-Tse Tung 
MOLLY PERLMAN 
MORRIS 
NATIONAL COMMITTER 

COMMODORE 
DENVER 
HILTON 

CAST 
SAN DIEGO 
PROFESS OR 
HANTLT ON 
PICNIC 
DIRECTORY 
BEACH 
PIKESVILLE 
HOOFER 
TAG 
PITTSBURGH 
SHOW 

SCRANTON 
NEVADA 
KEY WEST 
PALM BEACH 
PERCH 
BUME 
CANARY 
SPRINTER 
STRATFORD 
FRUIT 
ESTHER 
SPARRCH 
AUNT BOOKER 
MR, GOOD 
PLAYERS 

NEW INTERNATIONAL 
NEW ZEALAND 
NORMAN FREED 
NORTH VIBENAM 
PARTY ὁ 
PASSPORT 
PEARL, WEDRO 
PLENUN 
PRESIDENT JOHNSON 
REPORT or SPEECH 
REPUBLICAN 
ROUMANTA 
ROUMYANTSEY 
SPLID 
TIM B, 
TIMOFEEV (TIMMY DENNIS) 
θὰ 
USSR 
VISA 
WAGNER (0.2, ) 
WEIU 
WINNIE 
WORLD MARXIST REVIEW 
YUGOSLAVIA 

CONTRACT 
SEATTLE 
BASS: 
OAKLAND 
STREET 
FLUTE 
CUPID 
BUFFET 
FRANK 
SONG or SANG 
DANCER 
TOLEDO 
TOPPER 
SATE 
BLISS 
BOOKER 
ISLAND 
VADISON 
BUGLE 
RUNNER 
RANE 
MR, NICE 
VILLA 
RACINE 



AKRON 
AUNT BOOKER 
BASS 
BEACH - 
BLISS 
BOOKER 
BUFFET 
BUGLE 
BUTTE 
CANARY 
CAST 
COMMODORE 
CONTRACT 
CUPID 
DANCER 
DENVER 
DIRECT ORY 
ESTHER 
FLUTE 
PRANK 
FRISCO 
FRUIT 
HAMTLT ON 
HILTON 
HOOFER 
IDA 
TSLAND 
KEY WEST 
LAKES 
MADISCN 
MIAMI 
MR, GOOD 
MR, NICE 

BULGARIA 
MOLLY PERLMAN 
NORMAN FREED 
CUBA 
TIM BUCK 
TIMOFEEY (Timmy Dennis) 
PLENUM 
VISA 
JAPAN 
KHRUSHCHEY 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE 
AFRICA 
NEW INTERNATIONAL 
PEARL WEDRO 
REPUBLICAN 
ALBANTA 
COORDINATOR 
MALT 
PASSPORT 
PRESIDENT JORNSON 
AVSTRALIA 
LITERATURE 
CHINA 

ALGERTA 
DEMOCRATIC 
HAROLD (TORONTO) 
USA 
IND ONES IAN 
CANADA 
USSR 
FRENCH 
MORRIS 
WINNIE 

NEVADA 
OAKLAND 
PALM BEACH 
PARROT 
PEACH 
PERCH 
PICNIC 
PIKESVILLE 

. PITTSBURGH 
PROFESSOR 
RACINE 
RANCH 
RUNNER 
SAE 
SAN DIRGO 
SORANT ON 
SEATTLE 
SHORE 
SONG or SANG 
SPARROW 
SPRINTER 
STRATFORD 
STRERT 
TAG 
TAKE 
TOLEDO 
TOPPER 
TUDOR 
UTAH 
VILLA 
WALLEYE 
YONGE 

INDIA 
NORTH VIETNAM 
TPALTAN 
BEATRICE 
CASTRO 
TACK 
CONVENTION 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
BAST GERMANY 
ABE CHAPEK 
YUGOSLAVIA 
WFIU 
WAGNER (¢,2,) 
SPLIt 
CEYLON 
HUNGARY 
NEW ZEALAND 

' RECTION 
REPORT op SPERCH 
MAQTg9 1 
KOCMAN (¢,2,) 
LESLIE MORRTS 
PARTY 
DEPART, DEPARTURE 
ARRIVE, ARRIVED ᾿ 
ROUMANTA 
ROUMYANTSRY 
GHANA 
BURMA 
WORLD MARXIST RRVTEW 
GUS HALL 
BILL KASHTAN 



Opin Cola Vo tw 

Abt, JOHN PARK 
ALBERTSON, BILL IEAP 
ALLEN, πὶ ta 
APTREXER, HERB Aca 
BART, PHIL {8} 
BERT, FRIC CLL 
BIATR, PRED πῷ 
BLOH, ΠῚ SAD 
BROOKS, SACK SPRING 
CASTRO, PIDEL ἈΠ 
CHAKA, ED COM 
CHILDS, KORRIS HUB 
DAVIS, BEN SPRUCE 
DAYIS, ΜᾺ PERCH 
DENNIS, OEHE dr, POHY 
NENATS, TIMMY AXEL 
PLYNN, ELIZABETH GURLEY ORASS 
POSTER, WILLIAM 2, ROOT 
GANKEMT, BETTY CAEBY 
OREEN, OIL ΠῚ 
ORERH, dAXt oR 
HALL, CUS BIRCH 
HARI, LAH HOOT 
HRALBY, DOROTHY ORCHID 
JACKSON, SAKES MAPLE 
JORNSOH, ARNOLD RYE 
JONSON, ΜΆΤΑΙΟΝ PAY 
JOHNSOH, LYNDOH 10 
KAUPHAR PARKER 
TEAUSECHEY nOSK 
πὸ, ἡ pot 
TRCERAREK CST 
NUOHHER, SAH BALL 
LIONTROST, CLAUDE BARLEY 
LIME, HICKEY PINE 
LONER, ΕΥ ASR 
LUSTIG, SANDS LAR 
HaeADORY, NILLIE ΠῚ 
KAO The=tung OMX 
MEYERS, CEOROE YI 

rs aS - —_ 

NORRIS, GHORGE ἈΠῸ 
HOARIS, LESLIR ΔΗ AA 
ISG, BURT BASS 
YOUTH, ΤῈ WEED 

. poy 
PATTERSON, WILLIAM PLUK 
FERRY, PRTTIS BELL 
POLASE, IRVING τὰ 
ROSE, ΚΠ HOLE 
Avail, DANNY IMF 
AUNYANTSEY, BEST 
SMIPQRD, 2. STERR 
SHITH, BS3SICh CARP 
STACHEL, JACK BUD 
THOMPSON, ROBERT WHEAT 
TGOHBY, PA ΟΡ 
TOAMEY, JIM CAB 
TRACHTGNESRO, ALEX PAOE 
WETNSTONE, WILL TWI0 
WEST, TH CASE 
WINSTON, HEMRY LAS? 
WINTERS, CARL BULB 
WINTERS, HELEW TULIP 
WOFSY, ISADORE PILL 
BASSES PIER 
COPEHHAGEX ΝΡ 
HELSINKI BEEP 
LENTRORAD SURF 
LOwDOM VILLAGE 
NOscOw HOTEL 
PARIS HAMLET 

PROUE OPP TCR 
ROME botK 
WARSAW POOL 
WASHINGTON ΓΤ 

eURICH DELTA 
ALBANIA AO 
AFRICA PRAM 
ALGO CANN 
BOLOARLA RIVA 
CAMA 

he 
ait ' 

ie 



pase 
ἘΠῚ KATIONS 
AROENTINA 
SOLTVIA 
BRAZIL 
SRINISH OULAMA 
CHILE 
COLOMBIA 
ΔΜ 
ECUADOR 
LAM AMERICA 
MEXICO 
PARAOUAY 
PERU 
S(T AKERIGA 
VENEZURLA 
AMERICAN [KOT ITUTE 

MARIS? STUDIES 
CLYTRAL GOKATTER 
δ 
CONTROL COMATMI 
OOHNUNIST MARTY 
COMMUNIST PARTY, SU 
COWMUNIST PARTY, USA 
PAT 
FREEDOM HOVRHENT 
ΡΟΝ ΔῚΣ 
INTRAATIONAL APFAIRS 

COMMITTRA, 0, 
TRTRAMATIONAL POBLISHERS 
KATIOHAL COMNTITEE 
RATIONAL GOWNQTL OF 

POLITICAL AFPAIRS 
PROORESSTVE LAB 
VETERANS ARAHAN 

LINCOLA BATTALION 
ἘΠῚ PARTY OF 

SOCIALIST REVOLUTION 
WORLD MARXIST REVIEW 
ARRIVINO, ASRIVED 
ROOKSTORE 
CLOSED CHANNEL 
COMMISS 104 /8 OHM ITTER 
CORFARAMCR/ MEETING 
CONVEREION 
COORDINATION 
CP MEMBER 
DEFERSE 
DELETE 
DELEGATION 
DEPART, DEPARTED, 
DEPARTING 
DESTINATION 
ELECTION 
BHBASSY 
PLOATING VISA 

INTERNATIONAL 
LEAVING, WILL LRAVE, 

LEAvé, LEM! 
MAY Ist 
MeCARRAN ACT 
MEDICAL TREATMENT αἱ REST 
NESTING /COMPERENCE 
WEMBERSH IP 
REORO 
QPPICLAL, SPPICER 

BRIRFOASE 
VINE 

AMERICAN SOVIET PRIENOSHT® χὰ 
MATIOMAG EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ΤΑΙ Ὰ 
WARKIST=LENINIST ΤᾺ 
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MECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
eo ee ταὶ 

IATE Q2-O3-2012 

ee @OUTE IN ENVE@OPE 

1 - Liaison 

1. Mr. Wannall 
1 - Mr. Shaw 

wdeDirec ter 
ἢ Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
ei Department of State 

John Edger Hoover, Director [84 

mull 

WOON ONIOVS4~ U9 44) He HY 90 ff, day Subject: FOREIGN POLTTIC*T ~eTTI™s _ yepowmcta Ἵ ) 
INTERNAL SECURITY — INDONESIA δ᾿ 

The following information was supplied by 
sources which have furnished reliable information in 
the past. ς-ςς. 2 

/ 

Buring January, 1964, representatives from the 
Communist Parties of Canada and Bulgaria visited Indonesia 
as gilests of the Communist Party (CP) of Indonesia and 
were provided with an extended tour of Indonesia. White 
in Indonesia, these CP representatives conferred with= 
Dipa N, Aidit, General Secretary, CP of Indonesia, and 
a member yithout portfolio of the cabinet of Presidént £3] 
Su carne PS a wld “ : ᾿ ΒΝ ΔῈ wid ᾿ τ f 

REC ? gos Off νι oa f # te 
ja te tye Shp : 

Aidit advised these C presentatives that in » 41" 
early January, 1964, President Sukarno told him that just 
prior thereto he had seen United States Attorney General 

΄ Robert F. Kennedy and was still in the process of 
ΡΣ continuing discussions with this individual. Aidit stated 

ait that President Sukarno indicated he had promised Attorney General 
Kennedy that there would be no confrontation of forces of 

y, Indonesia and Malaysia at that time. Sukarno explained that ἢ 
a he made this promise because yndinesia yas not then in a SN 

bosition "to do, it right nowy) ee Aidit, Sukar φ! 

oy ἐξ 

> § 
“Oo τῇ 
= Df 

' 8 
pj ΡῚ 

etre ene Mohr ᾿ ie i 

Callahan i! 4 A tro, tht ἢ Ἂν 
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Gale WGS : pag :mlf 2 aw Bem ν 
lie tae) ; SEE NOTE ae yi 
τὸ ter Ἢ - zy! _ Ἢ 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

further explained that "by avoiding a fight with the 
Americans at that time, they had also avoided enabling 
the Americans to save the British in that area." Aidit 
described Sukarno as representing the "left section of 
the bourgeoigse," 

Qn the topic of natisnalization of industry, 
Aidit commented that there is a complete take over by the 
government oF private ownership. He noted, however, that 
there is also a form of nationalization known as 
"Indonesianization" which involves the replacement of 
foreign technicians and workers by Indonesian technicians 
and workers, Under this form of Nationalization, the 
Indonesian technicians and workers are given the power 
to operate plants and the state does not take over the 
physical ownership of the property. 

In regard to the timber of persons of Chinese ancestry residing in Indonesia, Aidit remarked that they humber approximately four million. One half of these, he noted, desired and have asked to be allowed to return to the Peoples Republic of China. The other half of these Chinese constitute the upper-class and well-to-do Chinese, at least by Indonesian Standards, and they desire to remain, When those who have indicated a desire to return to the Peoples Republic of China finally return, the Peoples Republic of China will take possession of their property in Indonesia, liquidate it, and turn over a portion of the proceeds to the CP of indonesia, in this nanner, the CP of China can give the CP of Indonesia subsidies and aid without a direct allocation or transfer of funds from the Peoples Republic of China. In addition, Aidit 



/ 
Director | 
Bureatt of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

retaarked that many of the Chinese who are remaining in 
Indonesia make substantial contributions to the 
Peoples Republic of China, and some of these funds are 
also given\in part to the CP of Indonesia as financial 
subsidies PX 

In regard to the CP of Indonesia, Aidit noted 
that it has 55 per cent of the Armed Forces and 85 per cent 
of the personnel of the Air Force in its hands. He 
indicated that the CP of Indonesia has three-and-one-half 
million members. He believed that in any election, it 
could draw 50 per cent of the total vote. Aidit, however, 
pointed out that the CP of Indonesia was not interested 
at this point in urging that any elections he held, 

Aidit remarked that throughout Indonesia, the 
CP has established an extensive network of schools. These 
schools range from those teaching basic courses in reading 
and writing to regularly scheduled Party educational 
Classes, He indicated that it is the belief of the 
CP of Indonesia that it must educate the people in order 
that they can he taught to read and understand Party 
naterial, 

In discussing socialism, Aidit remarked that the 
only two countries in the world today building socialism are 
the Peoples Republic of China and North Korea, The Soviet 
Union, in Aidit's opinion, is not building socialism, but is 
only building capitalism and wilt someday fully revert back 
to capitalism. Aidit gave the following examples for his 
reasoning, 



Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

When he was in Moscow recently, he needed a shirt 
and had to pay 35 rubles for it. Later when in New York City 
and needing a similar shirt, he purchased it for $3.50. 
The shirt he purchased in New York City was of a better quality. 
The Russians wanted to make more profit than the United States 
capitalists did on this same item. When in Sochi, Russia, 
Aidit found individual Russians who had apartments and were 
renting out rooms, He described this as capitalism. In 
addition, he noted that the peasants in Russia have private 
plots of land from which they can sell their products. This 
he described as another example of capitalism. He also 
noted that in the Soviet Union the trials and convictions 
of embezzlers prove that there is capitalism in the 
Soviet Union Dag 

Aidit expressed his conception of the three types 
of communist parties in the world today. First he stated 
there are the Communist Parties of China, Albania, 
North Korea and Indonesia, which are definitely Marxist- 
Leninist communist parties. Secondly, there are the 
communist parties with Marxist-Leninist memberships, but 
with revisionist leaderships. Finally there are those 
communist parties whose leaderships as well as memberships 
are all revisionist. According to Aidit, into this latter 
category falis the CP of the Soviet Union 

Aidit advanced the theory that communism cannot 
be built in the world today as long as imperialism continues to exist anywhere. To attempt to build communism under 
such conditions, he noted, it must necessarily be done at the 
expense of the more backward nations. He believed that 
those countries. which try to build communism, with ESC 

- 4 - 



Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

existence of imperialism in the world, will become 
"rich, fat cats" at the expense of the backward countries 
and will lose their revolutionary spirit, Aidit stated he 
agreed with the theory of the CP of China that it is best 
not to build up a country's abundance while surrounded by 
imperialism because "you will lose that revolutionary spirit," 
He noted that if communism could be built with imperialism 
Still existing, it would require an accumulation of capital, 
Even if this could be done, he remarked, it should not 
because this accumulation should be given to the building of the more backward nations, In Aidit's opinion, you have 
only to look at the Soviet Union where there has been 
built a higher standard of Living and you will find tbat 
the Soviets have lost their revolutionary ἜΣ; 

ΑΒ to the personal observations of the representatives from the Communist Parties of Canada and Bulgaria during 
their tour of Indonesia, they indicated there was much that 
they saw which was shocking, For example, they noted, when 
you walked into villages, you saw people starving. A person 
thirty years of agé is considered old, In some villages, 
half of the population is blind and suffering from glauconato} 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, we have classified this communication "PAD ϑροκός, γι} : 

1 ~ Director 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 



Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE u) 

Classified "Dp seexet" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source who is of continuing value and such reyelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
Source is CG 5824-S* who is referred to as "sources" in 
order to further protect the identity of this informant. 
See Chicago airteh 3/17/64 captioned "Solo, IS-C" along 
with enclosure entitled "Summary of Results of Trip to 
Indonesia by Norman Freed, Communist Party of Canada 
Representative to the ‘World Marxist Review,’ Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, January, 1964." Information in letter 
pertaining to Attorney General Kennedy is being furnished 
by separate letter to the Attorney General 
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During January, 1964, representatives from the 
Communist Parties of Canada and Bulgaria visited Indonesia 
aS guests of the Communist Party of Indonesia and were 
provided with an extended tour of Indonesia, While in 
Indonesia, these Communist Party representatives conferred 
with Dipa Ἦν. Aidit, General Secretary, Communist Party of 
Indonesia, and a member without portfolio of the cabinet cx » f 
of President Sukarno, Aidit made the following comucnts, 

Heeting Between President Sukarno and — 
United States Attorney General δ" 
Robert F, Kenned 

According to Aidit, in early January, 1964, 
President Sukarno told him that just prior thereto he had 
geen United States Attorney General Robert F, Kennedy and 
was still in the process of continuing discussions with 
this individual, Aidit stated that President Sukarno 
indicated he had promised Attorney General Kennedy that 
there would be no confrontation of forces of Indonesia 
and Malaysia at that time, Sukarno explained that he made 
this promise because Indonesiaz was not then in a position 
"to do it right now," and that “by avoiding a fight with 
the Americans at that time, they had also avoided enabling 
the Americans to save the British in that area.” Aidit 
described Su Ὁ a5 representing the “left section of the 
bourgeoise, ἢ 

[Communist Party of Indonesia | 

Aidit indicated that the Communist Party of 
Indonesia has 34 million members and he believed that i, 
any election it could draw 50 per cent of the total wot 
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‘Aidit, however, pointed out that the Indonesian σου πὶ 
arty is not interested at this point in urging that any 
elections be held, Aidit romarked that throughout Indonesia 
the Communist Party has established an extensive network of 
schools, These schools range from those teaching basic 
courses in reading and writing to regularly scheduled Party 
educational classes, He indicated that it is the belief 
of the Communist Party of Indonesia that it must educate 
the people in order that ἢ an be taught to read and 
understand Party material. ρα. 

ΕΞ Concerning the Soviet Union | ) 
a 

Aidit cemarked that the only two countries in the 
world today building socialism are the Peoples Republic 
of China and North Korea, The Soviet Union, in Aidit's 
opinion, is not buliding socialism but is only building 
capitalism and will someday "fully revert back to capitadisn." 
Aidit gave the following examples for his reasoning, 

When he was in Moscow recently, he needed a shirt 
and had to pay 35 rubles for it, Later, when in 
New York City and needing a similar shirt, he purchased 
it for $3.50, The shirt he purchased in New York City was 
of a better quality, ‘The Russians wanted to mugke more 
profit than the United States capitalists did on this same 
item, When in Sochi, Russia, Aidit found individual 
Russians who had apartments and were renting out rooms, 
He deseribed this as capitalism, He alse noted that in the 
Soviet Union the trials and convictions of embegzlers prove 
that there is capitalism in the Soviet Union) 

Aidit advanced the theory that communism cannot 
be built in the world today as long as imperialism continues 
to exist anywhere. He believed that those countries which 
try to build communism, with the existence of imperialism 
in the world, will become “rich, fat cate” at the expense 
of the hackward countries and will lose their revolutionary 
spirit, Aldit noted that if communism could be built with 
imperialism still existing it would require an “aoe . | 
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[ee capital. Even if this could be done, he remarked, it 

ould not because this accumulation should be given to 
the bullding of the more backward nations. In Aidit's 
opinion, you have only to look at the Soviet Union where 
there has been buiit a higher standard of living and you 
will find that the Soviets have lost their revolutionary 
orvort Ks 

| chinese Influence in Indonesia ΚΣ ΓΕ 

Aidit remarked that there were approximately 
4 million persons of Chinese ancestry residing in Indonesia, 
One half of these, he noted, desired and have asked to be 
plilowea to τοῦτ te the Peuples Republic of Ciilua, Waoen 
those who have indicated a desire to return to tho Peoples 
Republic of China finally return, the Peoples Republic of 
Ching will take possession of their property in Indonesia, 
liquidate it and turh over ἃ portion of the proceeds to the 
Communist Party of Indonesia as financial subsidies, In 
addition, Aidit stated that many of the Chinese who are 
remaining in Indonesix make substantial contributions to 
the Peoples Republic of China and some of these funds are 
also given in part to the Communist Party of Indonesia as 
financial subsidies. oC ΧΑ] 

ἵ τοὺς of Indonesia | APS 

As to the personal observations of the repre- 
sentatives from the Communist Parties of Canada and 
Bulgaria during their tour of Indonesia, they indicated 
there was much that they saw which was shocking. For 
example, they noted that when you walked into villages 
you Saw people starving. <A person thirty years of age is 
considered old. In some villages, half of the population 
is blind and suffering from glaucoma, 5 
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 Gassitiea πῆρ σας" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could jeopardize] CG 5824=-S* 
who is of continuing value and such disclosure could result 
in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. See Chicago 
airtel 3/17/64 captioned "Solo, Τῷ - C,'\issemination 
being made to the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of 
State; the Honorable John A, McCone, Director, Central 
Intelligence Agency; and the Hon le Walter W. Jenkins, 
Special Assistant to the Presiden 
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Conrad 
Memorandum 
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TO > Mr. Conrad YO DATE: 3/30/64 Rosen 

τος (5.38 
RNAL SECURITY - C 

By airtel 3/26/64 New York has submitted twenty-five blank copies 
of New York State Motor Vehicle Department operators licenses and has requested 
that the Laboratory duplicate an operator's license in the name of Rosalyn Pearl 
Citron. Two valid New York State driver's licenses of two New York Special Agents 
were also submitted for our assistance. 

ASAC Don Roney called to advise that certain of the IBM printed 
numbers on these driver's licenses are in code form and the code key must be 
taken into account in the preparation of the requested license. 

He said the 13th, 14th and 15th digits at the top of the card are obtained 
by multiplying the month from the date of birth by 63. The day of the month should 
then be multiplied by two and the product added to the above calculation, If the 
person in whose name the license is being made is a female 1 should be added to 
the total. In this instance the date of birth is 7/2/15. 7 is multiplied by 63 and the 
answer is 441, The date of the month is 2 which is multiplied by 2, the answer 
being 4 and when added to 441 the product is 445. Since the subject is femalel ,. 
is added so that the 13th, 14th and 15th digits are 446. ‘i 

i 

The first five digits of the number are coded to spell the name of the 
individual; however, ASAC Roney was not able to explain precisely how this code 
worked but instead requested that the first five digits to be used be C-09746. 
He stated that the over-all number then will be C-09746, five digits, two digits, 
446 and then one digit or using x's for the numbers that do not matter the number 
should appear C-09746 xxxxx xx446x, 

He suggested that the expiration date on the license be 12/31/66. 
ASAC Roney stated that the validating stamp appearing at the bottom of the license 
is not in code and any numbers we desire may be used. He did suggest that the 
date included in the validating stamp be approximately the same date as that 
appearing on the enclosed driver's license of SA Neil P. Divers, 37 P 7 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 
Re: SOLO 

He stated that if we were unable to match the printing on these 
driver's licenses absolutely that a certain amount of minor variation would 
not matter. Itold him that we would see what we could do and if there was 
any problem in this regard we would discuss the matter telephonically with him. 
He requested that the completed driver's license be made available by Wednesday 
if at all possible but certainly not later than Thursday, 4/ 2/64. 

RECOMMENDATION: None. For information. 
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Honorable Dean Rusk ᾿ _ " 
The Secretary of State υἱ J 1 _ Ἐξ. βαυπιβαε πος 
Washington, Ὁ. C. ; ῳ wd 1 πὶ ir, Shaw 

- 7 re opty & 

Rear Mr Fy Russie: \ fen ᾿ 

Material in the enclosed memorandum was supplied 
by sources which haye furnished reliable information in the 
past. The enclosed memorandum relates primariiy to the 
view of Dipa N. Aidit, General Secretary, Communist Party 
af Indonesia, and member without portfolio of the cabinet 
Of President Sukarno. 

According to Aldit, President Sukarno had told i 
him in early January, 1964, that he was then carrying on ᾿ 
discussions with Attorney General Robert F, Kennedy and had | 
promised Mr. Kennedy that there would be no confrontation 
of forces of Indonesia and Malaysia at that time, Aidit ᾿ 
gtated that Sukarno explained that he made this promise 
because Indonesia was not then in a position "to do it right 
now," and that "by avoiding a fight with the Americans at 

that time, they had also avoided enabling the Americans to 
save the British in that area," 

. Aidit noted that the Indonesian Communist Party 
has 34 million members and has 55 per cent of the Armed 
Forces and 85 per cent of the personnel of the Air Force 

4 tin ite hands.” ‘The Soviet Union, according to Aidit, id 
Me Εν building cepitaliam and will someday "fully revert back to 9, 4 9S 
— capitelion.” REC Mpg 2 et - 22 πὰ 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

| Because of the senzitive neture of our sources, 
we have sified this communication and its enclosure 

" This information ia being furnished to other 
interested officisis of the Government, 

Bincerely yours, 

Enclosure 

NOTE: 

Classified Epp Ree” because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S* who is 
referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the 
identity of the informant. 

See memorandum Baumgardner to W. C. Sullivan, 
4/6/64, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - Communist," 
WGSsmlf. 
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Dear le, σοικάηθι 5 
Material in the enclosed memorandum was supplied 

by sources which have furnished reliable intormation in the 
past. The enclosed memorandum relates primarily ta the 
view of Dipa ΚΝ, Aidit, General Secretary, Communist Party 
of Indonesia, and meaber wit at pertfolio of the cabinet 
of President "Sukarno, | a.|( xf 

According to Aidit, President Sukarno had told 
him in early January, 1984, that he was then carrying on vf 
discugsions with Attorney General Robert ¥, Kennedy and had ἢ 
promised Mr, Kennedy that there would be no confrontation 
of forces of Indonesia and Malaysia at that time, Aidit 
stated that Sukarno explained thet he made this promise 
because Indonesia was not then in a position "to do it right 
now," and that “by avoiding a fight with the Americans at 
that tine, they had also avoided ὁ ~ 4 ng, the Americans to 
gave the British in that ares,” ( Mian GO «LN “4 5“ ὥ 76}. 

Aidit noted that the Indone#ian Communist Party ae 
has 33 million members end has 55 per cent of the Arned 
Forces and 85 ner cent of the personnel of the Air Force 
tin its hands." he Soviet Union, according to Aidit, is 
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Honorable Walter W, Jenkins 

| | Hecause of the sensitive, nature of our sources 
we have clapsified thig dpametidetion end its enclosure — 

This information is being furnished to other 
interested officials of the Government.( +2 | . 

Bincerely yours, 

Enclosure (va! 

κου Ὁ) 
Classified "pgp -BeGres" because ugauthorized 

disclosur@6f this information could result }jn exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source is CG 5824-S* who is 
referred to as “sources" order to further protect the 
identity of the informant, [( “δ (w) 

See memorandum Baumgardner to W. C. Suilivan, \y) 
4/6/64, caiftionedf"Solo, Internal Security ~ Communist hone 
WGS ;mit, ὟΝ 
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i 

’ To? SAC, New York (1.00+134637) 

Director, FBY (100-428091) 
f 

SOLO. ~ 
INTERNAL SECURITY « ὦ 

Reurairtel 3427864 disclosing that NY 694-S* plane 
to depart on a Solo mission as soon as possible after 4-664 
aad hopes to be able to yisit Cuba. 

The Bureau has recently received two unsubstantiated 
xepoxrts originating from inside Cuba that the Cuban Government 
plans some gort of attack on the United States. One report 
quotes Fidel Castro as having said that longerange missiles 
have been brought into Cuba piecemeal without arousing any 
suspleion and that Soviet technicians are assembling these 
missiles at an underground Cuban laboratory. The second 
report indicates the possibility of a Cuban attack on 
Guantanario Naval Base and Florida in the immediate future, 

You should alert ΝῊ 69465* to the above reports 
and request informant to be on the look-out gor information 
of this type. Under no circumstances should the informant make 
any Written notes of this objective nor should he ask any direct 
questions which might place him under suspicion. ff should 
be impressed upon N¥ 694.5}Ὲ that the Bureau considers his 
security of paramount Importance. 

NOTE: EO. ae “469. “28.922.- “797 
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(Priority) Vy σ΄ τῆ 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: .. SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ; a 
f 

ca 

SUBIECE: “SOLO οὗ 2 he ple. 
IS πὸ be ΄ς 

-- Re ΝΥ airtels, 3/30/64, page 4, and 4/1/64, 
page ὅ, both captioned "FEDORA; IS - 

at 2 fog 

“ On 3/27/64, ΝΥ 3653-S* was interviewed by ASAC . 
JOSEPH L. SCHMIT and SAS HARRY E, MORRIS, JR: and VINCENT ‘a 

J. CAHILL. ARS 

During the course of this interview, the irformant 
furnished information as set out in referenced airtels above 
which is being amplified herewith in view of Bureau's 
interest in this matter, ι 

Tnformant stated on a day prior to the date of . 
interview, ANATOLI SHUVALOV was in the corridor outside the i 
KGB quarters in the Soviet Mission with ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN. 
Both of them were smoking cigarettes and were engaged in 
conversation, SHUVALOV is one of the two representatives 
in the NY Residencyyof the ITilegal Department of the KGB in 
Moscow. KOLOBASHKIN is an employee of the Security (Counter- 
intelligence) Branch of the KGB, NY Residency. 
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NY 100134637 

During this conversation, acording to the informant, 
SHUVALOV related to KOLOBASHKIN details concerning the 
recent arrival in the NY Residency of three portable radio: 
transmitters and receivers which had just been sent to 
him and to HERMAN LEVAKOV by Headquarters for ultimate 
dispatch to illegal agents of KGB. 

At the conclusion of this conversation, KOLOBASHKIN 
entered the office of Colonel BORIS IVANOV, head of the 
KGB Residency in NY, and told IVANOV what had Just been 
Pelutveud vo Lin vy SHUVALOVY vooverning these padlo sets, 
KOLOBASHKIN said he was reporting this matter to IVANOV 
in view of the recent instructions received from KGB 
Headquarters in Moscow directing that stricter security 
measures be employed in each residency, and specifically 
directing KGB personnel not to talk "business" at any time, 
even with their co-workers, 

Informant said that Colonel IVANOV commended 
KOLOBASHKIN for his action and subsequently censured SHUVALOV 
for his indiscretion. On the dame day, IVANOV wrote a 
memorandum setting forthi:the facts of this inétdent and 
instructed each of his three deputies to call in employees 
under their jurisdiction respectively and read this memorandum 
to them singly. Informant said that this memorandum was 
read to him by SERGEI GABELKO, Chief of the Scientifie and 
Technical Branch, after which informant signed his name on 
the bottom of thermemorandum, indicating that he had been 
advised of its contents. Informant said that in this 
memorandum, Colonel IVANOV remarked that if SHUVALOV was 
indiscreet on one more occasion, he would be sent home to 
Moscow immediately. | 

IVANOV also stated in this.:memorandum that he 
was issuing the same final warning to everyone in the NY 
Residency to comply with the new security measures and to 
be particulaty careful not to violate the one relating 
to discussion of KGB matters, even with other employees. 

~ 2 - 
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Informant said he did not know why KOLOBASHKIN 
decided to bring this matter to IVANOV's attention. He 
said KOLOBASHKIN has ingratiated himself with Colonel 
IVANOV, but has not increased his popularity among his 
co-workers in the KGB. Informant commented that he 
personally was upset by KOLOBASHEIN's action and did 
not like to see things of this kind take place. He said 
it was his personal feeling that KOLOBASHKIN should not 
have reported the matter and said that he now had a low 
regard for KOLOBPASHKIN and also disliked him intensely. 

Lu wee 10 Lite of Gisocucsien whish eremptcd 
the informant to sugmest that perhaps KOLOBASHKIN could 
be arrested by the FBI. Informant commented that he would 
personally like to see this take place since he felt it 
would be just retaliation for what KOLOBASHKIN had done 
as regards SHUVALOV. 

Informant then called attention to the fact 
that he has in the past advised interviewing agents of 
several meetings which ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN has had with 
an tnidentified representative of the CP, USA, Informant 
said that he is aware that KOLOBASHKIN met with this CP 
representative specifically for the purpose of transferring 
Large sums of money from the CP, USSR to the CP, USA. 
Informant said that he recalled στ on one occasion having 
advised the interviewing agents of a telephone numhor 
woere KOLOBASHKIN could be reached by Soviet Mission personnel 
Shortly before a scheduled meeting with a representative of 
the CP, δὰ, Informant said it was his opinien that if 
KOLOBASHKIN and a representative of the CP, USA were arrested 
at aneeting in which a large sum of money was being turned 
over by KOLOBASHKIN, a tremendous blow would be dealt to 
the KGB. Informant remarked that this was a matter strictly 

|] within the province of the FRI. Informant said that he 
did not presume to advise the FBI on how to run its 
intelligence operations and said that there perhaps were 
good reasons that this could not be done nov, 
STA RE ee ΣΝ mt om eam | 
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NY 100-134637 

informant pointed out that an arrest of 
this type would receive a great deal ofmblicity, all 
of which would be detrimental to the Soviet Union 
and to its intelligence arm, the KGB. Informant 
Said this would become even more important because 
of the Dol te asamp) scat ions of such an arrest and 
pointed out™that the. Soviet Government would suffer 
a sreat loss of prestére. Informant pointed out that 
if*thrs occurred, the KGB itself would be seriously 
damased since WIKITA KHRUSHCHEY would probably do 
CVoRytudijs ld nic powcr to σα if aot ustuully 
destroy the KGB, mal 

-ς ee 

Informant also pointed out at this time that 
an arrest of this type focused on a KGB employee of 
the Security Branch would preatly relieve some of the 
altension which now surrounds the Scientific and Technical 
Branch because of the arrest of four personnel of this 
branch in October, 1963. 

It is noted that the informant very often has 
requested the interviewing agents to have the FEI's 
attention focused on KGB employees within the Political 
and Security Brandiesfor this specific purpose, to dispel 
interest which has surrounded the Scientific and Technical 
Branch in the past. 

For the information of the Bureau, the informant 
frequently makes Suggestions to the interviewing ageris 
about different personalities within the KGB in NY to 
concentrate attention on. He has even suggested at one 
time that it would be Beneficial if the FBI place ANATOLT 
GOLITZYN, the Soviet defector, in the firehouse at 67th 
Street, opposite the Soviet Mission building so that GOLITZYN 

o_o 



NY 100-134637 

firsthand could identify KGB personnel entering and 
leaving the Soviet Mission. Suggestions of this type 
are made by the informant in an offhand, casual manner 
and are made frequently, as different personalities 
come to his mind, 

Tt is the firm opinion of the interviewing asents 
that the informant!'s suggestion to arrest KOLOBASHKT? 
and the representative of the CP, USA was made in precisely 

5 the same—offhand, casual way. the interviewing agents 
‘ are ¢ertainjgthat there was no implication in the informantss 

venden ot cating any awareness or knowledge of the identity 
of the oP representative mentioned above. The interviewing 

7] agents Heel Gertain’ that nothing-was intended by the 
informortins resmerlz and that: no Sen: fiernan aan be attached 
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OPTIONAL FORM No. 19 $010-106—05 

MAY 1942 EDITION 

GSA GEN. A&G. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 4/3/64 .» 

MG OF CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

\/ O | 
ὁ SUBJECT: 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated March 
D, L964, 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, instructed Chicago to 
set forth details of receipts and disbursements of funds 
in possession of CG 5824-S* and report such information to 
the Bureau by the fifth of the month following the month 
being reported, 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG 5824-8* as of February 29, 1964 

Solo Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois....... ΝΞ... ΝΞ ΕΣ: 643.83 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Mid-America National Bank, 
Chicago, FLlinois..... νυ cece eee teens 62,000.00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, T1LLinoiS. cece ee nee nerneeccre 26,153.32 

Total $88,797.15 . ' 
+ Ges , 7 ώ ὁ -- fd ὅσ, 3179 

2>Bureau (RM) 
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(1 - 100-134637 (SOLO) 
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CG 134-46 Sub F 

Additions 

None. 

Disbursements 

Solo Funds 

None. 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

3/6/64 to MAX WEINSTEIN, Chicago, 
for the purchase price, License, 
sales tax, and related expense 
in connection with purchasing 
1964 Pontiac sedan which was 
turned over to CP, USA, New York 
City, mid-March, 1964.........02e+-$ 3,100.00 

Total funds in possession of CG 5824-5* 
as of March 31, 1964 

Solo Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, T1LinoiS... cc cee nse ecenece 643 .83 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Mid-America National Bank, 
Chicago, L1Linois... ccs εν εν εονν. 62,000.00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois... cee eevccseceee 29,053.32 

Total $85,697.15 

-2- 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
Casper 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPRe"3 
DeLoa 
Evon 

Gale το - Mr. W. Ὁ. Sulla DATE: 4/6/64 Sul 
Trotter 
Tele. Reom FROM : Με. Ἔχις, Baumgardne I~ Mr. Belmont fines ᾿ _ 5 re 1. - Mr. Sullivan Sen 

ἡ) (O ; 1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner be ς 'SUBECK SOLO. 1 - Mr. .Shaw Ale ~~ FNTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST i Ἷ 9 A 

CG 5824-S* recently obtained the following information from 
Norman Freed, a functionary of the Communist Party (CP) of Canada. 

Freed advised that he and a representative of the CP of 
Bulgaria visited Indonesia in January, 1964, as guests of the CP of 
Indonesia and were provided with an extended tour of Indonesia. They also had an opportunity to confer with Dipa Wiait, General Secretary, CP of Indonesia and member without portfolio’of the cabinet of τ΄ ‘President Sukarno. According to Freed, Aidit made the following 
comments. 

Meeting Between President Sukarno_and U. S. Attorney General Kennedy 
President Sukarno told Aidit in early January, 1964, that \{ just prior thereto he had seen Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy / and was still in the process of continuing discussions with Kennedy. President Sukarno indicated he had promised Kennedy that there would be no confrontation of forces of Indonesia and Malaysia at that time. Sukarno explained to Aidit that he made this promise because Indonesia was not then in a position "to do it right now," and that "by avoiding a fight with the Americans at that time, they had also avoided enabling the Americans to save the British in that area." Aidit described Sukarno as representing the "left section of the bourgeoise., " 

Aidit noted that the CP of Indonesia has 55% of the Ariied Forces and 85% of the personnel of the Air Force “in its hand," He indicated that the Indonesian CP has 33 million members and Could draw 50% of the total vote in any election. However, he noted that τῆς. CP was not interested in urging that any elections be held. ~-Aidat remarked that his Party has established an extensive network of schools 
100-428091 RE Ap cae a IL 3796 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: 5010 

100~428091 

throughout Indonesia, and indicated that the people must be educated 
so that they can understand Party material. 

a a hh ὧν ἀἁσμδιδαια σαν 

The Soviet Union, according to Aidit, is building capitalism 
and will someday “fully revert back to capitalism." He cited an 
example of having purchased a similar wearing apparel in both Moscow 
and New York City and reached the conclusions that the Soviets wanted to 
make more profit than the United States capitalists did on this same item. 

Tour of Indonesia 

Freed indicated there was much that he saw during his 
tour of Indonesia that was shocking. For example, he noted that 
when you walked into villages you saw people starving and in some 
villages half of the population is blind and suffering from glaucoma. 
He noted that a person thirty years of age is considered old. 

OBSERVATION: 

By letter dated 3/30/64 the Attorney General and Deputy 
‘| Attorney General were furnished the pertinent portion of this 

information which relates to Attorney General's discussion with 
Sukarno. We are furnishing the top levels of State, Central 
Intelligence Agency, as well as the White House, a briefed version 
of this information. 

ACTION: 

That the attached letters, classified "Top Secret" to 
protect our source, be sent to the Honorable Walter W. Jenkins, 
Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the 
Secretary of State; the Honorable John A. McCone, Director, Central 
Intelligence Agency; Director, Bureau of Intelligence and Research, 
Department of State; and Central Intelligence Agency (Deputy Director 
Plans). The latter two letters contain a detailed account of the information furfished by CG 5824-S*. Civ 

> 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 

Casper 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE =: 
TO : Mr, W. Ὁ, Βα} ὕω DATE: 4/3/64 | Rosen - 

son eyes I-lbe Beton oie 
/ M a « Ὡς J. Baumgar me δαὶ τάν ϑὰ ον Holmes 

i-Mr, Shaw 
, ’ SUBJEC : SOLO 

““ENTERNAL SECURITY ~- COMMUNIST 

This is to recommend that no specific targets be 
asSigned to NY 694-S* relative to his forthcoming Solo 
mission, 

My memorandum of 4/1/64 pointed out that NY 694-53: 
plans to depart for Moscow on a Solo mission shortly after 
4/6/64, While in Moscow, informant plans to have the Soviets 
fly him to Cuba where he will confer with Cuban Premier Castro 
relative to improving relations between the Castro regime 
and the CPUSA, 

In past Solo missions, we have prepared a list of 
specific targets to be assigned to our Solo informants 
involving matters of paramount interest to the Bureau and 
the United States Government. However, both NY 694-S* and 
CG 5824-S* have advised that such briefingsare of no value 
Since they have been assigned specific objectives by the CPUSA 
and to ri Gacenn Ἐ6 The COUSd Gout concerning matters which are of 
no c no concern to SA Could Seriously jeopardize their 
Security _ and could eve even result in their execution. Our Solo 
anformants have advised” that they are aware of the type of 
information which is of prime interest to us and will do 
everything possible, commensurate with their security, to 
obtain such information, However, they feel that the assign- 
ment of specific targets is of no value since they cannot 
risk taking any written notes relative to the targets and 
could not possibly remember all the specific objectives which 
we might assign to then. 

REG- 24 3G. 
RECOMMENDATION: LbE- He EC Pha 371} 

It is recommended that no specific objectives be 
assigned to NY 694-S* relative to this forthcoming Solo 
mission, However, we will prepare a list of abjectives which 
can be used in debriefing intorman} informant. when he returns from his 

mission. 

WGS:fnh * / oe 7 
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April 7, 1964 
i = 

BY LIAISON =~ 
τι Ξ ~t 

Honorable John A, NcCone ο Η - al βοιμοπῦ 5 = 
Director | (22 Mr) Baumgardneri= ὦ Central Intelligence Agency πὴ 4. ἢν Baad — = 
Washington, D. Ὁ, ep TR ere 5 = 

| \ ios, 1 τ Mee Shaw = 2 
Dear Mr. MceCone: (b+ a \/ 

Materiel in the ercioses rewsreandyn was sunniied 
by sources which have furnished reliable information in the 
past. The enclosed memorandum relates primarily to the 
view of Dipaz N. Aidit, General Secretary, Communist Party 
of Indonesia, and wember without portfolia of the cabinet 
of President Sukarno. 

According to Aidit, President Sukarno had told 
him in early January, 1964, that he was then carrying on 
discussions with Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy and had 
promised Mr, Kennedy that there would be no confrontation 
of forces of Indonesia and Malaysia at that time. Aidit 
stated that Sukarno explained that he made this promise 
because Indonesia was not then in a position ‘tio do it right ; 
now,'t and that "by avoiding a fight with the Americans at ιν 
thet time, they had aiso avoided enabling the Americans to 
gave the British in that area.” 

Aidit noted that the Indonesian Communist Party 
has 34 million members and has 55 per cent of the Armed 
¥orces and 85 per cent of the persotmel of the Air Force 

i. ‘in its hands." The Soviet Union, according to Aidit, is : 
ae building capitalism and will someday “fully revert back to : 
᾿ capltialiss. " / “2. - OF ν ΕΝ . 3772 ἷ 
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Honorable John A. McCone 

Because of the sensitive nature of aur sources, 
have isified this communication and its enclosure 

* This information is being furnished to other 
interested officials of the Governnent, 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 

NOTE: 

Classified ν»"---- pecause unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source is CG 5824-S* who is 
referred to as “sources" in order to further protect the 
identity of the informant, 

See memorandum Baumgardner to W. C, Sullivan, 
4/6/64, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - Communist," 
WGS:mif, 
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᾿ " ἘἘ ' 

raf δι ῳ RE 2g @ 

FBI 

Date: 3/26/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority) { 

ae a ὦ. ιΙ...-......-. 

s TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the New York Office is/ the 
following material received by and/or prepared by ΜΑΣ UBINSTEIN 
of Chicago. This material, according to CG 5824-8*, Was --}, 
prepared or received by WEINSTEIN as a resuit of some dis-~ ae an 
cussions he must have held with Soviet trade representatives τς 
during late 1963 while he was in the Soviet Union. These a 
items, according to CG 5824-S*, are to be provided to 
NY 694-S* who in turn is requested to pass them on to his 
Solo contact at his next regular meet in New York. 

The items enclosed for NY 694-S* are as follows: 

1. carbo copy of a letter addressed to MAX “ 
WEINSTEIN from the7Signode Steel Strapping it 
Company , dated 3/3/64, aan & 

2. Carbon copy of a memo dated 3/5/64 prepared 
by WEINSTEIN relating to the letter of 3/3/64, 

(Items 1 and 2 above are contained in an ΠΟΥ 
envelope hand addressed, hy WEINSTEIN which 
bears the following: Gvischiani, State 
Committee for Coordination o ὩΣᾺΝ Beientitye ~ 
“Research, ATTGoxky ἃ St.) ΣΙ 

‘EA, 3. A 4-page descriptive folder of the Signode 
Steel Strapping Company entitled "Signode rd"), 
Power Strapping Machines,” Folder Nymber pA 77} 
SPD 119 Rev. 1/64-2500. f/f πὸ τος PESO Le LS 

* “AO δ ἡ ᾿ ! 
ax ὯΝ u (Enc. 5) (ΕΜ). ὯΝ 24 πῇ β ΠῚ [6] 2 τὰ 

Τ - New York (100-134637) (Enc. ,5) (RM) FER 9. 1264 . ΜΗ 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

4, A 4-page descriptive folder of Signode 
Steel Strapping Company entitled “Signode 
M20 Series," Folder Number SPD 246 Rev. 
10/63-5M-A. 

5. A 48-page catalog of Signode Steel Strapping 
Company Products, Number 22, 

CG 5824-5* suggests that when NY 694-S* turns the 
foregoing items over to his Solo contact in New York that 
the following note be attached: 

Would you please check to see if the people 
mentioned in the documents are receiving this 
material. Similar material has been sent 
through the open maiis to them but they do not 
reply and we do not know if they are receiving 
it, 

Also enclosed herewith for the Bureau are original 
copies and for the New York Office Xerox copies of the above 
noted items 1 through 4. A Xérox copy of the cover page 
only of item 5 is being enclosed herewith for the Bureau and 
New York because of the extensive nature of this item; 
however, should the Bureau desire the complete catalog, it 
can be readily secured from Signode Steel Strapping Company, 
Chicago, 

For the Bureau's information, it has been ascertained 
that items 3, 4, and 5 as noted above are generally available 
from Signode Steel Strapping Company to the general public 
and there is no information from review of these items that 
they contain any information affecting the national defense 
interest of the United States. 

~2- 



ROUTE IN ENVELOPE April 9, 1964 

1 - Mr. Branigan 
| i —- Mr. Shaw 
iy ATRTEL 
f 

To: SAG, New York (20 0.184637} 

3a δ) Director, FBI (100+428092} 

: STERNAL SECURITY ~ C 
δ 

᾿ς ἐπ “Ἢ 

Rae Reaixtel sete forth information furnished by ¥edoxa 
REPS. Buggesting that an axrest of Aleksey Kolobashkin and an 
bi -,% widentified sepresentative of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) 
G s) suring 2 meeting at which money was being turned ovex by . 

SS“ Kolobashkin to this unidentified individual would be a | 
ὃς δ tremendous blew to the KGB. Your office has indicated that ‘) 
“Sy? Fedora's suggestion was made in an off+hand, casual aanner ᾿» 
gd th OS primarily because of Fedorata intenas dislike of Kolobashkia 

" In analyzing Fedora’s xvexarka and the conditions under 
which they were made, your office hae indicated it does not 
appear that Fedora is awere of the identity of ΝΥ 694~8*, who, 
ΟΣ course, ia the CPUSA representative who mects with 
Kolobeshkin Imt whose identity is not known to Fedora. 

with him the foliowing points: 
a Ὡ ὶ 
Ὁ] ἢ P, REG? 

1 ~ 105~104811 (Fedora) “5 

Evans 

Gale 
Rosen 

Sullivan 
Tovel _ 
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Airtel to New York 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

1, We are interested in leartiing every detail 
concerning Kolobashkin's contacts with an unidentified 
representative of the CPUSA, 

2. We are exploring the laws to ascertain if | 
there are any statutes which would permit the arrest of Kolobrshkin 
and his unidentified CPUSA agent during a meeting at which | 
Kolobashkin would be transferring funds to his agent. It would 
he extremely helpful in this regard if Fedora could ascertain 
if Kolobashkin is receiving any classified documents duxing 
his meetings with his CPUSA agent which would make an arrest 
under the espionage statutes feasible, 

3. Does Fedora know the name of Kolobashkin's 
CPUSA agent? If not, can he secure it? 

4, Would αὶ close surveillance of Kolobashkin in 
any menner jeopardize the security of Fedora? 

The results of your recontact with Fedora must 
be promptly furnished to the Bureau along with your 
recommendations regarding any action which may be warranted 
to protect the security of NY 694-55, 

in order to give N¥ 694~S* the best possible 
security, you should comment specifically on the following 
for our consideration: 

i. Would it be desirabie to place a close physical 
surveillance on Kolobashkin for the purpose of neutralizing 
him end thus force the KGB to assign a new agent to contact 
NY 4a S47 

2. When should such a physical surveillance be 
initiated? 

+ 3, How long should it be continued? 

4. Would such action on our part endanger the 
sécurity of NY 694-S%? 

Se Would such action on our part endanger the 
‘decurity of Fedora? 

You should be aware of the possibility that Fedora 
may be a plant and his comments relative to Kolobashkin may be 
designed by the KGB to check on the legitimacy of NY 694~S* 



Airtel to New York 
RE: SOLO 
100.428091 

as a Soviet agent; therefore, your comments and recommendations 
to the Bureau must represent the best analysis of this situation 
by your most knowledgeable and experienced Agents, 

NOTE: 

On 3-27-64 Fedora mentioned several meetings which 
he has called to our attention involving Kolobashkin and an 
unidentified representative of the CPUSA. Fedora advised 
that he is aware of the fact that Kolobashkin has met with a 
CPUSA representative on several occasions specifically for the 
purpose of transferring large sums of money from the Soviets 
to the CPUSA, Fedora remarked that although there were 
probably good reasons for not doing so, it was his opinion that 
an arrest by the FBI of Kolobashkin and the CPUSA representative 
during a meeting at which money was being turned over, would 
be a tremendous blow to the KGB, New York Office was asked 
whether this statement indicated Fedora might have knowledge 
as to the identity of NY 694-S5*, Our New York Office stated 
it did not and pointed out that suggestions of this type are 
made by Fedora in “an off-hand, casual manner" and are made 
frequently as different personalities come to his mind. New York 
feels certain that there was no implication in Fedora's remarks 
indicating knowledge of the identity of NY 694-5* and that no 
Significance in this regard can be attached to his remarks. 
In spite of New York's evaluation of this matter, it is felt 
that we must continue to take every precaution with respect 
to our Solo operation, Therefore, New York is instructed as 
above noted to vigorously pursue this matter with Fedora in 
order that every possible measure can be undertaken to protect 
oux source, 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 32H $2%atem 
1. - Mr. Shaw 

(EIS) 100-428091 ΝΙΝ ος BY LIAISON 

Date: April 9, 1964 ee Ye 

Me Tos Director ee 
) Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

Department of State 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director \ iH 4 

| ae 4/ yt Subject: TINUR TINOFEEVICH| TINOFEEV ein Ur ib 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ro Ver 

The following information was furnished by 
@ Source which has furnished reliable information in 

past. 

Timur Timofeevich Timofeev, Deputy Director 
of the Institute for Worid Economy and International ~ 

Affairs, Soviet Acadeay of Science, and the son of 
ugene Dennis, deceased former Chairman of the / 

Communist Party, USA, is being groomed for the top \ 
position of Director of the Institute. He is being 
groomed for this important position by the present 
Director of the Institute who is a close friend and 
personal adviser te Sovict Premier Nikita 5. Khrushchev 
oh economic matters. 

Timofeev has been given time off from his 
' present responsibilities at the Institute and is currently 

——-—-~ in the process of securing a Ph.D. degree which will vive 
: him additional stature. REZ). ἐς af Ὁ 4' ,ω.3175 

fs 1 - Director roe pe me | 

a Central Intelligence Agency ¢Q]-y] APR 18 , 

" N10 764 4 
- Attention: Deputy Director, Plans w? ἵ 
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. τ 

τὸ SECRET 

Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

Letter classified Weert" because disclosure 
of this information to unautherized persons would jeopardize 
the source who is furnishing information on a top-level 
basis concerning the international commtinist novement. - 
Source is CG 5824-S*, See Chicago airtel 4/3/64 captioned 
"Solo, IS-C" which discleses that CG 5824-5* obtained this 
information from Norman Freed, functionary ef the Canadian 
Communist Party. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAC, New York (100-134637) April 9, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) -. 2 172 

REC-6 
1... Mr. Shaw 

519 

iiviznAL SECURITY ~ C 

t 

᾿ς Reurlet 4/3/64, setting forth transactions 
regarding Solo funds as reported by NY 694-S* during 
the month of March, 1964. 

It is noted that on 3/12/64 the sum of 
$12,000 was furnished to Lena Davis Scherer and a 
portion of this sum was Hr the Communist Party of 
anada, 

Advise as te the specific amount of funds 
furnished to the Canadian Communist Party and the 
purpose which the Canadian Communist Party intends to 
make of these funds. 

NOTE: 
Norman Freed, Canadian CP representative to the 

"World Marxist Review,’ visited CPUSA headquarters in March, 
1964, Relet reflects that Freed was given funds from the 
CPUSA for the use of the Canadian CP. This may have been 
in connection with having the Canadian CP forward these 
funds to Beatrice Johnson, CPUSA representative in Havana, 
Cuba. 
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UNITED STATES GO 

Memorandum. 

To : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 4/3/64 

. 0. ον 4. ἘᾺΝ W@aere 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637A) 

Ζ 
᾿ wmferO sono _/ 

? 
δ ; ReNvlet 3/4/64, 

The records of the NYO reflect the following 
transactions regarding SOLO funds, as reported by NY EOu-S¥ 
during the month of March, 1964; 

Credits 

On Hand 3/1 234,595.00 #F 
Received 3 (αι 150,000.00 ἃ ; 

$384,595 00 

με Debits 

PIC 3/9/64 to for ᾧ 6,000.00 
Nationa ce expenses | \f 

3/12/64 to LENA DAVIS SCHERER $12,000.00 é 
for National office and f 
NEC meeting scheduled for 
4/8/64 and for Norman 
Freed for the CP of Canada «Ὁ SEE » » 

οἱ 2 ὅσ22Ζ. A 
3/18/64 to ISADORE WOFSY for $10, 000, 00 75Ζ- ἢ "ΩΣ 

HERBERT APTHEKER, GUS HALL ΓΝ 
and "political Affairs" 6 APR~G__1964 

3/30/64 to LEM HARRIS for Camp $ 6,000,00 

Unity and GUS HALL 

μὴν ys 2: ἣΝ ΕΔ Balance: $350,595.0 

- Bureau eer ( 
- Chicago (138-68 )(SOLO 

1 -—- New York. (134-91. Bites AL 
1 - New York 100-128861 CPUSA-~FUNDS-RESERVE puns (#4) 
1 - New York Hf 1) 

ὌΝ Neve, wpe " ΔῊΝ 
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OFTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010=106 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN, REG, HO. 27 Tolson 

ONITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 
Mohr 

Memorandum XOUTHIN E EN VELOPE = 
“ots DATE: April 7, 1964 = TO : Mr. Conrad 

\ FROM : Cy, F, Downin 

sunt: SOLO. - 

INTERNAL SECURITY -Ο 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY-694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 3/7/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages were 
transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

᾿ i 
τὸ | 

ὙΡῬΨΡιανν | 
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> ROUTE IN EN Mi LOPE 

Sac, tee τῴ Ὁ (190-194657) πος 5 = ΝΣ seins 14, 1904 : 

Rourairtel 4/3/04 vhieh discloses that NY 696-58 
on 4/7/64 received fron Valentine 4. Zaitser the sum of 
$165 ,000, $15,000 of whieh was to bo delivered to Jessica 
Snith, ‘Baitor of “Hev World Reviey. “ | 

« Sanes the $15,000 4s earuarked for the use of 
“Sew Borla Eevies" rather than the specific use of the © 
Coummmist Party, USA (CPUSA}, the queation arises ag to 
whether the $3 7009 is te he eonsidered in our accounting 
af the total anount of funds the Eoviets have furniched 
the CPUGA or whetber this is a separate transaction with 
the “Hey Yorid Review" in which the CPUS: merely served 
‘the middleman. 

so Gu the oceaston of your next contact with. 
BY 694-86 At should be de 4% the $15,000 is to be | 
considered ἃ part of Solo funda. Phe Bureau should de , 
promptly advised with respect to thig matter. In the future — 
you should advise the Bureau relative to whether or not funds 
received. from the Soviets are to be incladed in the accounting / 
of Bolo funds, It should not be necessary for the Bureau to / 

| Rave to proupt your office iu each instance. | 

NOTE: - 
GG 5824-5%, while ‘an the Soviet Union in late 

131963, discuased with Soviet officials the urgent need of 
5} funds for "πον World Review." This is a Soviet propagands 
siorgan published in New York City. 10 waa formerly known as 
"Soviet Russia Today.” Jessica Smith, the wife of John Abt, 

JCPUSA Attorney, is Editor of "New World Review" and $15,000 
of the sum NY 694-S+ received from the Soviets on 4/71/64 is to 
eventually be turned over to Smith. A question has arisen as 
to whether this $15,000 is te be: censidered in the total 
amount of funds the * Sovieta have supplied to the CPUBA and 
New York is groine requested to contact uY soe in order to. 7 

fea εἶ tif > a4 7 — Ε2 
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Ge ADR A TSSE# reahin Gharoe 

© (UG 1) cateuge 4 
FBI ἣν nf i 
Date: 4/3/64 

[ 
᾿ 
| 
{ 
[ 
! 
| 
{ 
| 
1 
i 
| 

(Type in plain text or code) 

REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 1 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

OM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Oo ΤᾺ 
SOLO _ 7 pi Ὁ 

“Ig-s ὁ 

Znclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies of a letterhead memorandum captioned, 
"Timur Timofeev, Deputy Director, Institute for World 
Economy and International Affairs, Academy of Science of 
USSR, Moscow," 
aiso enclosed for the New York Office. 

Information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 4/1/64, 

One copy of this letterhead memorandum is 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was received by CG 5824-S* during confidential 
discussions carried on with NORMAN FREED in New York City 
during the period of 3/10-12/64, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been 
classified inasmuch as it sets forth information 
from CG 5824-8*, a highly confidential source who is furnishing 
information on a continuing basis concerning the international 
communist movement, disclosure of which would novi © the 
future “μα Gath effectivenass of this source, 

ay wee 725: Se SOL U- ἵν \tA NV wr, cee fe τ 

3+Bureau (Enc. 4) (ΕΜ) 
1-New York ἀρ τας Gee, Ἰἤζβλεοκοι 14 54 
1-Chicago 

Bu: : MDW ἢ εὶς τος ἧκον aed Alig 
hee 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

For the further protection of the source, the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as having 
been made at Washington, D. C. 



SECLASSTEFICATION AUTHORITY DREIVED FRO: 

FET BUTOMATIC DECLASSTEICATION GSUTDE 

MATE O2-OG3-f2£01Le 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Naat 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. April 8, 1964 

~guetier 
ue, 

Reriaterss DEPUTY DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE 
FOR OMY AND INTERNAT 1ONAL L AFFAIRS, 

en 

“ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF USSR, MOSCOW 227, She 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early April, 1964, advised as follows: 

Norman Freed, Communist Party (CP) of Canada 
representative to the World Marxist Review,” the official 
theoretical organ of the international communist movement 
which headquarters in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in mid-March, 
1964, noted that recently, while passing through Moscow, 
USSR, he ,had been in contact with Timur Timofeev, also known 
as ‘fimm ma ennis. Timofeev was the son of Eugene Dennis, 
deceased, former General Secretary of the CP, USA, and is 
now 2 Deputy Director of the Institute for World Beonomy 
and International Affairs, an affiliate of the Academy of 
Science of the USSR, Moscow. According to Freed, he learned 
from Timofeev that that individual is now being groomed 
for the top position at the Institute for World Economy and 
International Affairs; that is, the position of Director 
of the Institute. He is being given time off from his present 
responsibilities at the Institute and is currently working 
in order to secure a Ph.D. Degree which would give him 
additional stature, 

Timofeev is being groomed for this important job 
by the present head of the Institute who is a close friend 
of and personal adviser to Premier Nikita 8S. Khrushchev and 
A. I. Mikoyan, First Deputy Premier of the USSR, on economic 
natters. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT bi-tiege Memorandum RourE IN ENVELOPE 4 
: . W. C. Sulliv pate: 4/7/64 Gale . meee ἘΞ 5 

Tave 

1 — Mr. Belmont Trotter — 

, FROM: Mr..£. J. Baumgardne 1 - Mr. Sullivan τον 
war 1 -Mr. Baumgardner τ 

1 ~ Mr 
A 2 1 Ν 

“Ὁ / whece τοι . Shaw LE Ae 

TERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ὃ. ᾿ γ᾿ 

My memorandum of 3/12/64 set forth in detail receipts of 
funds from the Soviet Union and Red China by the Communist Party, 
USA (CPUSA) and the disbursements of these funds during February, 1964. 
The following schedule shows the present status of these funds together 
with receipts and disbursements during March, 1964. 

SUMMARY: 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 3/31/64.... $1,829,991 .00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 3/31/64....... 50,000.00 
| Grand total received 9/58 to 3/31/64................ 1,879,991. 00 
Total disbursements to 3/31/64.......ccccccccccccee, 1.466 752.17 

Balance of Fund 3/31/64.......... ccc cccceceen. $413, 238 .83* 

*$350,595.00 maintained by NY 694-S* in 
New York City; $62,643.83 maintained by 
CG 5824-S* in Chicago 

DETAILS: 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 2/29/64.... $1,679, 991500 Total received from Red China 2/60 to 2/29/64....... 50.000 Ὁ * Grand total received 9/58 to 2/29/64................ 1.729. 90,00 ᾿ς. Total disbursements to 2/29/64....................., 1,432,752, 173 + Balance of Fund 2/29/64............c00000..... $ 297 , 238.83 » 
, kas wi ᾧ ᾿ 

Receipts during March, 1964... ,ς τον ν ν τος Dyce eee es $1503 000. 00%* a yg, ΡΥ $3 gy OG “Received by nye baka « in New York City " " ay 
\ 

on 3/17/64 from Aleksey Kolobashkin, Third’ καὶ APR 14. 1964 Sétretary, Soviet Mission to United Nations. Ν᾿ 
- “ Hh > ay πᾷ 

100-428091 

WGS :m1f (5) 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

RE: SOLO 

100-~428091 
Ing 

ΤΟ 

ταν RY lc 

fo! “leg man" for Gus Hall..... $ 6,000.00 
C eneral Secretary, to be used for 
CPUSA National Office. 

on ~~ ἊΝ aN i ΡΞ 

3/12/64 - To Lena Scherer, CPUSA Reserve Fund............. 12,000 . 00 
functionary, to cover expenses of CPUSA 
National Office; CPUSA National Executive 
Committee meeting 4/4-6/64; Norman Freed, 
Canadian CP official; and for CP of Canada. 

3/18/64 ~ To Isadore Wofsy, CPUSA Reserve Fund........... 10,000.00 
official, for use of CPUSA functionaries 
Gus Hall and Herbert Aptheker; and for 
"Political Affairs," CPUSA theoretical organ. 

3/30/64 - To Lem Harris, @PUSA Reserve Fund official..... 6 000.00 
for Camp Unity, CPUSA children's camp, and 
for use of Gus Hall. 

Total disbursement ~ March, 1964...........cc ccc ccccceuees $34,000.00 

Balance of Fund 3/31/64. .... 0... ccc cc ccc cece ccuas $413,238.83 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum is submitted for your information. 
ἢ An up-to-date accounting of the Solo Funds will be brought to your 
attention each month. Details of the accounting of these funds are 
hot to be disseminated. 



ASST erties: 

OPHONAL FORM NO 16 

5050-104 

UNITED STATES cove een @ 

Memorandum 

TO ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) parE; 3/27/64 | 

CATT: ASST. DIR. WILLIAM C. SULLIVAN) 
ἮΝ 

ἼΈΒΟΜ 846, NEW YORK (100-13:637) τ 
- ya tee 

‘ d 

ji 

Reference is made to previous communications with the Bureau 
involving NY 691-53 and his wife contemplating a trip abroad during . 
the first part of April, 1964. ἮΝ 

In connection with obtaining a passport, one of the necessary » 
litems to be used for such purpose in proving identity, was a New ΕΝ 
York State driver's license under the maiden name of informant's 
wife. An attempt was made through contacts with the New York 
State Motor Vehicle Bureau, both in New York City and Albany, 
to obtain blank forms. It was determined that all of these 

‘forms are maintained in Albany and that the Motor Vehicle Bureau . 
in Albany did not desire to give out any of these forms although ἮΝ 
they would be willing to make up whatever license was necessary. ὋΝ 
In view of the highly sensitive nature of this operation, it was 
deemed inadvisable to do so. 

| 
wet 
δ 

The only remaining source for these forms would be the κ᾿ πὶ 
printer which in this case is the International Business “ἢ 

(IBM). In t a 

contacted Mr. Ba 
of IBM and a persongl friend of Supervisor — 

Or the past 20 years. ef | advised that this wou @ Ξ | 
a difficult task since any Forms retained by IBM would have been Ὁ 
vol er 1 ons. He stated that ᾿Ξ 
iMr. Wis for [5M i 
New Jersey, where the cards are printed and that Mr. 
was a very close friend of his and he would vouch for his 
loyalty, re ity and discretion. He stated that he would 

ἐν M briefly the problem and then Mr 
call ΤῊ σα This was done and e-[ 

that there are no forms in the possession of IBM whic ave 
not been voided. In order to obtain some it would be necessary 
to go through two processes, the first would be to tint the paper 
they have in stoek and the second would be to set up the machine 

\ SOQ - Of. . ae 
€2>- Bureau (RM) Chis ἘΝ -- ΤΣ Σ ΣΦ) ; 
Ἰ- New York(100-134637) #41 Ν “AST 36. 27 

τὸ: OF ἔσο me Obey : ee SEE ADDENDUM, 70: FO ey 2 Pe Ie Η Seg Lies | 

ye SS -ώ β 
BK PPR 47 4960 149 APR 1S 1964 | 

᾿ 
Ν᾿ 



To pa cere mn i a ig go nS 

NY 100-134637 

to print ther, un. L____ktatea he would do anything for the FBI 
and th j uid be handled without anyone other than himself 
and Melo penowing that this was for the FBI, He would advise 
ἘΝ man immediately responsible for handling the assignment that ee 
these forms were in connection with a sales matter and that they BIC. 

“needed them right away. He further stated that it would be necessary ~~ 

{to interrupt one of their presses presentiy in operation printing 
; cards for another project but he would be willing to stop the operation, 
reset the machine and furnish us with whatever cards were needed, He 

{further stated that there woul record made and that no charge 
would be made to the FBI. Mr. realizing the urgency in this 
matter, was able to perfect this arrangement and the New York Office 

'was in possession of 50 blank cards within five hours. 

will be%tseen from the above that both ur. L___Jana 
Mr, performed an outstanding service for the Bureau. In 
addition, this service could not have been obtained from any other 
source, It was possible to handle the matter with th tmost 
discretion and without either Me.[ Jor nef Javing any 
knowledge of the purpose of this request, Further, it is obvious 
that IBM was put to considerable expense in handling this matter, 

view of the outstanding cooperation of ue.L____Jana 
‘ μος, ]it is being recommended that a letter from the Director 

| be sent To each, expressing appreciation for the services performed 
for the FBI, it is felt that this would be most appreciated. The 
indices in both Newark and New York are negative. 

The letters should be addressed as follows: 

Ib6 Mr. 

bic 

—intemmational Business Machines Corp. 
590 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y., 10022 

International Business Machines Corp. 
“Dayton, New Jersey 

It is suggested that since the exact assignment cannot be 
set out in the Director's letters, reference be made to the recent 
cooperation with representatives of the New York Office, 

~?- 



NY 1L00-134637 

It is also re er of commendation be 
ἰ directed to Supervisor for the exceptional 

work performed by him i τ ank forms. It was as 
a result of investigative ingenuity displayed by him that we con- b6 

bic 
sidered approaching IBM for the cards and we were able to accomplish 
this objective within a brief peri time because of the 
services ren Ι i by Mee P | who has been a personal 
friend of Mr. for many years. 



- 
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ADDENDUL DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 3-31-64 WGS:pwd 

NY 694-S* and his wife plan to accept an invitation 
from the Soviets to visit Russia in early April, 1964, in 
connection with this matter, it will be necessary to fabricate 
for informant's wife a New York State driver's license to be 
used for identification purposzc when she applies for a passport. 
it was not possible to obtain the necessary driver's license 
form from the New-York State Motor Ve 
purpose. However, Hew York Supervisor 
c Of his personal friends, Mr. 
a of International Business Machines Corporation 
(IBM) which prints the driver License forms, and was successful 
in tpg fir se t trangements for 
Mir ΤῸΝ at Dayton, New Jersey, 
to make available to Supervisor a supply of the 
pertinent forms, This matter was handled with utmost discretion 
and ΒΜ was put to considerable expense in handing s matter 
for pax yecommends that IPM officiais, Mr. nd 
Mr. pe given individual letters from the Director 

δ 

bic 

iexpressing appreciation for their outstanding cooperation in 
this matter, 

SAC also recommends that a letter of commendation be 
directed to Supervisor xpressing appreciation 
for the investigative ingenuity disp ayed by him in making ist 
approach to IBM for the necessary forms. SAC notes that this 5. 
objective was accomplish vithin 2a brief period of time 
primarily bec who has been a personal friend 
of Supervisor ὍΣ many years. 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

1, Due to the extremely sensitive nature of ve SOLO 
operation, it is not deemed judicious: a writt 
of appreciation to IBM offici 
it is assumed that Supervisor orally expresse 
the avpreciation of the Bureau av @ time these officials 
performed their service. New York is being advised by separate 
letter that the Bureau does not feel that ietters from the 
Director should be sent to the afore-mentioned IBM officials. 

2, ΤῈ is not felt that Supervisor[ Ὁ Ὁ ὁ ὁ6Φ6Φ6ΘἝΘἝΘἝῈ8)] 
performance_3 tustance warrants a letter ΟΣ comments Lon. 
supervisor has ween serving in a supervisor, :apacity 

Ing 

Ip YC 

{ rs i 
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ADDENDUR! BOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

in the New York Office for many years and it is to be expected 
that over the years he would have developed sources in a 
position to render the service which was done by the IEM 
officials. 

breteted Ae. Comrie, 

per | “Raabe” Amn ΤΣ 
OA 
Ὁ; ̓  ἜΝ 
qb” b ein, SS eeeepertlf 
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FBI 

Date: 4/9/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 
Via - 

‘(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

δ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ΄ ͵ 
᾿ . n ail 

* - fi ᾿ if FRM: - SAG, NEW YORK (100 134637) vf Ji 

SUBJECT: {. Osoro/ a8 
TSG 

On 4/9/64, there was received from the Soviets, via 

follows: 

"To GUS HALL 

my Assistance to PAUL ROBESON was rendered in response to his 
' request, received from ‘London. ..κα “ yout Ὁ} 

a 
—— ee 

"2, Royalties to ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, HERBERT APTHEKER and 

' JIM ALLEN are sent to International Publishers, in accordance 
with the request from JIM ALLEN. In future we will follow , f 
your advice, f 

, ΐ 
"3, .We have no information on LOUIS SAILLANT's visit to USA. 

44, JACK BROOKS and his wife may receive Czechoslovakian floating 
‘visas in Bern, but not in Zurich. 

τος max (COE is discharged from hospital and will be sent to 
Sanatorium for rest. You will be informed on the date of her 
departure for USA.” Pa SAH 

@37- BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) yd - 
“L = CHICAGO. (134-46-Sub-B) (RM-AM) te ὁ 
L = NY 134-91-V. Δ) og gh (OO “EEE te 
L = NY 100-134637 (41) ὃ 

BR ΔΝ tg 1964 

ACB :msb “Ν ΜΝ 

(7) 

Apnrove οὶ. Μ Per 

ΕΚ: Agent in Charge 

B APH 
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CATIONAL FORM NO. 10 © A 
5010-04.-0] 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO ‘ DIRECTOR, FBL (100-428091) DATE: 4/10/64 

FROM + SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: _ 
.. §0OL0 

IS-C 

ed to LENA DAVI HERER a portion of which was for the Communist 
Party of Canada. 

rey, eee concerning the sum of $12,000 furnish- 
50 

The dispositioa of the aforcucntloacd $12,000 Lo as 
follows: 

On 3/12/64, pursuant to instructions of GUS HALL, | 
NY 694-S* gave LENA DAVIS SCHERER, out of SOLO funds in the a 
informant's possession, $12,000. 00 in twenty dollar bills to be 
designated in the following manner: 

(1) $600.00 to be given to NORMAN FREED, Canadian CP 
functionary then in NYC ~ $100 of this was to reimburse FREED 
for travelling expenses incidental to FREED's trip to NYC - the’ ἢ 
temaining $500 of this was to reimburse the CP of Canada for ' 
having advanced that amount to BEA JOHNSON, CPUSA representative 
in Cuba, at the request of the CPUSA, 

(2) $11,400.00 was given to SCHERER for payment of 
the CPUSA National Office expenses, including salaries and ot 
maintenance and for paying the expenses of a CPUSA National 
Executive Committee meeting scheduled to be held on 4/8/64. 

; Wren 

|." es eee ROG! 
2 - Bureau (RM) REC. D ' ἌΞΕΙ 9 63 

1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (Inv) (41) cot 
1 = NY 100-134637 (41) ον wet 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Kh. C. SULLIVAN 4-10-64 

1 - Belmont- 
¥. ἃ. BRANIGAN 1 - Sullivan 

‘ 1. DE Moore 
͵ 1 - Branigan 

! FEOORA 1 - Baumgardner 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ RUSSIA 1 - Torrillo 

This is informative memo concerning comnent by Fedora 
as to the effect which an arrest of Soviet national Aleksey 
Kolobashkin while in act of transferring funds to Communist Party, 
5 (CrusaA), would have on the Sovicts. 

Raring interview 3-27-64 Fedora referred to several 
meetings about which he had told us involving Kolobashkin, sts 
(Committee of State Security) employee assigned Sovict UN Mission 
and an unknown representative of the CPUSA for the purpose of trans- 
ferring large sums of money from the Soviets to the CPUSA. Fedora 
then remarked that although here wre probably good reasons for not 
doing so, it was his opinion an arrest by the FBI of Kolobashkin 
and the CPUSA representative while the money was being turned 
over would be a tremendous blow to the KGB. 

Fedora is not aware of the identity of the CP 
representative involved nor, of course, that he is our informant 
NY 694.5* and that we have coverage of such meetings. fn view 
of the value of NY 694.5* to the Bureau, it is not feasible to 
take any such action as proposed by Fedora, We will, of course, 
continue to follow the situation closely to assure the greatest 
advantage to the Bureau and the greatest disadvantage to 
the Soviets. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

105104811 
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‘ | OMIONAL [ORM NO, 10 Φ sp10-108 

E 2 re con Ζ 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT - Bement 

jp rar i my PAT f mate Casper 

Memorandum ROT EE A Uae a ste 
DeLaach 

TO: ΕΣ» 2 DATE: April 9, 1964 

FROM τ: SOF F, Downing 

van —— 
ΚΣ SOLO 

SSINTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY-694-S* who has been receiving communications directed to 
him by radio. 

On 4/9/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland on scheduled times and frequencies at which time one 
message, NR 728 GR 138, was sent. 

The plain text is set forth below, the cipher text is attached. 

TO BIRCH (Gus Hall) (Number) 1. ASSISTANCE TO LARK (Paul Robeson) " 
WAS RENDERED IN RESPONSE TO HIS REQUEST, RECEIVED FROM © | 
VILLAGE (London), (Number) 2. ROYALTIES TO GRASS (Elizabeth | 
Gurley Flynn), ACORN (Herb Aptheker) AND BARK (Jim Allen} ARE ἐς. 
SENT TO INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
REQUEST FROM BARK (Jim Allen). IN FUTURE WE WILL FOLLOW 
YOUR ADVICE, (Number) 3. WE HAVE NO INFORMATION ON LOUIS 
SAILLANT'S VISIT TO COVE (U.S.A.). (Number) 4. SPRING (Jack 
Brooks) AND HIS WIFE MAY RECEIVE BEACH (Czechoslovakia) BRIEF- 
CASE (Floating Visa) IN BERNE, BUT NOT IN DELTA (Zurich). 
(Number) 5 ἘΠ ΞΕ DISCHARGED FROM HOSPITAL AND WILL ,.. 
BE SENT T FOR SUN (rest). YOU WILL BE INFORMED 57: 
ON THE DATE OF HER LOG Departure) FOR COVE (U. 5. 4.}. 

LOUIS SAILLANT is the General tion 
of Trade Unions, Prague, Czechoslovakia. is rt: 
Charles Coe, a CPUSA member in New Yor een s “Ak In oe 
USSR and while there suffered a mental brea ΗΝ 
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e ® ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
L - Mr. Shaw 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) April 15, 1964 

Director, FBX (100-428091) PERSONAL ATTENTION 

SECURITY - C 

Re Chicago airtel 4-7-64 which sets forth the 
comments of CG 5824-S* relative to the assignment given 
NY 694-S* by Aleksey Kolobashkin that as many of “our 
young people” as possible be encouraged to participate in 
the Foreign Service Scholar Program. 

The Bureau has carefully weighed the comments of 
CG 5824=-8* set forth in reairtel. In view of the many 
hazards inherent in this situation which could adversely “ 
aifect the security of the Solo operation, the Bureau does ’} 
not. plan to recommend that any of its sources participate in 
the Foreign Service Scholar Progran,. Ce 

The Bureau concurs. with the observations of 
CG 5824~S* that this assignment given NY 694-S* by Kolobashkin 
should be brought to the attention of Gus Hell. You should 
advise the Bureau relative to Hall's comments concerning this. 
matter. 

Δ ὦ. New York (100-134637) 

NOTE: 

On 1-21-64 NY 694-S* was given the assignment by 
Kolobashkin relative to having "our young people" participate 
in the Foreign Service Scholar Program at Howard University 
(financed by the Ford Foundation) designed to prepare Negroes 
and Spanish-speaking Americans for diplomatic posts. We 
disseminated this information to State and CIA on 1-28-64, 
NY 694-S* withheld action on. this. assignment pending an 
opportunity to discuss this matter with CG 5824-5* to see 
if it would be feasible to place Bureau sources in ὁ is: ram, 

— REC. 43 fo 2 FO G/— Oe” Casper NOTE, CONTINUED, PAGE THOS [ν΄ ΟΠ ἐς 1 (ἡ Te 
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Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 

100~428091 

NOTE, CONTINUED 

CG 5824-S* has pointed out that the total responsibility for 
carrying out the assignment could seriously jeopardize the 
over-all security of the Solo operation if anything adverse 
developed concerning any of the Bureau sources inserted into 
this scholarship program. CG 5824-~S* also observed that failure 
to bring NY 694-S*'s assignment to Gus Hall's attention would 
raise the risk of having a similar request transmitted to Hall 
from the Soviets by individuals who have contacts with the 
Soviets in New York City. CG 5824-S* stated he knew of no 
one whe possessed the background and whom he felt could 
withstand the scrutiny such individuals would be subjected 
to by the State Department prior to their appointments for 
such scholarship training. 

on Dew 



| e ® ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
SAC, Chicage (134-46 Sub B) 1/18/64 

Director, FBI (100-428091) PERSONAL ATTUNTION 
1 1 - Mr. Shas 

\ C “cone 
ἿΝ INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 
ΕἾ ᾿ 

} 

Reurlet 4/7/64, enclosing two itens 
Gene with the World Federation of Trade Unions 
VE o 

in relet your office requested to be edvised 
whether the Rureau has an interest in receiving photostats 
oi: such itocs cnd natin= that the Chicecvo Crfies has 
photostais of current ®FTU bulletins nusber five and 
number six for March, 1964, which canbe forwarded to the | 
Bureau if desired. 

The Centrai Intelligence Agency has expresicd ; 
an interest in receiving all available material relating / 
to the WFIU and you should therefore ferward copies of 
the ΜΕΤ bulletins in your posscssion. 

NOTE: 

CG 3824-S* ἡ rereivedz:csive material from the 
WETU through a Chicago mail drop utilized in the Solo 
cperation. The WFTU is a comnunist designated World 
Trade Union Organization with headquarters at Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, Liaison Agent ascertained that Central 
Intelligence Agency is interested in receiving atl 
available material of the WFTUC. 

a 242 - 9222 se 9/— 2. ὅῤ( 

RIAILED ὃ 3 APR 15 1964 
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ee 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: ὄν τ» 
| ἤ . ὁ: Γ᾿ vo Ap wa 
ο FRow //: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 8 af al ae 

= κως, ὲ ΄ 7 

" Ἐ 

| SUBJECT: ς “sono 

isc 

"4 On April 2, 1964, CG 5824-S* profided SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN with an 8-page item dealing 
with the Second International Trade Union Conference on the 
Problems of Women Workers, scheduled ᾧ vr Bucharest; Rumania, 
May 11-16, 1964, and sponsored by the) ior ld Federation of fc 
Trade Unions (WETU) . (Bh 

~ 

At the same time, j the source also furnished a 
39-page pamphlet entitled “'Latin America Armed 4 Terror bat! 

ban Against Ty¥ade_t ΤΥ ‘ade Unions," issued by the- WETU. STK. ¥ 

CG 5824-S* advised that both of the above items BES 
ΘᾺ had been sent to him in care of the following Chicago drop 
δ ὃ address: 4 

Η } " 

JOHN SHOULDERS ἿΝ Ι 
-- In care of Modern Book Store oe 

54 East Chicago Avenue j 
Chicago - USA 

τιν The above items were received as enclosures to 
os ~q the "Tyade Union Press," international bulletin of the 
a) Ξ WFTU published in Prague, Czechoslovakia. Source advised 
ὌΝ & that apparently BELLE CHAPMAN, a former employee of the 

π΄ WFTU in Prague, had sometime prior to her return to the U.S. 
{9 τ last winter arranged for the mailing to him of the WETU ! 

2 bulletin and supplemental material issued by the WFTU, 
which he now has received ab hoes noted Chicago drop. 3 v0 fT] | 

oo = 2 Yo G / 23 : 

Since the above-mentioned Second tatéernatfonal\ 
Trade Union Conference on the Problems of Women Workers 
has been the subject of an earlier letterhead memorandum | 
submitted under caption of instant case and because it was 
felt that the pamphlet déaling with Latin America was of 
possible, interest to the Bureau, both of these items have 

Bureau " ne. 2) caus" ' οὐ ” us 
-Chicago . B APR i men Oe > ihn JO PR 16 1964 6 Ξ, 

(3) Ss Δι γευῖ ΕΝ ΝΠ 



9 Φ 

CG 134~46 Ευδ B 

been photostated and a photostat of each is Leing enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau's information. 

In connéction with the receipt by CG 5324-S* of 
the "Trade Union Press," international bulletin of the 
wETU, the Chicago Office desires to be advised whether 
the Bureau may have any interest in recsiving photostats 
of such itens. Presently, the Chicago Office has photostats 
of current UFTU bulletins #5 and #6 for March, 1964, and if 
these are desired by the Bureau, they can be immediately 
forvarded, 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ΤΙΤΕ 
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t. re chr 

, we 

wiIVELOPR fee 
TO : Mr, W. C, Sull DATE: 414-64 Gale -ττττττσο- 

IK 1 - Mr. Belmont με — 

(ROM Mite Je Ας S200 1 Ξ Mr. Baumgardner ἐπ 
| ΄ a Ὶ Rewegeeess, 1. - Ur. Shaw \\ "Gandy 

| a supjecr.,_ SOLO. | i ΠΝ st i ot “Oy ! 
INTERNAL SECURITY = COMMUNT : : ΝΣ oer 

3 Oa 3 ANGE 
SAC Marlin W. Johnson, Chicago, called 4-10-64 concerning the 

captioned case, and advised that during the course of the visit of 
CG 5824~S* to New York, Gus Hall furnished the informant with a one- 
page handwritten document which was unsigned and undated, He gave. 
CG 5824-S* this document without specific instructions other than 
"to see that it got to the right people.* Johnson interpreted this to 
mean that the informant or NY 694-S* is to get this document to the 
Russians~as soon as possible. Our informant, himself, has no idea 
as to the identity of the author of this document, 

bé τ.» 
b7e mae. «186 document reads as follows: ἢ 

oo as a 2 

: “Have recently met a girl by the name of 
spent»much of her life in separ as her father is emp oye Ψ 

fernment as the 'Stars and Stripes.‘ While > 
was in Japan she was a movie actress, using the stage \_ 

* She is quite reluctant to talk about this stage tis 
in her Ἂ fé,. but I believe she made about twelve films, playing a " } 
Japanese speaking Caucasian (who is quite pretty). During this 
time, she Was: “engaged to a fellow American, They were engaged for 
Ε- years (I'm not sure of this though). The man, whose name 
she refuses to tell me, was οὐ is an agent for the CIA, She was sy 
to secrecy by. this chap and will not mention his name. 

w= BY ( 
= ‘What makes this of any importance is the fact that this 

agent, who speaks fluent Japanese -~ and is posing as an American 
student -- is supposed to have completely infiltrated the Communist 
Party of Japan. Miss reports that the head: ie. Japanese 
Communist Party (it cou @ other left parties as is ‘not that 
aware politically, and could mistake the SP*fs or any ng else lefty, 
for CP) visited her father's home, where she wastlivingute: ¢ ἐπάν ἡμὴ 74 
a marital gift. That this agent is a good friend of thé Comm \) ; 
Party leaders, and is himself a member or close to it. Ν 

"He was to have recently returned to Japan and is con 
his exchange work, at least this is what(___]believes. When 
knew ‘him, in bis home he had many, h ding piaces for various paper 
which she knows nothing about. + 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Suilivan 
RE: SOLO 

100—428091 Spx, 

considers this chap a psychotic. She has had 
sufficient training and experience to respect her opinion," 

SAC Johnson furnished the following thoughts relative 
to this document: (1) The allegations of this unidentified 
purported CIA — could be the result of his amorous attention 
toward Miss and could be nothing more than an impersonation; 
(2) if this individual is a CIA agent and this message is transmitted, 
he will be uncovered by the Russians and the CP of Japan and his 
life will be in jeopardy; (3) if CIA is advised and this individual 
is identified by them as a CIA agent and CIA pulls him out of his 
present assignment, there is a strong possibility that it could 
reveal a leak in our apparatus communications; and, (4) another 
possibility is that this could be an entrapment document to test 
the informant, The thought is that there may be no truth to the 
Statements made in the document and the entrapment would be if 
positive action is taken, Along this line, of course, must be 
considered the possibility of a Russian source in CIA itself who 
could possibly be aware of our dissemination of this information to 
CIA, 

Recommendation of SAC Johnson 

It appears to Mr. Johnson that we wiil probably have to 
transmit the tenor of this document at least to CIA; however, it 
was his recommendation that this be done at the highest level possible 
in order to protect our apparatus and at the same time determine fron 
CIA if they have a CIA agent who might fit this picture. 

Observations Of Domestic Intelligence Division 

We have carefully analyzed this matter and disagree 
completely with SAC Johnson's recommendation that CIA be advised. 
There is no way we can furnish this information to CIA in any 
form or at any level without seriously jeopardizing the security 
of the Solo apparatus. In considering the options, oné by oie, 
WETThd it would be completely illogical for us to tell CIA anything 
at all about this. For instance: (1) If the unknown man is not a 
CIA agent, we would place the security of our own informants in 
jeopardy for no purpose, (2) If the unknown man is a CIA agent, 
the CIA would certainly pull him out of his present assignment. 
This action would most surely cast strong suspicion and could uncover 

oe 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan Spee, 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

our own vital sources. We have learned from past experience that 
CIA would take whatever action benefited CIA despite the fact we 
might give them this information with the stipulation they 
not take any action which would jeopardize our sources, (3) We 
cannot instruct our informants to hold the document and not pass 
it on to the Russians since this action could possibly trap them 
and uncover their cooperation with the FBI, 

document to the Soviets. This will be done. To do otherwise 
could lead them into a trap. 

au files n no identifiable information concerning 
ne ie: a | of 1956 was serving as 

anaging “Pacific Stars and Stripes,” a ΤΊ, Ν᾽, Army paper 
published daily in Tokyo, Japan. a born be 

(“itn at Oak Grove, Oregon, was ringerprinte n connection .;. 
with employment by the U.S, Information Agency. His address at that 6 
time was shown as c/o "Stars and Stripes," APO 500, San Francisco, 
California. Thus, it a st he _ info ion in the afore- 
mentioned document is employed by the 
U.S. Government as of "Stars and Stripes" is factual. 

We do not consider it prudent to make any outside inquiries 
concerning this matter since it is not known how this information 
came to the Party's attention and any inquiries made at this time 
could seriously jeopardize the security of NY 694-5%, especially in 
view of this informant's forthcoming Solo mission, aoe 
‘asc a aon κε NANI τας, SiO? ak mai αν Τοὺς, πενιομμανεβερμρβμαβνρϑντανε᾽ «ἤασρνδεκαρνς τξη αν τσ. = a. PS a TR 

RECOMMENDATION : 

Our informants have no choice but to furnish this 

It is recommended we take no action to advise CIA concerning 
this matter inasmuch as we cannot do so without placing our entire 
Solo operation in serious jeopardy. We will follow developments in this 
matter closely and further evaluate our position regarding Exnest 
Richter, who is evidently a U.S. Government employee, after NY 694-S* 
returns from his impending Solo mission. pe: 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ΞΖ 
BeLoac 

Evans »" 

το : Mr. W. C. Sullivan δῇ, DATE: 4/10/64 Roc 23 
py 

ives en 

1 - Mr. Belmont Trotter — 
FROM : Mr. F. J. ων ὦ 1. Mr. Sullivan Holmes 

| 1 - Mr. Baumgardner ἭΝ 
Θ 1 - Mr. Sh sUBJECR._SOLO ~ M. aw 
INTERNAL SECURITY — COMMUNIST πῶ, ΤΩΝ 

This is to advise you of the receipt of $150,000 by the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). on 4/7/64 sidy from the 
Cotimunist Party of the Soviet Union. (CPSU). 

You will recall that CG 5824-S* while on a Solo mission in 
the Soviet Union during late 1963 relayed to CPSU officials a request 
from CPUSA General Secretary, Gus Hall, that the CPUSA be provided with 
$1,295,000 to assist in its operational expenses for 1964. The Soviets 
delivered $30,000 to the CPUSA through the Solo apparatus in 
January, 1964, and $150,000 in March, 1964. βρη 

On 4/7/64, Valentine Zaitzev, an official of the Soviet () Mission to the United Nations, delivered to NY 694-S* a black attaché: - case containing the sum of $165,000, $15,000 of which was to θὲ... δ΄ delivered to Jessica Smith, Editor of "New World Review." (specializes in pro-Soviet propaganda). The remaining $150,000 was a direct 
financial subsidy to the CPUSA. 

The grand total of all funds received by the CPUSA from the Soviets and Chinese since 1958 is now $2,029,991, re “4,07 
ACTION: 

᾿ ι 
Γ yf ἶ hs “it 2 ; 4 . ι 

For information. This clariestine receipts of funds " from the Soviets is not being disseminated in view,of the fact that..." . * . ν , vd : + Ὁ it would jeopardize our Solo informants s My yin t 

Wie Joe 12
209) Φ 

100-428091 topes ee oS 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 

Casper 

Memorandum ca 
, G. 

petoach 

. ἰ ἘΝ, Gale 
TO : Mr. W. Ο, Sullivan ΔΕ Is DATE: 4. 15—64 Rosen 

υ ‘avel ας 
\ δ 

Tooter 

ὦ FROM : Mr, F, J, Baumgardner > 1 - Mr. Sullivan Holmes 
μεσ στο 7 1... Mr, Baumgardner Gandy 

1 - Mr, Shaw 
SUBJECT SOLO. .- 

TERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

You have been previously advised concerning 
NY 694.S5#'s impending 15th Solo mission to the Soviet Union 
and possibly Cuba. 

ASAC Don Roney, of the New York Office, cailied 
today and talked to Inspector J. A, Sizoo, Roney advised 
that NY 694-S* accompanied by his wife will leave New York 
City on 4-17-64 for Chicago and will go abroad with his 
wife from Chicago on 4-17-64 en route to the Soviet Union 
on Solo mission 15, 

ACTION: 

For information, 

Reg (22 L2£29/- DIO 
Ee APR Το 1964 

co ‘ ore 



av. 12-19-56) — 

| 9 
FBI Φ 

Date: 4/7/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text ar code) 

Via ATRTEL REGISTERED MATL | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ReBuairtel dated 2/5/64 and CGlet dated 2/27/64, 

Referenced communications refer to the assignment 
given NY 694-S* by his Soviet contact requésting that a YL " 

ΛΩΝ 
Ὁ 

many of “our young people" as possible be encouraged ὦ 
participate in the Foreign Service Scholar Program. 

The above matter has been discussed with CG 5824- εἰς... ~ 
on a number of occasions, the latest beng in early 4/64, at 
which time he had the following comments: wi 

During discussion of this matter with NY 694 SEL 
both of them were of the opinion that since this matter 
was one of the utmost importance, its very nature would i 
demand that the Soviet request for assistance be relayed to 
and that there would be complete approval by GUS HALL, the Reha 
Party's General Secretary, before any action could be ’ taken WON 
thereon. If at the time HALL is provided with this Soviet 
request he should refuse to go along with it, the matter would 
then have to end at that point. Not to follow such course of 
action at such a time would raise the risk of having a similar 
request transmitted to HALL from the Soviets possibly by 
individuals who, themselves, might have contact with the 
Russians in New. York. | ἢ | 

ἘΝ (RM) REC 4 Jee i f- i st ae ἡ / / 

eu 1-New York (100- 134637) (Info) (RM bh 
L-Chicago 7°. 4 eter oo stemnsemeteth φακεςαεναρεα temas S 
RVH:MDY je pe ty 
(5) _ " fe © Hy * ag APR 16 1964 
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Ε oa , ἢ ΝΝ μον . . _ 

a Ὁ 

eg Ἰρλτ6. 508 ΤΠ, 
το μι : However, ‘should ‘HALL RO: atong. with -the ‘Pequest 

: of the. Soviets, ‘a formidable problem would be pogsed as. 
τς bow the acceptance of. this Soviet: request by ἀπ ΟΡ, USA." ~~ 

_ might then be utilized by either CG 5824-S* or NY 694-8*, ee 
to -invelve personnel of our Bureau’ 5) choice into. the - 

Program. ΝΕ . ᾿ μος 

προ Se Source noted that - any: person τ being reconhiended 
as satisfactory. to the. Party ‘for such training would have 

.. ‘to have ‘the personal. or tacit stamp of approval of the |. 
| Patty, GUS HALL, HALL ‘must personally know of such people 

|. -vand/or Have some other positive basis for evaluating such 
_. individuals. . Any person being suggested for such a progran: 
_ would also have to be acceptable to the Soviets. This again 
- presents. ἃ very definite problem because such things aS 0 LE 
.. Yeligion and 2- middle-class background would almost automatically — 

.. | @liminate such individuals from consideration as they. would be | 
υ ἐπ considered. untrustworthy. -. Therefore, in: order to find a person _ 

acceptable to the Soviets, such person must have. a working-class ae 
'.. background or ‘connections and at the same time have some 

‘ affiliation with liberal or progressive organizations by: his. 
ole OWE, activities and/or through activities of relatives or close. 
ΝΝ friends. | 

a In the opinion of CG 5824-8:, he noted that he felt 
ΝΣ it. was inherently dangerous for either himself or NY 694-S* 
τυ δ. attempt to noninate any such individual on their own. He 

_ gtated that he felt that if by chance one of their recommenda-— 
tions of such a youth should at some future date'"backfire," - 
' this could have. serious ramifications on the Solo apparatus ᾿ " 
- ἈΒΩ͂ cause both the Party: leadership here as well as the Soviets - , 
ta question their capability, integrity, .and qualifications to 
handle" such. matters. 2. 

a ΝΣ He then noted. that NY 694-8, as an "apparatus man" ες 
| and by: virtue of the clandestine. nature of his job, is not. - 
supposed to be exposing himself to Party: people, ‘sympathizers. 

_ and/or situations. which could tie him in with the Party and. 
“ jeopardize his position, The source stated that NY 694-s*'s 
~ eontacts and associations with individuals in the progressive ~ 
or liberal areas would, therefore, almost be at a minimum and ᾿ς 

τ normally not have a. basis for” knowing Such people or. specifically 
recommending any person’ for the task under consideration, εὐ 

oo, τ ΑΒ to. himselt, σα. 5824-85 stated that by reason. of: 
18. own Party position. and contacts with the Party leadership, 

eB  ..  .θ.. πιο : 
* . . " ᾿ - . 4 mo | 7 | το τ τς τ 
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“there would be a greater reason for him to’ possibly know or "Ν 
to be able. to récommend such youths for the noted training; | 
however, because he, too, has a Party position calling for 

covert and discreet relationships, he must also be cautious | 
and avoid placing himself in a position which might expose 
his Party status. Because of this, then, and because of ἡ 
the nature of his. assignments, he, in reality, has: little | 

_ association with the type of individual who might be. characterized 
aS a sympathizer and who would qualify for-such an. assignuent. 
At the present time, he stated, he personally knew of no one. 

| who possessed the background and whom he felt could withstand _ 
. theserutiny that such individuals undoubtedly would be subjected 

oa to by State Department inquiries Prior to their appointments : 
ΝΣ for Such scholarship training, . 

In view of the foregoing, CG 6824-5# ‘stated that. he Ν 
felt: that because larger: things were at stake, he could not. 
justifiably recommend that either he or NY 694-S* attempt to 

| personally locate, solicit and/or give their personal recom-_ 
mendations. to any individual considered for such an assignment: 
‘However, he felt and NY 694-S* previously had expressed this 
same thought that perhaps if the Bureau had certain cooperative | 
and qualified.individuals available to them, that:it would be. — 

. advantageous. to exert some effort.and guidance. towards the — 
admission of such individuals for this training. He noted. that 
if the Bureau could find someone who qualifies with the proper | 
working-class and political background and. had someone who might . 
be acceptable to the Party, perhaps then at some future time, 

- through either CG 5824-S* or NY 694-S*, such individual's identity — 
‘could be logically brought to their attention and through them - 
brought to. the Party's attention... In such a case they would , 
merly be informing HALL of . such an. individual with the decision | .. 

and final approval as to whether he could be recommended to - 
the Soviets: being left to HALL, | —_ 

n connection with the above, σα 5824- 5". noted that 
as of 4/2/68 he had not personally discussed. this problem. ‘with - 
HALL for his opinion thereon. The. source was also ‘unaware at. 

‘that time as to whether NY 694-S* may παν taken the matter | 
ΟΡ with HALL and if so what his reaction thereto may have been. 
Accordingly, New York may desire, if possible, to attempt to 
determine from NY 694-5* what action he has taken or may con-_— 
template | with HALL on the matter. 
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Airtel 

To: SAG, Chicago (134~46-Sub B) PERSONAL ATTENTION 

: Director, FBI (100-428091) 

τ | AL SECURITY ~ Ὁ 

Roferencea is mada to the telephones call to Insnector 
J. A. Sizco by Chicago SAC Marlin ¥. Johnson on 4/10/64, 

Referenced telephone call was made in connection with 
τι One=page, unsigned, handwritten document given CG 5824«3* 
by Gus Halil. with the instruction “toa see that it got to the .} 
right people," ὁ contained information reportedly by 6 
furnished by ibed as having spe of bie 
her life in Japan fas employed as of “y 
"Stars and Stripes." } 
actres heen engage to a fellow American who, sccord- 
ing vol ᾿ is an agent of the Central Inteliigence 
Agency as reportedly stated that this alleged 
ΟἽΑ Agent had in rated the Communist Party of Japan and has 
recently returned to Japan to resume hia activities. 

Bre "5. contain no 
concerning ἐν ἶ 
1956 was werving as anag 

Paper publish hed in Tokyo, Japan. 
born 7/9/01 at Oak Grove, Gregon, was 

‘ingerprinte in connection with employment by the 

1 ~ New York (100-134637) 
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Airtel to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
200-428091: 

U. 8. Information Agency. His addrezs at that time was shown 
a8 c/o "Stars and Stripes," APO 500, San Francisco, Californian. 
Thus, it appeprs 3 i: in the afore-mentioned 
document that was employed by the Ὁ. &. 

| ‘Stara and Stripes" is factual, 

Yor your information the Burean is not taking any 
wtlon to advise CIA concerning this matter since any inquixies 
made at this time could seriously jeopardize the security of 
our Solo informants, especially in view of NY 694~s*#'g imnend~ 
ing Solo mission. 

. ΤῈ not already doné, Chicago should fornish pextinent 
detalis to New York concerning tha document given by Hall. to 
CG 5824+8*, Follow developments in thid matter closely and ΝΕ 
promptiy advise the Bureau of any additional, information received 
reloting to this matter. 

NOTE: 

Memorandum Sizoo to Sullivan 4/14/64 set forth the 
details concerning referenced telephone call, and pointed out 
that there is no way we can furnish this information to CIA in 
any form or at any ievel without seriously jeopardizing the 
security of the Solo apparatus. Our informants have no choice 
but to furnish this document to the Soviets. To do otherwise 
could lead them into a trap. We are following developments 
in this matter closely and will further evaluate our position 
after NY 694-S* returns from his forthcoming Solo mission. 
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Memorandum porypg Til 2! TELOPH 

‘SOLO 

Φ $010=1048 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
Tolson 
Belmont 

Mohr 
Casper 

Callohan 

DATE: April 15, 1964 Sullivan 
Tovel 

Trotter 
Tele. Room 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

imately 3:45 P.M., 
Superviso New York Office, 
telephonically furnished the text of a message the 
informant desired to send and requested it be ponerse — 
At approximately 8:15 A.M., 4/15/64, Superviso 
was telephonically furnished with the enciphered text. 

The plain text is set forth below. 
text is attached. 

The cipher 

REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) SINCE THE MULE (McCarran 
Act) IN COVE (USA) PREVENTS ME FROM ATTENDING PERSONALLY 

AND FOR MY REFEREE (National Committee) COVE (USA) THE 

(Khrushchev) (repeat) TUSK, I HAVE DESIGNATED OUR MOST . 22 

TRUSTED AND CONFIDENTIAL COMRADE SPRING (Jack Brooks) ON Jw 

THAT DAY TO PERSONALLY HAND TO TUSK (Khrushchev) MY PRIVATE 

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS WHICH WILL EXPRESS MY DEEP, SINCERE FEELINGS ~ 

AND THOUGHTS TO HIM FOR A LONG LIFE AND GOOD HEALTH, ALSO 
CONVEYING THE CORRECTNESS OF THE VIM (Marxism-Leninism) 
WHICH HE SO GALLANTLY SYMBOLIZES TO OUR LANE (CP) AND VINE 

(International) LANES (CP). BIRCH (Gus Hall) 

jj 
Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 2--Mr,. Sullivan (Attention: 

» ἐ ΄ a “2 ".Ν : ἢ a wag 1007 72 £47/-~ BGS 
" potencies) WAG | Pbbanenerentl 
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ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Me, Belmont 

at a 
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ΥΩ 

97636 

31035 

76938 

7529 

66217 

80847 

61621 
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260368 
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66664 
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13548 
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26398 

52959 

B759L 

32963 

88016 

825.14 

43720 

679387 

95846 

15603 

03962 

23797 

e771 

642326 

28552 

69379 

51005 

44022 

88704 

69980 

18042 

20532 

98902 

93090 

64720 

66806 

Li449 

5199 

057632 

87897 

45938 

48500 

68026 

45616 

506387 

95060 

37481 

33860 

25909 

4/15/64 
@ 

88633 

10059 

58395 

38209 

08675 

FEI07 

80464 

42607 

84410 

978568 

52053 

48211 

87906 

74.826 

00034 

44860 

OL057 

33421 

61251 

68302 

I0925 

62545 

51885 

28742 

14078 

32624 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via___AERTEL REGISTERED ὁ ὃ Π π᾿ - (Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

᾿ FROM : .- 810; ΝΕ YORK (100-134637) AS, asp 
” Ἰ ~ - Ὡ᾿ Ῥ. ’ 

sussect. © SOLO .. 2 
S-C 

On 4/7/64, NY 694-S* furnished the following 
information to SAS ALEXANDER 6. BURLINSON and JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL: 

On 4/7/64, NY 694-S*, pursuant to arrangements 
previously made with his Soviet eontact on 3/31/64 (see NY airtel 
4/1/64), met VALENTINE A. @4L7ZEV in the staixway of the 15th 
floor ef the building at ‘50 Broad St., NYC. ZALTIZEV delivered 
to NY 694-s* a black attache case, stating that the bag contained 
the sum of $165,000.00, $15,000.00 of which was to be delivered j<5, 
to JESSICA SMITH, Editor of “New World Review.” Pursuant to Jowlt 
previously made arrangements; NY 694-S* gave ZAITZEV a similar~type|’ 
bag which was empty. (The SN's on the-above-mentioned bills, 
$162,000.00 in $20. bills, and $3,000.00 in $10. bills, which 
NY 694-S* made available to the NYO, will be checked against 
lists of-currency issued to Soviet establishments in NYC and 
Washington, D. C., and if identified, the Bureau will be advised 
to that effect.) 

- ΕΝ αν ‘ τον 

- φρίξας 
BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 
CHICAGO (134-46~Sub -B) (AM-RM) 
NY 134-91- CINV) (41). -- 
NY 105-3571-~(VALENTINE A. ZATTZEV) (341) 
NY 105-36402- (ALEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN) (341) 
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NY 100-134637 

NY 694.~S* advised that he engaged in no conversa- 
tion with ZAITZEV other than that ZAITZEV indicated he had 
no knowledge of when any additional money for NY 694.S* will 
be forthcoming. - 

NY 694.S* then gave to ZAITZEV a roll of microfilm 
containing several-messages, some ciphered, some coded, and 
some in plain text. The plain text of these messages is as 
Pollows: 

(1) A eoded message whichwas as follows: 

"April 8, 1964 

"Received $150,000, 

"J Brooks" 

(2) A οοὔδα message which was as follows: 

"Please Note 

"Of the three buildings which you suggested 
to me for the next dollars transfer, I like the Marine 
Midland Trust Company building the best. I do not like 
the § Union Square Building because it has only one 
public entrance and the rear staircase is closed off on 
the fourth floor because of an office there, Also I 
dnipot like 276 Fifth Avenue because it has only one 
public entrance. I do not like the freight elevator 
exit there. 

"At the Marine Midland Trust Building, as you know, 
there are two public entrances, one at 143 Liberty and 
the other is at 158 Washington. Also there are two 
staircases which are free and can be used for w and 
down, one on the Washington Street side and one on the 
liberty Street side. Therefore I would suggest that we 
meet in this building in the following way: You go up 
to the 7th floor repeat 7th floor at the time agreed, 
1 will come out from the men's room which is located to 
your left as you leave the elevator. Together we can 
go out by proceeding left from the men's room down the 
Tiberty Street staircase. You can take either staircase 
we agree to without being noticed. 
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"The Marine Building location is the most 
Suitable area, There are about three streets to which 
you can go immediately, you can lose yourself in a crowd 
ene: as you know, there are two subway systems available, 

ere, 

(3) A eoded message which was as follows: 

ty have been asked by Elizabeth Gurley Fiynn to 
on to the following. Her 
is traveling with a friend, 

rough Africa and Middle East by cam y 
‘are traveling thréugh These countries and would like to 
travel in the same manner and in the same way through 
the socialist countries including USSR. This is not a ee 
sightseeing trip on their part but their objectives and τ 
intentions are to write a book of their experiences when re 
this jour completed, Fiyants[___ has 
asked her if possible can she request for her to 
travel by car through USSR. They ride during the day 
through countryside roads and camp by night. They have 
applied at your USSR Embassy in Beirut, Lebanen, for 
such permission of entry and travel through USSR. They 
were not granted visas or permission, but were asked to 
apply to other channels. 

"Elizabeth Gurley Flynn requests if it is in 
compliance with your rules and regulations and if it is 
possible, this personal request of hers be granted. It 
is not unusual for USK: people, be they tourists or 
travelers, to go on such jaunts around the world. S50 
far they have had no problem in going through the various 
countries and continents. 

"T submit this request to you for Elizabe ey 
same time verify that Flynn'ts is bse 

eture is below with American τε 
She is a resident of San 

bers of 
passport number 
Francisco, Calirornia, 
our Communist Party but 

"Morris Childs" 
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{At the botto i there was attached a 6 

photograph of[ Je tion - bi 
'San Francisco, Calif., & frien 
Travelling from Africa through Middle East 

| (4) A coded message, the plain text of which is 
as Tollows: 

"Central Committee 
Biwrnx . °--- 

"OP member of¢0 Watigerin, 72 years old and a former 
railroad worker, Is “cHarter member of our Communist 
Party who was in charge of railroad organizing work in ~ 
our Gommunist Party for many years, working together .---τ τ - 
with CP member William 2. Foster who was his close 
friend. 

"CP member Wangerin recently suffered an illness 
and while not completely incapacitated, his right side 
is paralyzed and he needs some therapy. We would like 
to inquire whether you might like to invite him to 
come for therapy and medical treatment, 

"Until his recent iliness he was in charge of 
literature and book store in our Midwest territory 
centered in Chicago. His wife, who is of Slav origin 
and speaks a little Czech, would accompany him if he 
should travel, 

_., . A similar requet*is being directed to the Dggeoslovakian 
Pheanist Party. 

"With warm fraternal greetings. 

Gus Hall ~ Morris Childs 
USA cP" 

(Attached to this message in handwriting was the 
additional message, "Please send copy of this on 
our behalf to Central Committee- Czechoslovakian 
Communist Party": signed "Gus Hall - Morris Childs") 
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(5) A plain text message whichwas as follows: 

"Note: 

"Just to be certain we are in contact until the 
last moment - 

"Should I want to give you anything of importance 
please look at phone booth WH 4~9530 for black tape - 
take the tape off ~- Monday April 13th 12 noon - This 
means on same night 6 PM you will find undeveloped 
negative at δῦ Margaret. 

"Brooks" 

(6) A coded message which reads as follows: 

"Note?! 

"Central Committee! 

"Hold all mail addressed to: 
ΝΕ ΤΩ 

ΟΕ ΔΛΒαϑοῦον,. 
ΠΙ Hotel “Sovietskaya 
Moscow, U.S.S VR. 

"Tis will be from our Gus Hall and Morris Childs 
for Brooks," 

(7) A coded message, the plain text of which is 
as follows: 

"Tf all goes well we should arrive in Moscow the 
week beginning with April 26th. Please notify your 
Prague Embassy to have two floating visas for Brooks 
plus transportation to Moscow. Also, to have 
Gzechoslovakian Central Committee representative meet 
us when arriving in Prague. Will phone you of our 
exact arrival time in Moscow from Prague. 

"Brooks" 
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(8) A coded message, the plain text of which is 
as follows: 

"Everything is still the same for contact with 
Morris Childs except if he wants to see you on May 7th 
it means the next day May 8th, 7 p.m. or May Vith 

"Brooks" 
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| FROM Ὡς F. Downing § Holmes 
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suBJEGE: SOLO ΓΝ Vj, Loess le vo 

TERNAL SECURITY - CG 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communicatijne*directed to 
him by radio. Py, rs, 

" 

On 4/14/64, transmissions were hea‘ by the Bureau'd radio 
station at Midland on scheduled times and‘frequencies at which ti 
message, NR 965 GR 130, was sent. — Ye 

The plain text is set forth below; the cipher text is attached. 

IN CONNECTION WITH INFORMATION ON WEED'S (Joe North) INTENTION 
TO ADDRESS TO SOME SOVIET WRITERS FOR THEIR WORKS, THAT MAY 
BE PUBLISHED IN THE FIRST ISSUE OF "DIALOGUE (repeat) DIALOGUE", 
PLEASE ADVISE HIM-THAT IN QUR, OPINION : OULD ADDRESS TO 
SHOLOHOV (repeaf}/SHOLOHOV;AND ROBERT/ROZDESTVENSKY. IT IS | 
WELL KNOWN, THAT ROBERT ROZDESTVENSKY RECENTLY WASIN ΄- ., 
USA (repeat) USA AND WROTE MANY POEMS ON YOUR COUNTRY. = 
PUBLICATION OF SOME OF THEM IN YOUR MAGAZINE WOULD ~~ 
UNDOUBTEDLY ATTRACT ATTENTION OF AMERICAN PUBLIC TO 
THE MAGAZINE, 

"Dialogue" is the Communist cultural publication published in 
New York City, formerly called 'Mainstream."' SHOLOHOV and ROBERT 
ROZDESTVENSKY are not further identified. 

ὌΝ - For information, ¢¥i0s Vy g 

Enclosure rer fr Gf OFT i 
1 - Mr. Belmont Ree nee 2 4722 BRT ? " 

x? - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J, A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) gate 
1 . . 
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Date: April 10, 1964 

To: Director, FBI (Bufile : 4100-428091. } 

} Attention 

25 Legal Attache, Ottawa ( 100-1280 ) 

Title Character 

iS --C 

“COMMUNIST. PARTY, USA Reference 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

7 

ee Metres 2 αι 

Enclosed are the following communications received from th Three copies of 

[| letter dated, April 8, 1964, | Se1f-explanatory. 

Remarks: , εὖ > ~ | memarks: aD Cc ; , . 
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Date: 4/20/64 
| 

[ 

od ROUTE IN τον ELO 

(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 
(Priority or Method of Maiting) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
(ATT: ASST, DIRECTOR W. C. SULLIVAN) Lk 

/ 
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-13463 We ' we : 

SUBJECK: ὅρκο, .»-:-: 9,8 wld 
᾿ 

"= ES*C ΠΣ": a 

AOA ? 4 ft \ 

with pect ReNYairtel, 4/17/64, advising the By teau 
to NY 694-S*' and his wife's itinerary and of certéin documents ed 
he is to deliver to NIKITA KARUSHCHEY and FIDEL CASTRO. πῶ 

ΡΩΝ LY, 
On 4/17/64, NY 694-S* weet ᾿ 2 {To ‘Towing-informa-— 

tion to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and MCEXANDER (BUR BURLINSON: 

Upon the instructions of GUS HALL, NY"69¢=S2 Bors “ 
arrival in Moscow, is to deliver personally to Premier NIKITA } 
KHRUSHCHEV a leather bound, specially made copy of a selection ΕΝ 
of drawings from "The Worker" published between the years 1924 ...- 
and 1960. According to HALL, these drawings reflect the ( 
activities of the CPUSA during the aforesaid period, Written 
across the flyleaf of the above book appeared, "Warmest ek an Gath) 
affectionate greetings on your 70th birthday dear Comrade ale 
Khrushchov.” Beneath these greetings the signatures of the 
following appeared, . bs ee PHILLSPE Ty 1,44 7 ἰ 

“a 

t 

- NY 134-918 (inv) (41) ns Se as i ae ~ ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) eae ἐμ 7 | 
wa NY Gam f 2 - ὁ 72. oY. | g 

{ " ACB:mfd (#41) Goes 
(7) 

: ay 
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GUS HALL, ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, HENRY WINSTON, HY 

LUMER, ARNOLD JOHNSON, BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, JACK STACHEL, JAMES Ε, 
JACKSON, RQBERT THOMPSON, WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, IRVING POTASH, 
DANIEL RUBBM, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOL, GIL GREEN, CARL WINTER, GEORGE 

MEYERS, DOROLTHY HEALY, MORRIS CHILDS, MICKEY LIMA, JAMES WEST 

and PHIL BART. 

HALL told NY 694-S* that all of the above signatures 
had not been written personally by the individuals whose names 

- appeared on the sheet - that in some cases names had been "written 
in'' where it had not been possible to obtain the person to 
write his own name in the book. NY 694-S* stated that upon 
HALL's instructions, the informant is to inscribe his (the 
informant's) own name in the book at the time when he presents 
the book to KHRUSHCHEV. 

HALL gave to NY 694-S* a number of messages - one 
ciphered and the others coded - for transmission to the CPSU 
on microfilm: 

1, The ciphered message, in plain text, is as follows: 

"To CCCPSU 

"Since the McCarran Act in the USA prevents me 
from attending personally, and for my National 
Committee, the 7Oth birthday celebration of my 
dear friend and comrade KHRUSHCHOV, I have designated 
our most trusted and confidential comrade Brooks 

¥ on that day to personally hand to KHRUSHCHOV my 
private birthday greetings which will express my 
deep, sincere feelings and thoughts to him for a 
Long life and good health, also conveying the 
correctness of the Marxist-Leninism line which he se 
gallantly symbolizes to our CP and international 
CPs. 

"Gus Hall” 
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2. A coded message, the plain text of which is as 

follows: 

"To CCGPSU 

“Thank you for the translations which we are receiving 
now with regularity from your embassy in Washington, 
D.C, Our intention is to print Comrade Suslov's 
plenum report which will be printed in ‘Crosscurrents'. 

"Gus Hall" 

3. A coded message, the plain text of which is as 
follows; 

"To CCCPSU 

"τ have handed to Joe North your message pertaining 
to your first issue of 'Dialogue'’ concerning the 
authors who you want listed, 

"Gus Hall” 

(The above refers to a radio message from the Soviets, 
received on 4/14/64, which already has been transmitted to the 
Bureau, reflecting that the Soviets suggested that the Soviet 
writers ROBERT ROZHDESTVENSKY and MIKHAIL SHOLOKHOV be invited 
to write for the publication "American Dialogue” (Bufile 100- 
35634) .) 

4, A coded message, the plain text of which is as 
follows: 

‘Attention 

"When I handed you the new and revised open code 
I omitted the following: 

SPuerto Rico - Rock 

-3- 
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NUSA - Cove 

"Correct error which I made ~ the correct name 

for Helsinki is Reef,” 

(The above refers to the informant's having given 
to his Soviet contact, at their last meeting, a revised open 
code from which informant had omitted to include code words 

for Puerto Rico and USA. The informant also had given his con- 

tact the incorrect code word for Helsinki.) 

(Copies of the revised code used by NY 694-S*% 
in comtunications with the Sovicts arc being furnished to the 
Bureau and Chicago by separate communication,) 

5. A coded message, the plain text of whch is as 
follows: 

"To CCGPSU 

"Permit me to comment on the false report of 
Khrushchov's death, which shook the USA and brought 
to light the delicate balance of forces here. This 
dastardly rumor had significant affect upon the 
country. As soon as this report came over the national 
radio and television, I received many telephone calls 
from radio and television companies, bidding for my 
time. In one case, the National Broadcasting Company 
asked that I sign an exclusive contract for a one 
half hour broadcast on the effects of Khrushchev's 
death on our land and on the world. Needless to say, 
the New York Stock Market dropped sharply on the 

day of the report, 

"Gus Hall” 

6. A coded message, the plain text of which is as 
follows: 

"Note: 

"Berkman next, Morris Childs knows routine. If and 
when you meet him you can discuss next contact place 

such as Dann,” 

~& - 



ape ς “[ Jana is traveling with 
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(The above refers to a possible meeting between MORRIS 

CHILDS and the Soviet contact at the rendezvous known as Berkman 

and Dann.) 

7. A coded message, the plain text of which is as 

follows: 
[4 

4p ΄ 
[ ΠῚ 

. 
- . 

7 

A ern” "This traveling companion of Elizabeth G. _ 

UF ot ad Flynn‘ now traveling in Asi the Near i) Al 

GMs East. She is a CP member and a an 1 διὰ 

ἐμὴ ο ἄχρι San Francisco, California, Her name is τ ἘΣ 

Beneath the above message was a picture os[ | 

[ 1 

follows: 

8, A coded message, the plain text of which is as 

"Eo CCCPSU 

"Permit me to submit a cartoon, and I want to 

point out the serious humor of the newspapers in 

our land, This appeared April 14, 1964 in the 

'New York Post', What is interesting is that it 

points to the direction of the American popular 

thinking on the subject. 

“Gus Hall” 

Beneath the above message appears a cartoon, depicting 

MAO Tse-tung holding in his hand a poster on which appeared the 

picture of KHRUSHCHEV under which was written "Nuclear Test Ban 

Treaty - More Consumer Goods”, In the cartoon; MAO, speaking 

to two o£ his comrades, states "That's how decadence sets in - 

first he's in favor of living and now better living." 
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9. A document entitled: 

"TO END POVERTY AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE U.S. 
"Economic Program of the Commmist farty, U.S.A." 

and a document entitled: 

'The Economic Outlook", 

According to HALL, these are rough drafts of documents 
prepared at the recent NEC meeting held in NYC during early 
April, 1964. Copies of the above-mentioned documents are enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau and Chicago. 

(N¥ 694-S* pointéd out that to disseminate these 
documents at this time undoubtedly would jeopardize his and .- 
CG 5824-S*' security.) 

HALL instructed NY 694-S* to "speak for him’ in Moscow, 
explaining HALL's views with respect to matters of interest to the 
CPUSA and the CPSU. He told NY 684-S* to express his appreciation 
to the Soviets for all the help and cooperation that have been 
given to the CPUSA. HALL further told the informant to advise 
the Soviets that HALL has "no complaints’ as regards the Soviets, 

He instructed the informant to give to the CCCPSU a 
copy of the book "Judaism With Embellishment," by T. K. KYCHKO, 
along with a copy of a recent documentation of the book by the 

mimedgraphed copy of comments and translations of various 
chapters and cartoons in the book. HALL stated that this had ἣ 
been prepared at great expense by the Jewish Minorities Research 
and that the Soviets should be toid that this group had gone to 

ps 
π.-...-. 

committee had gone in conducting a campaign against the So#et 
Union and in charging the Soviet Union with bang anti-Semitic 
and persecuting Jews. 
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He atated that the CCCPSU should be told that this 
committee is using the above named book in furthering the cold 
war. HALL stated that the Soviets however should be told that 
the book had lost much of its "sting" as a result of HALL's 
statement protesting publication of the book and the Soviet’ 
statement published in Pravda admitting that the book should 
not have been published, 

HALL's statement and the Soviet statement in Pravda 
were effective also in that Associate Justice ARTHUR GOLDBERG, 
who was to make a speech before a Jewish body at the time, had 
to change his speech and remove from it much of the sharp criticism 
which he had leveled at the Soviets. 

HALL desired that NY. 694-S* call to the attention of 
the CPSU that the Rev. MILTON TSA MESON has yet to receive an 

invitation to visit the Soviet Union, despite the fact that 
according to the Soviets such an invitation had been sent to him. 
According to HALL, he was advised by JAMES JACKSON, "The Worker” 
Editor, that as of April 16, 1964, GALAMISON had not received an 
invitation in the mail from the Sovits to visit the Soviet Union, 
HALL suggested that the Soviets will be making a bad mistake 
if they do not send such an invitation to GALAMISON, whom he 
described as an outstanding Negro leader. 

HALL also instructed NY 694-S* to teil the CCCPSU 
that Freedomways magazine is a most successful publication, is 
highly publicized and has on its staff many intellectual writers. 
He referred to the readers of;Exeedomways magazine as “intellectuals”. 
HALL instructed NY 694-S* to suggest that the Soviet writers _ 
union or their journalistic institution invite the staff of ——. 
Freedomways, headed by Mrs. JAMES J ; to visit the Soviet 
Union, He stated that Mrs. JACKSON/be permitted to designate 
others among the Negro progressives and intelléctuals to accompany 

her to the Soviet Union, 

With regard to the Catholic question, HALL instructed 
NY 694-S* to tell the Soviets that "the young progressive priests 
today are talking to the communists.” 



i With regard to trade unions, HALL instructed NY 694-} 

| to tell the Soviets that the Party has succeeded in making in- 

roads into thaxunited Auto Workers Union and is beginning to . 

win back outstanding leaders who have been lost in the past. ——-— 

es 

meeting between former CPUSA functionary JO “WILLIAMSON, 7 

who is currently in England and is a member Of thé British -~-— 
Party, and HALL. HALL suggested that while en route from Moscow 
to the USA, NY 694-S* might go to England to contact WILLIAMSON 
regarding this matter. 

_, HALL instructed NY 694-S* that while in Cuba, he contact 

BEATRICE, JOHNSON, the CPUSA representative,there, and ascertain 

| what she might be ablé to do about arranging contact between the 

oe CPUSA and the South American and Latin American Communist Parties. 

“i” He suggested that NY 694-S* not only talk to BEATRICE JOHNSON 

ro about this matter, but also to representatives of the Cuban CP, 

HALL requested that while in Cuba NY 694-S* attempt 

to arrange a "system of consultation between the Parties in the 

Americas", HALL further suggested that NY 694-S* try to arrange 

that BEATRICE JOHNSON make periodic trips to Canada where she 

might personally meet HALL and furnish to the latter reports 

of interest to the CPUSA. HALL suggested that JOHNSON could 

fly from Cuba to Canada. 

HALL requested that NY 694-S* ascertain in Cuba why 

there had been no mass reaction or fight as a result of the 

coup d'etat in Brazil in_favor of GOULART and his party. HALL 

stated he wished to know why the party failed to "fight the 

militarists in Βεαζ 1", 

NY 694-S* was told by HALL to inform BEATRICE JOHNSON 

and the Cuban CP leadership that the most recently formed Puerto 

Rican CP is "a fake" and has only 12 members, HALL stated that 
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there are only small, insignificant groups of communists in Puerto 
Rico and that the CPUSA is attempting to unify these groups into 
one Party. ; 

.- 

Referring to BLASZROCA, Cuban CP functionary, HALL 
told NY 694-S* to ignore Ἔ the [eader completely, He said that 
ROCA _jis."a crook”, ROCA, according to HALL, is angry with HALL 

\ because HALL learned years ago that ROCA had been absconding 
\with funds that had been sent to the Cuban CP by the CPUSA and 
,had stopped sending money after learning of ROCA's "crookedness", 
j; ROCA, according to HALL, has been the "iron curtain” between 
‘the CPUSA and the Cuban CP. 

With regard to the letter (mentioned in referenced 
airtel) that NY 694-S* is to deliver to CASTRO, HALL instructed 
that NY 694-S* not exhibit the said letter to BEATRICE JOHNSON. 
In talking to CASTRO, NY 694-S* is not to refer to any aid given 
by the CPUSA to the Cuban CP in the past. He is to talk with 
GASTRO only on the basis of "the new era’ and of what the future 
should be, rather than what the past was. 
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‘A \ ETERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 4/21/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at second scheduled time and frequency only, but ng 
messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: ἔ 

For information. 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

yi By o- ys 09 /-S 7 Wey 
μενα υγκφτοιιν το Mepis 

ἔξ 
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DECODED COPY a O Sh ΏΞΞΞ- 

CIAIRGRAM cICABLEGRAM/}C RADIO COXTELETYPE τοῖς βοα 
wee em ee .ἕ - 

6:09 PM CST URGENT 119-6), RAM 
TO DIRECTOR AND NEW YORK 

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON ENCODED 
FROM CHICAGO 192319 
- 

εκ 

.* soto, 1S-C. 
NY 69S DEPARTED CHICAGO AS SCHEDULED VIA TWA INTERNATIONA 
FLIGHT 800 AT 3:15 PM THIS DATE ON FIFTEENTH SOLO MISSION. 

JOHNSON. 

by fi 

\ 

RECEIVED: 7:13 PM RDR 

7 | 

Fit ᾧ | ΕἾ APR 22 1964 
- 7 Dona? 5 ag ere 9 .—— «Ὁ 

Ce _ are blew Ὁ, ͵ ΝΞ γ co ΄ 7 {29 

. ἐπ ᾿ 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased m order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. 

eee - - -.- -.-- . - ως ---- ----.- - . 
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y Ν ) δὰ πν 

Ve 
‘ ᾿ em La SUBJECT: |- SOLO ὍΣ 

~ s+ 

ReBulet to Chicago, copy to New York, dated 4/15/64, 
. and (6 airtgl, 4/7/64, concerning the assignment given NY 694-s* 
a by ALEKSEY/KOLOBASHKIN, that as many of “our young people" as 

possible Ye encouraged to participate in the Foreign Service 
Scholar Program. εὐ “τ Ὁ» 

ne | le 
On 4/1lo/o4, ΝΥ 094-S* advised that he had discussed | (ἢ 

with GUS/HALL KOLOBASHKIN's suggestion, that HALL approved the | ~ 
suggest¥on, and instructed NY 694-S* to handle the matter, ΝΙΝ 

Since NY 694-S* will be abroad for five or six ψεείςβ 7... | 
he obviously will not be in a position to do anything in this van 
regard in the immediate future. ἊΝ ἡ 

The NYO concurs with the Bureau's decision that, in τ᾿ 
view of the many hazards inherentt in this situation, which coul§/.’ 
adversely affect the security of the SOLO operation, the Bureau oe 
will not recommend that any of its sources participate in the 
Foreign Service Scholar Program. 

On 4/16/64, when NY 694~S* advised the NYO of HALL's 
reaction to KOLOBASHKIN's suggestion, the informant stated that 
he was toa busy preparing for his departure for Europe on 4/17/64 
to formulate any plans with respect to what action he would take ᾿ 
in compliance with HALL's instructions to handle this matter. -" 
The NYO does not know whether NY 69@-S* and CG 5824-S* again 
discussed this matter in Chicago prior to NY 694-s*'s departure 
from Chicago for Europe. ty sf fo 

sf& ὦ 7: the: ΄ ,{-.-3419 
In the οὐρεξ sire Chicago Office is aware of any such 

discussion, it is requested that the Bureau and the NYO be advised 
with respect thereto.. ; 
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